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Abstract 

Separate Landscape is a research that combines a theory and practice through the 
examination of 'non-place'. Non-places such as airports, waiting lounges, car parks 
shopping malls have been defined as places which lack a sense of history, social 
relations, and identity. 

As a case study, the project takes the historical Tokaido Route in Japan, a four hundred 
ninety five kilometer road connecting the current political capital Tokyo and the old 
capital Kyoto. Contemporary travel on the Tokaido Route by bullet train and automobile 
provides visual and experiential examples of a journey through a series of non-places. 

Since the twelfth century artists and writers have been documenting the well-known 
places along the Tokaido. The most influential of all is the series of prints entitled Fifty
Three Stations of the Tokaido from 1833 by a printmaker Utagawa Hiroshige. The fifty
five paintings that constitute the practice-based aspect of the research refer to the 
Hiroshige's fifty-five prints. The paintings were executed through a methodology which 
was popular during Hiroshige's lifetime called Tsukushi (roughly translated, serialization 
and variations of themes). By employing the same methodology, the Separate Landscape 
series of paintings examine the relationship between mobility, photography and 
landscape painting. 

The written thesis critically examines the validity of aesthetics as an approach to 
landscape and argues for the maintenance of art as a distinct and antagonistic social 
space. The thesis approaches the emergence of non-place depictions by perceiving 
history as a diffusion of cultural discourses between Europe and Japan during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth century. By contextualizing 'non-place' in the historical 
developments of the notions of space and place, the thesis reveals different assumptions 
on which space and place have been formed. Through this, the thesis elucidates 
previously un-examined aspects of 'non-place'. 

Through the combination of theory and practice, the thesis examines the notion of non
place from a cross-cultural and art historical perspective and as a result, it reveals the 
critical relationship between human subject and landscape. 
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Notes on Japanese Names and Abbreviations 

Following the convention of art history of Japan in English language publications, 

Japanese names are written with family (last) name first, followed by the given (first) 

name. Often historical Japanese names such as Hiroshige (given name) is used instead of 

Utagawa because Utagawa is not his original family name but it is his artist mentor's 

household name. Hiroshige is also not his original given name but a name given to him 

by his mentor. Prior to 1868 Japanese people changed names a few times during their 

lifetime. In another example, ancient names such as Hieda no Are, (Hieda of/from Are) 

similar to Pieter de Hoch or Rembrant van Rijin cannot be reversed. For those reasons I 

adapted the above convention. 

Dates are all CE (Common Era) which corresponds to AD (Anno Domini) unless 

otherwise specified. BCE (Before Common Era) corresponds to BC (Before Christ). 

c. stands for circa. 

The maps of mainland (Honshu) Japan and the Tokaido Route in page 11 of this thesis 

are modified versions of Patrick Carey's maps in his Rediscovering The Old Tokaido: In 

The Footsteps of Hiroshige (Carey 2000: xviii, xix). 
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Introduction 

Place implies the stability of the subject in a particular locality. Locality, by providing 

the subject a connection to the social and natural environment, assures an ontological 

security. However, this is difficult to maintain when one stands in an airport where 

overwhelming numbers of tourists are constantly departing and arriving. Equally, in 

shopping malls in many towns across Japan, the same franchised shops sell goods, which 

are produced in one location and sent over one national boundary to another, eventually 

arriving in the shopping mall. Usually those shopping malls are equipped with large car 

parks where until recently farmers grew rice. Places such as airports, shopping malls, car 

parks, and motorways are what anthropologist Marc Auge calls 'non-places' which are 

defined by their lack of history, identity, and social relations (Auge 1997). The 

increasing attention paid by artists to non-places reflects a growing interest in these 

spaces. 

Given this backdrop, the present thesis aims to understand the way non-place as a 

specific spatial condition finds expression in painting and photography. This notion of 

'non-place' is the central focus of the research project Separate Landscape, which is 

pursued through the combination of the practice of painting and research on theories of 

space, place, landscape and aesthetics. Although the concept of 'non-place' has been 

referred to in the social sciences (Auge 1997, Low and Lawrence-Zuniga 2003, Schroer 

2006) there has been very little research from cross-cultural and art-historical 

perspectives. In light of this, this research aims to provide a historical approach to the 

depictions of non-places and to address the absence of research from cross-cultural and 

art historical perspectives. 
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In order to examine the notion of non-place the research takes the Tokaido route 

in Japan as a case study, which printmaker Utagawa Hiroshige depicted in his Fifty-Three 

Stations of the Tokaido in 1833 (Appendix I). The Tokaido is 495 kilometers long, 

connecting the former capital of Japan, Kyoto, and the current political capital, Tokyo. 

Depicting fifty-three stations Hiroshige added the points of departure and arrival, to make 

up fifty-five prints. The Tokaido today, which celebrated its official 400 th birthday in 

2001, is filled with memorablia and products of popular culture, often including 

Hiroshige's images. However, many of the places Hiroshige depicted have changed to 

such an extent today they fit the definition of non-place. Hiroshige's series is part of a 

whole genre of literary and pictorial representations of the Tokaido. Even before 

Hiroshige's well known prints, many artists and poets depicted places along the Tokaido, 

as it has been Japan's most frequented road since ancient times. Those representations 

provide evidence of the influence of Chinese painters as well as European artists. The 

history of the Tokaido's representation requires a study of dispersal of discourses from 

China and Europe. The thesis examines the influence of ocular culture from the 

Netherlands, which remained as a trading partner during Japan's offical closure of 

international trade from the beginning of the sixteenth century until the late nineteenth 

century. 

Hiroshige's work provides images of the Tokaido, which have become symbolic 

of pre-modern Japan. 1 With the advent of modernization after the Meiji Restoration in 

1868, Hiroshige's oeuvre played an eminent role in evoking a longing for the past. As a 

result, those images have become frozen and embedded in cultural memory and 

1 Japanese historians usually call the era before industrialization 'early-modern ' (Hirosue 1996, Tanaka 
1990). 
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discourse. In contrast to Hiroshige's lyrical images of everyday life along the Tokaido, 

today commuters and tourists travel on the Tokaido by bullet train and car, experiencing 

a very different kind of landscape. The journey, which took fourteen days before the 

introduction of the railway in 1872, lasts only two hours and fourteen minutes by bullet 

train today. It is thus insufficient to grasp the experience of the Tokaido with the idea of 

place as ontological security. The speed of travel along the Tokaido today has altered the 

way in which landscapes and cityscapes are consumed. From a train window, the 

landscape becomes a constantly moving and endlessly fleeting image. Those film-like 

snippets are experienced within the air-conditioned and sealed space of the train. 

Technological shifts, accompanied by the discourse of progress, efficiency, and leisure 

have drastically changed the experience of both space and time. Those changes require 

an examination of the notion of non-place, which may help us understand the way in 

which contemporary subjectivity is constituted and positioned against the landscape. 

Separate Ltlndscape approaches landscape from both a theoretical and a practical 

perspective. In so doing, theory and practice are maintained in a parallel relationship. 

Instead of seeking a convergence between theory and practice, the parallel relationship 

allows differing developments of theory and practice. This research critically examines 

the possibility of exploring the subject of non-place through theories of landscape and 

aesthetics as well as through the practice of painting. The series of fifty-five Separate 

Landscape paintings is based on around 1100 photographs of the Tokaido, taken during 

three fieldwork trips to Japan between 2001 and 2006. Each painting in the series 

corresponds to one of Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations (1833). The paintings both 

interpret Hiroshige's work and explore shifts in the constitution of the places themselves. 
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As pilgrims and tourists travel along the Tokaido, passing from station to station, this 

research takes on the character of a journey through the separate landscapes of theory and 

practice. Hiroshige's series marks the point of departure and sets the journey's structure. 

The project Separate Landscape offers not only a contemporary version of the Tokaido's 

landscapes but also a critical reflection on the history of the landscape genre through the 

notion of non-place. 

The thesis falls into the following parts. Chapter 1 outlines the key 

methodological tools employed in the research and discusses the reflexive relationship 

between theory and practice it is premised on. Further issues discussed include 

semblance and abstraction, the process of producing fifty-five paintings, and ethnography 

in art. Chapter 2 provides the history of space and place, which leads to the examination 

of the notion of non-place. Chapter 3 focuses on a European history of the landscape, 

which includes the first depictions of non-place. Based on the conviction that both 

aesthetics and landscape share common historical assumptions chapter 4 examines the 

validity of an aesthetic approach to landscape. Chapter 5 returns to the themes of non

place, landscape and aesthetics while specifically discussing the history of the Tokaido's 

representations. Chapter 6 includes excerpts from my fieldwork journal, which illustrate 

my fieldwork experience. 
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Chapter 1 Methodology 

Research that combines theory and practice raises the following necessary question: 

what is the relationship between theory and practice in research? Is it a process of 

translation between theory and practice? More likely, it is a parallel relationship. They 

reflect on each other, but they are neither translatable nor mixed together. The parallel 

relationship between them allows them to critically reflect on each other. While in this 

research theory deals with philosophical and historical approaches to the history of space, 

place, landscape, aesthetics and in particular the history of the representation of the 

Tokaido, practice follows a process of re-serialization of Hiroshige's original work. In 

addition, ethnography, which involves the researcher as a participant-observer, has been 

helpful in rethinking the position of the researcher in research that combines theoretical 

and practical elements. In this way, the relationship between theory and practice is 

further played out. I will first elaborate on the parallel relationship between theory and 

practice, and move on to the methodological notion of serialization, which is derived 

from the time of Hiroshige's life in Japan. As the final fifty-five paintings are based on 

photographs, I will examine the shared historical 'roots' of photography and painting. As 

the project is a product of three fieldtrips to the Tokaido, I will outline the role of 

ethnography in art. 

Practice and Theory 

As the practice of art and theory can be seen as separate domains, I understand the 

relationship between practice and theory as a parallel relationship. Art escapes 

explanation as much as theory needs an objective distance to develop a theory about art. 
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Moreover, neither practice nor theory submits itself to the subservient position of the 

other. The disciplinary border also prevents a total identification with each other, only 

allowing acceptable disturbance from the other side. 

I argue that practice and theory are distinct because, firstly, the visual language of 

art is a historically instituted system, to be distinguished from a theoretical language. The 

manner of thinking and the procession of thought in the production of art is based on 

perception as distinct from theory. The un-translatability between practice and theory 

provides feedback to each sphere. In contrast, translatability brings down each sphere to 

a position of instrument, a parasite onto the other. The closure and relative independence 

from each other maintain the development of difference between them. Each develops its 

own pathways, strategies, and themes with an awareness of the other. A rare exception is 

Theodor Adamo's (1999) Aesthetic Theory, which is "a theory of aesthetics, a theory that 

is itself aesthetic" (Hullot-Kentor 2006:125). Secondly, art for its survival always needs 

to practice its distinctiveness from other non-art spheres. Its un-translatability is crucial 

to art's survival as art maintains a critical distance from the non-art sphere. Art 

continually moves its border in relation to the non-art sphere. Arts' self-consciousness of 

its border is an act of self-preservation. Thirdly, theory needs the distance from practice 

in order to theorize practice. Theory in Greek originally meant a group of envoys who 

went to attend an oracle in Delphi and carried its message to the people (Luhmann 

2000:272) . Following this, theory is a medium that interprets the message by speculation 

and delivers that message. Theory is a speculation, which gives room to various 

possibilities of interpretation. Speculation allows reflection and meditation about 

practice. Thus, the distance between practice and theory is a working requirement. 
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The concerns in the practice of painting are determined by the historicity 

(memory of other paintings in the history of art) and technical concerns, which are 

influenced by social and experiential circumstances. As the practice falls into a particular 

genre, the history of the genre determines to some extent how the work will be executed. 

Landscape genre, for example, gives the practice a set of conventions, which the artist is 

required to take into consideration. Most importantly, how does a painter make an 

aesthetic decision, omitting other possibilities? Regarding the fifty-five paintings of the 

Separate Landscape, those decisions were made in consideration to the historical 

representations of the Tokaido as well as in response to contemporary landscape 

paintings and photographs. As the series progressed, aesthetic decisions were made in 

correspondence to the paintings and their relationships to each other. I have so far 

discussed the relationship between practice and theory. Let me now move on to discuss 

methodology. As method "(from the Greek meta-odos, or along the way)", it means a 

path to approach a destination (Harrison 1992: 110). In other words, it is the constant 

discovery of a path away from a starting point, an act of moving away from an origin. In 

a way method is equally an escape from the state of chaos, incomprehension, or disorder. 

In order to open a path I have used a process of serialization, inspired by a method called 

Tsukushi, or sometimes called Monotsukushi in eighteenth and nineteenth century Japan. 

Tsukushi corresponds to the notion of repetition, serialization and variation in English. 
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Tsukushi 

Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations belongs to an era where there was an enthusiasm for 

encyclopedic processes of collection and classification. During Hiroshige's lifetime 

Tsukushi was a popular method in literature, science and art. For example, Ueda 

Akinari's (1734-1809) novel Harusame Monogatali (Tales of the Spring Rain) contains 

twenty-eight episodes but the episodes do not accumulate to a larger narrative (Ueda 

1975, Tanaka 1990). Tsukushi is closer in kin to sampling (Raretsu) and listing (Rekkyo); 

while classification involves hierarchy, serialization remains indifferent to hierarchy. 

Tsukushi is related to another concept Ren. Ren can be translated as linking; Ren 

or linking finds associations between seemingly different people, objects and even poems 

to develop Tsukushi. It is the same structural way of linking poems as Renga in Haikai 

poetry, a poetry form produced with a group of poets. In Renga, the first line is followed 

by a second line written by a second poet. That is followed by the third line added by a 

third poet. The process can go on for hours or sometimes days as lines are added by a 

large number of poets. Instead of following or denying the first poem, the second 

redirects the verse and alters the meaning of the whole text. Each time a new line is 

added the whole text alters its meanings. No one can dictate the development of the 

poem over others. Interpretation of each is dependent on others; it is a system of endless 

relativization, irony and humour, open to endless dis-conclusion. 

Tsukushi in this sense differs from the modernist art experiment and the avant

garde movement, which meant to challenge the status quo. Unlike experimentation, 

Tsukushi is not aimed at overthrowing the status quo. Neither does it produce an 

antithesis against the thesis as in a dialectical model. With Tsukushi, one work follows 
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another in order to produce a different version of the same theme. Tsukushi does not 

concern itself with the notion of novelty, either. Its emphasis is placed on relativization 

of meaning and the enjoyment of unpredictability. Katsuhika Hokusai (1760-1849) and 

Hiroshige's prints are successful examples of this in visual art. Both artists employed 

perspectivism in their serials but they demonstrated that perspectivism is just one of 

many approaches to representation instead of employing it as a truth-producing technique, 

extensive with the panoptic and managerial gaze (Inaga 2000). As a result, Hiroshige's 

prints exemplify the "deconstructive" result of importing, and adapting definitive 

prespectivism but at the same time reducing it to just one of many possible pictorial 

vocabularies (Inaga 2000: 125). 

In the Separate Landscape series, Tsukushi is deployed as a key methodological 

approach. During the time of Hiroshige, Tsukushi was a popular approach in art and 

science. Tsukusu is a verb meaning to devote, to serve, or to commit and conveys a sense 

of full commitment and it is exhaustive in so far as it tests and displays as many options 

as possible. This contrasts with the notion of the enigmatic work of art and the notion of 

reproduction. While the enigmatic work of art is condensed with meanings, repetition 

disperses meanings. Equally, repetition produces differences instead of simply 

reproducing them by altering the work of art each time it is repeated. Taking these points 

in consideration, I will translate Tsukushi as 'contiguous repetition', 'exhaustive 

serialization' and 'variations of themes' which differ from ideas surrounding authenticity 

as well as the notion of repetition as simply a reproductive process. 

There are numerous examples of serial works such as Claude Monet's Haystack 

series of 1881, the Poplar series, of 1891, Cathedrals of Rauen series of 1896 and 1897, 
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and the Waterloo Bridge series of 1900-4. Then, there are Georgio Morandi's Still Life 

vases, his Landscape series, and Gerhard Richter's 48 Portraits from 1971-2. Another 

extreme example is Kawara On's Date Paintings, where Kawara paints a date on the 

canvas exactly in the same manner everyday. These serial works involve a process of 

repetition. The same theme is explored in different lights, arrangements, compositions, 

tones, sizes, materials and textures. The notion of serialization is comparable to 

variations of a theme in music. They are stable within an overarching theme but internal 

steps compel against unity. Repetition demonstrates a set of potential values, and 

interpretations, while maintaining those values and interpretations as suggestions rather 

than determinations. 

According to Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, repetition allows "letting come about" 

(veranlassen) and "poiesis" (hervorbringen), which lets images appear. Repetition brings 

about a 'fictivity', which allows the other work to follow (Lacoue-Labarthe 1998:66). 

Repetition displays a degree of coherence or relations between fragments. To quote 

Niklas Luhmann's (2000) term, repetition is "autopoietic", which builds its own identity 

and coherence. In other words, repetition contains its own self-forming, self-imagining, 

and self-fictioning power. Moreover, the protection of consistency is sometimes 

disturbed in the process of repetition. This disturbance brings in elements, which compel 

against the identity of the whole series. The series' coherence is weighed against 

disturbance, which parasitically brings in other values. The arguments for and against 

repetition as a method are complex but one of the arguments against it is exemplified by 

Jean-Fran~ois Lyotard. Lyotard makes a counter argument to repetition, collection, and 

accumulation. Lyotard presents repetition as a will to collect information and accumulate 
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it from a high-altitude viewpoint in order to study and employ that power to control 

others (Lyotard 1988): 

that thinking is able to build a system of total knowledge about clouds of thought 
by passing from one site to another and accumulating the views it produces at 
each site-such an idea constitutes par excellence the sin, the arrogance of the mind 
( cited in Jay 1994:582, Lyotard 1990:23). 

However, in my view an "accumulation of views" fails to amount to "a system of total 

knowledge". Certainly, an accumulation of views will produce a system of knowledge 

but it usually remains incomplete. As well as the will that aims to complete a system 

there is also a desire for difference and destruction, which leads to the instability of the 

series (Derrida 1996). Serialization is a relatively and systematically closed operation, 

which demands a closure of theme which at the same time relativizes and thus de-

stabilizes its own closure. In the case of the Separate La,ndscape paintings, on the one 

hand, I needed to protect the series' unity but on the other hand I brought in disturbing 

elements in order to disrupt any totalizing tendency. Repetition is also a process of 

problematizing identification by its puzzling display of fragmented identities. Gilles 

Deleuze (2001) argues that repetition aims to achieve singularity. Set apart from 

Deleuze's ambition I employed Tsukushi to explore possibilities of paintings fifty-five 

Tokaido places. 

Photography and Painting 

Tsukushi (contiguous repetition, exhaustive serialization, variations of themes) is a 

temporal approach, while mimesis takes spatial aspects into account (Deleuze and 

Guattari 1987, Jay 1997:29). Let me examine this aspect of mimesis in respect to the 

relationship between photography and painting. The use of the camera, and the discourse 
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concerning the camera have had a large impact on the practice of painting at least since 

the seventeenth century, for example during the Dutch Golden Age paintings of Johannes 

Vermeer (1632-1675), Pieter de Hooch (1629-1684) and Gabriel Metsu (1629-1667). 

Photography and painting, although they appear distinct from each other today assume an 

'origin' shared by both. Enough discussions have been made on the issue of 

photography's deceptive character as well as its demonstrability of "truth" (Sontag 1977, 

Barthes 2000, Baudrillard 1988). Indirect influences such as camera framing, the 

snapshot, and blurring have been equally known, although those techniques predate the 

'proper' invention of the camera. For instance, Canaletto (1697-1768) frames his 

paintings so to allow buildings to be cut by the frame. In another example, Jacques-Louis 

David (1748-1825) allows focus and blurring in his portrait of Jacobus Blauw (1756-

1829). In other words, a photographic approach to painting predates the invention of 

photography. 

A key issue today concerns the presence of photographs in everyday life in the 

twentieth and twenty-first centuries, which determine the relationship between 

photography and painting. Despite our awareness of photography's deceptive capacity, 

the audience of photography assumes that photographic evidence is largely credible. 

This may explain why tourists take photographs of themselves in front of a landmark to 

produce evidence of them having 'been there'. Their existence is conjunct with a 

historically proven and stable spatial landmark, although it is only temporal. 

Photography has a capacity for convincing documentation. Photography's mimetic 

ability has been convenient for advertising, tourist photographs, and journalism. On most 

occasions, photography is used as a proof to convince the viewer. Its deceptive capacity 
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and the ability to produce 'truth' operate together. If mimesis is understood as imitation, 

photography is mimetic par excellence. However, when mimesis is understood in other 

ways than imitation, photography may not appear so mimetic after all and the relationship 

between photography and painting can be understood from another perspective. 

Let me refer to the work of Theodor Adorno (1903-1969) and his use of the term 

mimesis, which differs from imitation and copy (Jay 1997). Mimesis in Adorno's (1999) 

work is an approach to assimilate oneself into an objective world. For Adorno, the 

mimetic act is a way of the subject approaching intimately (anschmiegen) rather than 

imitating (nachahmen) the world and the other. He does not collapse the difference 

between self and other (world), instead letting them approach benignly to proximity. His 

mimesis is approaching, snuggling and nestling up to the other. This intimacy is crucial 

as an approach to the world and others, which requires care, sharply contrasting it with 

instrumental rationality's domineering conceptualization, reduction, typification and 

universalism (Jay 1997:32). In contrast to Lacoue-Labarthes' emphasis on rhythmic 

repetition, which attempts to escape the prison of visual mimesis, Adorno trusts a 

visuality (Anschaulichkeit), which can escape instrumental reason. Of course, he is well 

aware that the very visuality, when coupled with "the reified social relations of the 

administered world", can become elusive and deceptive within an ideological machine 

(Jay 1997:35). That is precisely why Adorno sees negativity as an inevitable strategy in 

conjunction with mimesis. Thus, it is not sufficient to understand mimesis as imitation or 

copy, but as an unassuming and intimate approach to the other, against instrumental 

rationality's 'reality'-affirming tendency towards the world. 
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Following the notion of mimesis as an intimate approaching to the other, I want to 

introduce Roland Barthes' (2000) notion of photography as a process of mortification. 

He takes up the example of his mother's photograph. As soon as the photograph of his 

mother as a little girl standing in a winter garden is taken, the photograph will ensure that 

the moment the photograph is taken never returns (Barthes 2000:63); thus, Barthes argues 

that photography is an act of mortification. In the same way, Hiroshige's lyrical Tokaido 

is not an actuality today. In this respect, the fifty-five paintings of the Separate 

Landscape is an act of mourning for the lost landscapes of Hiroshige' time. The fifty-five 

paintings of the Separate Landscape also mourn for the landscape, which will be lost. 

The representations of the Tokaido through the act of mimesis, i.e. photography and 

painting can be understood as an act of approaching the environment, which disappears 

into the past exactly at the moment when it is approached. 

Semblance and Abstraction 

In this section, I want to explain how the Separate Landscapes series oscillate between 

semblance and abstraction. Some of the paintings are faithful to photographic records 

while others appear far removed from photographic representations. At the same time, 

abstraction differs from expression as abstraction is an act of moving away from 

semblance. Semblance may be thought of in terms of a series of redundancies and 

restrictive compromises which artists make in regard to the audience's expectations. In 

Luhmann's view: 

an artwork could be understood or "consumed" with pleasure only if it allows 
recognition (or, in information-theoretical terms, if it provides a sufficient number 
of redundancies). This requirement, along with the concept of imitation, is 
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coupled to hetero-reference. The work of art must bear sufficient resemblance to 
phenomena familiar from a realm of experience outside art (Luhmann 2000: 173). 

The employment of photographic data solves this problem instantly as photographic data 

provides the audience the pleasure of recognition as well as providing 'realism', if not 

providing the pleasure of recognizing realism. This brings the audience to the second

order observation, which Luhmann (2000) introduces, which is the observation of the 

observation. Semblance should not remain simply as a copy of an original, but should 

provide an analogy of observation: 

The rebellion against semblance, art's dissatisfaction with itself, has been an 
intermittent element of its claim to truth from time immemorial. Art, whatever its 
material, has always desired dissonance, a desire suppressed by the affirmative 
power of society with which aesthetic semblance has been bound up. Dissonance 
is effectively expression; the consonant and harmonious want to soften and 
eliminate it. Expression and semblance are fundamentally antithetical (Adorno 
1999:110). 

Adorno sees expression, in a manner of dissonance contradict the self-affirming 

tendencies: 

Art is imitation exclusively as the imitation of an objective expression, remote 
from psychology, of which sensorium was perhaps once conscious in the world 
and which now subsists only in artworks. Through expression art closes itself off 
to being-for-another, which always threatens to engulf it, and becomes eloquent in 
itself. That is art's mimetic consummation. Its expression is the antithesis of 
expressing something (Adorno 1999: 112). 

Contrary to Luhmann, Adorno rejects expression as freedom. For him a subject is 

conditioned historically and socially and so, no unmediated expression is possible. 

Instead, he searches for other ways of understanding art, not as an expression but in terms 

of mimesis, how an artwork intimately reflects 'reality' (Adorno 1999: 112). 

Abstraction can be imagined in terms of disappearance, absence, and silence 

instead of meaning, signifying and exclaiming. As the word ex-pression suggests, it is 
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essentially related to presence, the act of pushing in an outward direction. Abstraction in 

the sense of disfiguration, distortion in Cubism, Surrealism and Expressionism tends to 

abstract the experience in terms of presence and a desire to enunciate. Abstraction such 

as disfiguration and distortion does not liberate either the artist or the audience from 

mimesis as a copy and a truth production technique. Etymologically speaking, abs

traction (abs - away, traction - to draw) subtracts rather than pushes forwards. Thus, 

abstraction can be thought of as traction, a movement towards absence. In the Separate 

Landscape paintings, my aim was to move way from expression as freedom but on the 

contrary to abstract in a sense of pulling away. 

The Separate Landscape Paintings 

Hiroshige's series of Fifty-Three Stations of the Tokaido is so well known in Japan that it 

is almost a cliche to refer to them again. When I was growing up in Japan a reproduction 

of Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations came inside packets of dried vegetables for a rice 

dish. Those reproductions, in the form of small cards, presented different motifs of 

Hiroshige's series. It was the food company's marketing strategy to attract consumers 

who could collect and finally complete the collection of Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations. 

In many ways, Hiroshige's depictions of the Tokaido were a part of everyday life in 

contemporary Japan. Although this was not the motivation for the project, it was 

important that those images were available on a daily basis as part of popular culture. 

To take on Hiroshige's legacy was a process of traveling on a well-trodden path. 

Because his work was so familiar to the people living along the Tokaido, and has become 

part of Japan's cultural memory, I was able to start a conversation easily with anybody 
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about the Tokaido during my fieldwork. With a camera, a sketchbook, and two 

guidebooks I traveled along the Tokaido, mainly relying on bullet trains and local trains. 

On other occasions, friends and family members drove me to places. At each location, I 

took about twenty photographs and finally selected four photographs for the photo album, 

which I later named Negative Landscapes (see Appendix II). I chose one out of those 

four photographs to be a model for a painting. In the beginning, I tried to paint from my 

drawings and memories but the result was not satisfactory so that I finally stopped 

working from drawings or from memories. At the early stage of the research, I 

experimented with different sizes and formats and finally decided on a 76 centimeters by 

106 centimeters canvas because each painting needed to be large enough as a single 

painting as well as small enough for a series. 

Some of the paintings are faithful to photographs, as they are conveying the 

impression and language of photographs. They demonstrate the way photography 

conveys reality. Photographic language has become a common currency to represent 

'reality'. It has been taken for granted to the degree that it is difficult to think of realistic 

images, which are not photographic. On the one hand, the paintings employ 

photographic language to show how appealing and convincing photographic language is 

to the audience. At the same time, they question the validity of photographic language to 

convey 'reality' . In other words, painting offers an analysis of the way in which 

photography reproduces 'reality' and in so doing, painting examines its own mimetic 

faculty. Other paintings appear more abstract. Abstract and disruptive registers of paint 

and marks illustrate the predicament which painting faces today. The disruptions aim at a 

reflexive and self-critique of painting's own tendency to mirror 'reality'. However, the act 
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of disruption has become a conventional idiom of modem painting. Here, painting faces 

another predicament: how can painting illustrate the idea of contradiction when 

disruptive registers of paint have become a cliche? These abstract paintings engage with 

this very question. 

As the research progressed, I moved away from the influence of the contemporary 

photographers' depictions of non-place but developed interests in the work of Japanese 

painters especially, Hara Zaicho (1750-1837), Tani Buncho (1763-1840), Kamei Takejiro 

( c. 1857-1879) and Higashiyama Kaii (1908-1999) as well as the French painter Georges 

Seurat (1859-91). All of those painters approached landscape painting without the notion 

of self-expression. In terms of composition, I experimented with the technique of a 

disjuncture between the foreground and the background, which was used by the Akita 

School of Western style painters such as Odano Naotake (1749- 1780) and Satake Shozan 

(1748-1785) in the nineteenth century and printmakers of that period such as Hiroshige, 

Kawamura Minsetsu ( c. mid-eighteenth century) and Katsushika Hokusai ( 1760-1849). 

Since I aimed at experimenting with the various forms of landscape representations, this 

dis juncture was one of the ways I could play with the traditions of foreground and 

background. The majority of paintings were painted repeatedly, over a long period of 

time, until a point of arrival seemed to appear where nothing could be done further. Here 

I was less interested in achieving what I had intended, but rather negating that very 

intention. 
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Ethnography in Art 

My principle aim during the three visits to the Tokaido was to observe the places and the 

conduct of everyday life along the Tokaido as well as listening to the local people I met 

in shrines, trains, and shops. I assumed the position of the ethnographer at home 

(Jackson, A. 1987). Ethnography refers to the production and representation of fieldwork 

(Parkin 2000, Bryman 2001). I argue that ethnography requires four central components: 

displacement, the dichotomy between self and other, the representation of space and 

place, and the building of trust. During fieldwork, participant-observations coupled with 

the long-term immersion in people and places that the ethnographer desires to relate to 

are central. I argue that ethnography relies on 'trust', which is a prerequisite for 

communicating with others. For this very reason, ethnography requires long-term 

research and the building of trust with those others whom the ethnographer desires to 

know. As a native of Shizuoka on the Tokaido, my postion as a participant but also an 

observer position helped me to relate to local people whom I met in trains, and historical 

heritage sites. I conversed with travellers, employees of local museums, and taxi drivers. 

During these travels, I collected examples of popular culture such as tourist brochures, 

Tokaido souvenirs, packages for sweets, matchboxes, and handkerchiefs in order to gain 

an insight into the significance and representations of the Tokaido today. 

Different from autobiography, which focuses on the temporal coherence and 

continuity of the author, ethnography emphasizes the observation of the other in the 

other's locality (Shostak 1990, M. Jackson 1995, Hayano 2001). The differences have 

blurred over the recent years, but in this research, it was helpful to place myself as an 

ethnographic observer in the field. The position of an observer is different from the 
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image of artists as being eccentric outsiders and protagonists of culture. Contemporary 

artists have incorporated an ethnographic approach into their work (Foster 1996, Clifford 

1997). As far as this research is concerned, ethnography provided a tool to analyze 

different types of observations and writing conventions about the Tokaido landscape. 

Ethnography as a mode of writing has been scrutinized and critically reflected on, 

especially regarding its heritage of objectivity and coherence. Traditionally, 

ethnographic texts exclude the author for a detached, objective view on the culture 

observed. With increasing pressures deriving from post-colonial debates on power, 

agency, and the subject, anthropologists started to incorporate the experience of the 

fieldwork into the text in order to make the research process more transparent. The voice 

of the 'native', which was often also excluded from ethnographic texts, found other outlets 

in the form of the novel (Smith-Bowen 1954, Shostak 1990). Only later, as ethnographic 

texts started to fuse with other literary genres such as the novel, the diary, autobiography, 

or poetry, monographs changed from a linear and coherent account of culture to diverse 

forms (Clifford & Marcus 1986, M. Jackson 1995). These new forms mirrored the view 

of culture as diverse and inconsitent. 

Towards the end of this thesis, an excerpt from my fieldwork diary is included. 

The form of the diary as an alternative literary form to the ethnographic monograph has 

played a vital role in disputes about the authenticity of experience. It is no coincidence 

that the 'discovery' and subsequent publication of Bronislaw Malinowski's (1884-1942) 

diary called A Diary in the Strict Sense of the Term occurred during a period of critical 

self-reflexion within anthropology (Malinowski 1967). When it is compared with his 

ethnographic monograph of the Trobriand Islands (Malinowski 1922), his diary reveals 
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emotions, desires, friendships and power relations with the people he interacted with. His 

diary also shows how much the diary as a particular convention of writing conceals 

stories, which were not written. The rationale for my selection from the fieldwork diary 

was to include the parts that have formed my personal response to Auge's approach to 

non-place. 
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Chapter 2 Space and Place 

Non-places are spaces where anonymous passengers and customers wait and occupy 

themselves in consumer and leisure activities (Auge 1997). They are the opposite of the 

permanent home, or a historical monument where identity , history and social relations are 

symbolized and actualized. A number of contemporary artists have taken up non-places 

as subject-matter, including motorways and petrol stations and interior spaces such as 

execution chambers and waiting rooms. Why do non-places interest artists? Are non

places symbolic of contemporary subjects' loss of identity, history or social relations? 

In order to understand the notion of non-place, I want to begin with an examination of 

what is understood by space and place. Both notions have been historically formulated 

and the task of analyzing this history helps to prepare for an examination of non-place. 

History of Space and Place 

Space and place are frequently referred to with overlapping meanings in the English 

language. A commonly accepted difference between space and place emphasizes space's 

isotopic volume and place's topological specificity. Etymologically speaking, the open 

area, exterior, and open expansion are integral to the notion of place. In contrast, space is 

associated with the notions of an interior, a room, or a container.2 Although the contrast 

suffers from over-simplification, the distinction reveals the different premises that space 

and place are based on. 

2 "The English space, like the French espace, derives from the Latin spatium, and before that from the 
Greek stadion, denoting a measure of length. Place, on the other hand, comes from the Latin platea 
meaning a "broad way" or "open space" which comes in turn from the Greek plateia , also meaning "broad 
way" - the Greek term is in fact echoed in the name of "broad-shouldered" Plato. "Other Latin-based 
languages include terms referring to place that have a similar derivation , and are also closely related to the 
English 'place': in German Platz; in French place; and in Italian piazza" (Malpas 1998:24). 
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Edward S. Casey's (1996, 1998) historical studies indicate that the notion of place, 

a specific location on earth, possessing singular characteristics, is prioritized in Aristotle's 

(384-322 BCE) writing when compared to that of Plato's (427-347 BCE). For Casey, 

Aristotle emphasized the primacy of place over space. Casey attempts to reinvigorate the 

Aristotelian approach and situates it in a late twentieth century context. Casey's main 

thesis is to contest the view developed and spread by the Enlightenment scientific 

paradigm in which the notion of place became marginalized (Casey 1996:20, 1998:57). 

In order to do so he goes back to the disparity between Plato and Aristotle. Let me 

follow Casey's lead and begin by comparing Plato and Aristotle's positions. 

Plato, in Timaeus, discussed space (chora) as a receptacle which is "eternal and 

indestructible" and provides "a situation for all things that come into being" (Plato 

1977:71, Malpas 1998:28). "The receptacle is indeterminate, it has no quality of its own, 

but is that space or place that receives qualities and so provides the necessary "room" or 

space in which things can come to be" (Malpas 1998:27). Plato saw space as a container, 

as an atmospheric matrix for all the things to be. Aristotle explained in the Physics that 

topos was "the inner surface of an enclosing body" (Malpas 1998:26). An example of a 

jar of water can illustrate his view (Bostock 1999:xxxviii): when the water is in the jar the 

place of the water is the inner surface of the jar where the water is resting. Aristotle's 

understanding of place as a topological location has a significant historical resonance. 

His approach to 'place' derives from the emphasis on the body of an object having a 

gravitational need to rest on a surface. Aristotle implies that space allows movement, but 

place is more specific, determined by the contact of an object on its resting surface 

(Aristotle 1999:85-87). 
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In the sixth century CE, following Plato and Aristotle, Philoponus (b. 490) denied 

the notion of the void but instead regarded it as space (Casey 1998:94). In other words, 

Philoponus developed the notion of extentions in space, which was further developed in 

debates during the Middle Ages. Throughout the Middle Ages and the Renaissance the 

geneological line derived from Plato was pursued and developed. Pierre Gassendi (1592-

1633) developed the view that space was characterized by its measurability. He so 

perceived the homogeneity of space (Casey 1998: 139). He thus saw space as "isometric 

and isotropic" (Casey 1998: 140). Issac Newton (1642-1727) incorporated Gassendi's 

notion of isotropic space into his influential work Philosophiae Natura/is Principia 

Mathematica of 1687. Newton's work cemented the supremacy of space as isotropic 

extention. In sum, by the time of Newton, space had been conceived of as homogeneous, 

isotropic, isometric and infinitely extendable (Casey 1996:20). From a politico-historical 

perspective, I speculate that the extensive notion of space was necessary and instrumental 

in providing a rationale for colonial ambitions, the universality of scientific, and legal 

laws, as well as universal humanist values. 

In contrast, Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz (1646-1716) developed a relativist notion 

of space (Leibniz 1956), which is discussed in his letter to Caroline of Ansbach (1683-

1737) and Samuel Clarke ( 1675-1729). Known as the Leibniz-Clarke Correspondence, 

and first published in 1717, these letters crystalised the difference between the absolutist 

and relativist notions of space. Leibniz contested Newton's absolutist conceptualization 

of space as a vast and single arena. For Leibniz space existed between objects. First of 

all, Leibniz approached space as 'idea', a conceptual construction instead of factuality. 

Secondly, Leibniz argued against Newton's claim of space as the sensorium of God. 
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Thirdly, and most importantly, he contested the notion of a single, vast encompassing 

space. Leibniz occupies an important role in carrying the legacy of Aristotle forward, 

while incorporating Newton's conception of uniform space, at the same time already 

incorporting the body into space. 3 Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) included the body into 

his conception of space more explicitly than Leibniz had done. The introduction of the 

body into space helped revive the notion of place. During his lifetime, Kant changed his 

opinions several times but arrived eventually at his Inaugural Dissertation of 1770 in 

which he concluded that it is the human sensibility, which understands space by 

reflection rather than sensation4
• This legacy was pursued through phenomenological 

approaches in the twentieth century (Merleau-Ponty 1989, Bachelard 1964). 

Going back to Casey, we understand by now where his orientation derives from. 

Casey envisages place as being "emplaced", in other words, made possible by the human 

body. The body makes place happen, thus for Casey place is not matter nor a location 

but an event. Also, he sees that place moves from the general to the specific by way of 

gathering memories and histories. He goes on to claim the universality of place 

throughout cultures (Casey 1996:43, 44). His approach to place descends from Aristotle, 

Leibniz, and Kant. I would call this a vertical model, vertical in the sense that the model 

assumes the body's obedience to gravity. Casey's intention to empower place makes a 

3 In another correspondence despatched on the 2nd of June 1716 Leibniz anticipates Kant. Leibniz says, 
"The author contends, that space does not depend upon the situation of bodies. I answer : 'tis true, it does 
not depend upon such or such an situation of bodies; but it is that order, which renderes bodies capable of 
being situated , and by which they have a situation among themsleves when they exist together ; as time is 
that order, with respect to their succesive position. But if there were no creatures, space and time would be 
only in the ideas of God." (Leibniz 1956:42). 
4 At first Kant took Leibniz's position, abandoned it, then took Newton ian position but later Kant grew 
sceptical about the mix of theological issues with the understanding of space in Newton's writing. In his 
The First Ground of the Distinction of Regions in Space of 1766 Kant deals with an example of "two 
incongruent counter parts such as a left hand and a right hand"(Alexander 1956:zlvii). This is used for 
Kant to justify the notion of absolute space. He denies the notion of space as substances , attributes , or 
relations (Alxander 1956:xlix, xlvlviii). 
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humanist point by recognizing the individual's ability to make places unique. This 

argument is made against a homogenization of spaces. His contestation against space, 

conceived as an empty container results in his defence of place as emplacement, which 

seems to rescue existentialist human subjects from the danger of becoming ontologically 

homeless, a claim also made by Martin Heidegger (1889-1976) (Heidegger 1996). 

Place 

Heidegger in his Building, Dwelling, Thinking discusses the connections between the 

terms building, dwelling and Being (Heidegger 1996:349). He distinguishes dwelling 

from simply living or residing in a building (Heidegger 1996:352). For him dwelling is 

an affirmation of human mortality and an acceptance of human vulnerability, which 

requires nature's protection. He seeks an anchorage of human existence in soil. In the 

second part of the essay, Heidegger analyzes the mechanism of the production of place. 

He sees the role of the building as a trigger device for the production of place, extracting 

place from the boundless environment. In other words, for Heidegger boundary is 

established through the building of, for example, a bridge. Subsequently the boundary 

allows space to be produced. This space allows a site for emplacement. He explains that 

many places are conceived in relation to building, which produces locality (Heidegger 

1996:357). In other words, he sees places as positions determined by the act of building. 

The position in relation to locality is defined by distance. In Greek distance is stadion, 

the same word in Latin is a spatium or an intervening space or interval. These spaces or 

intervals are no more than extension. From this extension, mathematical and 

philosophical abstractions can be made, to the space that contains no actual spaces or 
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places. For Heidegger space is produced by the recognition of distance between locations, 

whereas his notion of place is a location determined by the act of building. Building is 

the act of letting the essence appear. His definition of building is derived from the Greek 

word "tikto" to bring forth or to produce and another related word 'techne' means 

producing in terms of letting appear. So the act of building enables human beings to see 

the 'essense' of human relations with the earth. As Heidegger sees it, dwelling is the most 

fundamental act for mortal humans; building triggers the production of locality, boundary, 

space and site. Heidegger ends the essay by emphasizing the human need in learning to 

dwell. 

By way of defending and extending Heidegger's position Robert Pogue Harrison 

(2002) examines how place is produced in relation to the concept of landscape. He 

begins with a proposition: a place is defined by "its boundaries, its intrinsic limits, its 

distinctly local 'here' that remains fixed in space even as it perdures in time" (Harrison 

2002:350). Heidegger also perceived how building triggers the production of space. In 

the same manner, Harrison argues that "places do not occur naturally but are created by 

human beings through some mark or sign of human presence" (Harrison 2002:351). 

Harrison sees "the domestication of space" by a measure of human containment (Harrison 

2002:351). The act of placing a man-made object in nature incorporates a particular 

locality of nature into a human world. In so doing nature is also incorporated into human 

history. For Harrison, nature does not have time until the intervention of human time 

comes into it. Following Heidegger, Harrison sees that mortality defines the human 

sense of time. He argues that the intervention of human time into nature occurs through 

marking mortality, namely the act of burial. The Greek word sema, means grave as well 
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as sign. As statues were erected where the dead lay buried, the statue functioned as sign 

for the buried or as a representation of the dead. The latin term Hie jacet, "here lies" 

defines the situatedness and historicity of the world (Harrison 2002:352). Harrison 

argues that through the act of burial, humans establish a connection to the earth (Harrison 

2003). 

It is notable that Harrison mentions Heidegger's interview conducted by the 

magazine 'Der Spiegel' in 1966. The interviewer asks Heidegger what would happen if 

the human species reached out to another planet. The implication is that Heidegger's 

claim that human being's 'essential' quality is tied to the earth may be obsolete if the 

human species leaves the earth. This question is an indirect critique of Heidegger: 

Der Spiegel: Now, we must say that although we prefer to be here on earth, and 
we probably will not have to leave it during our life-time, who knows whether it 
is human beings' destiny to be on this earth? It is conceivable that human beings 
have no destiny at all. But at any rate, a possibility for human beings could be 
seen in that they reach out from this earth to other planets. It will certainly not 
happen for a long time. But where is it written that human beings' place is here? 

Heidegger: From our human experience and history, at least as far as I am 
informed, I know that everything essential and great has only emerged when 
human beings had a home and were rooted in a tradition. Today's literature is, for 
instance, largely destructive (Heidegger 1981 :57). 

The validity of Heidegger's argument is questioned in the sense that human existence on 

earth may be relative, local and historical. Harrison (1992) also argues that humans are 

emplaced in a relationship between humans and nature, rather than entrenched in nature. 

He argues the point through the paradoxical relationship between civilization and forests. 

Civilization has depended on the forest for raw materials and food as well as a metaphor 

for the other. On the other hand, the forest was always an obstacle to civilization as well. 

He concludes that humans live with the idea of nature, mediated by language and history. 
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The relativist position and historical analysis helped Casey and Harrison to 

emphasize the act of emplacement, a historical process of producing meaningful relations 

to particular places. Their attempt to rescue the human subject is supported by others. 

Doreen Massey (1994, 2005) and Caren Kaplan (1996) reflect on feminist politics and 

value the notion of emplacement at the same time cautious in not falling into nationalist 

or essentialist tendencies, which directly link identity and territory. Massey holds to the 

notion of place, but not as a closed-off, exclusively bound, essentialist conception of 

place. She seeks a 'place' in relation to social, economic, and political relations with the 

wider world since, "the identity of a place is formed out of social interrelations and a 

proportion to those interrelations" (Massey 1994:115). She remarks, "place is thought of, 

not as an inward-looking enclosure but as simply a subset of interactions which constitute 

space, a local articulation within the wider whole" (Massey 1994: 115). What Massey 

argues for is "a non-essentialism in the way in which we think about place" (Massey 

1994: 117). Massey is salvaging humanist interpretations of place but rejecting any 

automatic association with conservative notions of enclosure. She rejects orthodoxy and 

accepts the fragmentation of society in opposition to dualistic politics of the centre and 

periphery. Massey attempts to empower places where subjects reside and conduct 

everyday life. For her an immediate locality can be linked to a wider world by networks 

of communications, without developing xenophobia. 

Kaplan, following Massey's argument, observes, "The local appears as the 

primary site of resistance to globalisation through the construction of temporalized 

narratives of identity" (Kaplan 1996:160). However, she is well aware that "the very site 

prepares the ground for appropriation, nativism, and exclusions" (Kaplan 1996: 160). 
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Although both Massey and Kaplan intend to liberate human subjects from alienation in 

the context of the homogenizing dynamics of globalization, potentially erasing the 

topological as well as historical uniqueness of places, their theoretical exercises face 

difficulty when applied to the politics of immigration control, and the rhetoric of Fascism 

in which a claim of responsibility for a place is always abused. Kaplan, and Massey 

insist on localized emplacement against globalization and the alleged consequential 

homogenization of the built-environment. At the same time they recognize the impact of 

globalization on everyday life in small communities. Often small communities are 

included in revitalization schemes that tend to conceal undesirable local developments, 

but artificialy restore and recreate historical towns and buildings. Although Kaplan and 

Massey arrived at this position to avoid insular politics while maintaining communities' 

meaningful links with localities, they are risking a hegemonic domination of 

heterogeneity when the revitalization of locality becomes official policy. In the 

following discussion on non-place, such meaningful links with communities are absent. 

Non-place, as Auge (1997) argues, lacks a sense of identity, social relation, and history. 

Non-Place 

In the prologue to Marc Auge's Non-Place: Introduction to an Anthropology of 

Supermodernity, Auge illustrates his idea of non-place by creating film-like imageries 

(Auge 1997). The protagonist Monsieur Pierre Dupont (the English equivalent of John 

Smith), a French businessman, dispenses cash from an automatic cash dispenser and 

drives on a motorway to the airport Roissy. He parks his car, pays the machine, checks in, 

goes through passport control, does some shopping, boards a plane, flicks through a 
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magazine and sinks into a solitary enjoyment of music piped through head phones. The 

prologue provides an impression of what Auge means by non-place. Images of airports, 

shopping malls, motorways, and waiting lounges provide a sense of depersonalised, 

indifferent space, although they are not necessarily sterile or empty. Auge explains that 

the locations of anthropological fieldwork have changed over the years from remote 

places to places in proximity, including Europe. He moves on to an example of Marcel 

Mauss' (1872-1950) work concerned with the issue of otherness. Mauss (1966) finds an 

average man of Melanesian society to study. He in other words finds a representation of 

the community he studies. Auge here demonstrates to the reader how the anthropological 

object of research was constructed half a century ago. The 'average man' in Mauss' sense 

is symbolic in every single way of the community he studied. However, the very attempt 

to study a society as a coherent whole has been contested and problematized in 

contemporary anthropology (Strathern 1998, Gupta and Ferguson 1997). Then Auge 

asks how anthropological objects can be found today. 

Auge observes a sensibility called the post-modern, the end product of 

modernism, when a linear narrative of history breaks down. In post-modernism historical 

events become more present. He calls this an acceleration of history (Auge 1997 :27, 28). 

Parallel to post-modernity, Auge sees the development of supermodernity, the continued 

and accelerated version of modernity rather than a break from modernity or modernism. 

In the second chapter of Non Places, Auge starts with the idea that anthropological places 

are invented. Anthropological places are places of identity, of relations, and of history 

(Auge 1997:52, Auge 1998:97). For Auge, "anthropological place is a principle of 

meaning for the people who live in it, and also a principle of intelligibility for the person 
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who observes it" (Auge 1997:52). Anthropological place is the product of the perfect 

convergence between time and place so it appears intelligible for the inhabitants and the 

observers. For Auge, the temporal connection between the living and the dead is an 

effective way of producing places as for example, in commemoration ceremonies. 

However, Auge points out that places of history have lost their original significance and 

have simply become names or tourist sites. Auge picks up Michel de Certeau's notion, 

places of "delinquency" where the route is privileged over the inventory (Auge 1997:81). 

What he means here is that one's journey is more sensuously enjoyed than the places they 

pass by. Those places allude to a negative quality, an absence of place; they turn them 

into passages. Passengers will get glimpses of snapshots. Stereotypical and anticipated 

tourist images are images of non-places. Passenger-spectators here become self

conscious subjects of solitude. Images of places are produced constantly without much 

weight. These non-places create passengers who enter space on a contract basis (paying 

and buying a ticket), enjoying a temporal passivity. Auge brings us to the point that this 

solitude in the temporal passivity and its space (non-place) have become the new objects 

of an anthropological gaze. 

How can I begin to articulate the notion of non-place further? It is usually a built 

environment (traffic islands), has a character of characterless-ness (waiting lounge), and 

is usually clean (airport). As Auge defines it, it lacks a degree of identity, history or 

human relations. Following Auge's vision, these spaces are characterized by anonymity. 

I see those spaces as meta-nominal, i.e. un-namable places. Those spaces emerge as their 

lack of characteristic-ness appears as a potential character. They come to our attention 

when their anonymity becomes overwhelming. Our perception of place and its 
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classification and interpretation seems to work aesthetically as well as linguistically. 

Non-places emerge, and they are recognized when their placelessness appears to 

transcend their irreducibility to naming. In such cases, the spaces of non-places are 

experienced aesthetically, in other words, anomalously, perceptually and bodily. I would 

say that non-place is an aesthetic category, which can also be described as meta-nominal, 

perceptual and bodily space. I can also say non-places are spaces of embodiment-in

waiting. They are spaces waiting to be filled but never to be embodied, thus to escape 

both the production of meaning and meaningfulness. They are anomalous spaces, which 

disembody the meaningfulness of places and prepare for the fright of indeterminacy and 

facelessness of space. 

Let me examine the relevance and the validity of Auge's notion of non-place. 

Auge is suggesting a spatial quality ( or rather spatial non-quality), the opposite of place. 

It is a space devoid of relations, identity or history. It sounds almost synonymous with 

the notion of scientific and isotopic space, which has not yet gathered placeness, or in 

reverse order has lost its quality of placeness. Auge looks at non-place as symptomatic of 

our present era. In the following arguments, Auge aims to characterize post-modern 

conditions and thinking in regard to place. When the pre-fix 'post' is attached to 

'modernity' there are two different desires working. Firstly, there seems to be a desire to 

finish modernity and move on to another era, and secondly to look back at history 

retrospectively. Postmodernity has a desire to look back on recent history as well as 

break from that history. In contrast, supermodernity points to an affirmation and an 

extension of a condition created by modernity (Auge 1998: 103). 
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This extension of modernity involves two related issues for Auge, otherness and 

excess. In Auge's view, anthropology has been primarily concerned with otherness (Auge 

1998: 100). He categorizes otherness into three types: absolute otherness, internal 

otherness and inward otherness. Absolute otherness is that of foreigners whereas internal 

otherness is otherness within bounded society. Inward otherness contemplates on 

otherness within an individual person (Auge 1998: 102). Auge sees that otherness has 

intimate relations with three types of excess, excess of time, space and individual (Auge 

1998: 104). Excess of time refers to the speeding up of history and as a result history has 

become overloaded with past events, each event losing significance. Excess of space 

refers to the expression of the 'shrinking planet'. As the media report images and issues 

in distant places to one's home, images and issues of distant places overload one's space. 

The excess of the individual refers to the fact that the notion of the individual is 

prioritised as a democratic, free agent in consumer society. For example, the expression 

'my way' is prioritised to 'our way' or 'their way'. The collision of otherness and excess is 

a precondition of an era in which non-place is produced. In other words, 'non-place' is 

symbolic of a crisis in both otherness and in space. 

Auge's notion of non-place is inspired by de Certeau's distinction between space 

and place (Auge 1997 :79). Even so, de Certeau's notion of place is closer to Heidegger's 

than Auge's. De Certeau's place is "an instantaneous configuration of positions" and "it 

implies an indication of stability" whereas space is "composed of intersections of mobile 

elements" ( de Certeau 1984: 117). To put it another way, it is an improvised actualization 

of place activated by human actions. De Certeau's notion of space is a "frequented place, 

an intersection of moving bodies" (Auge 1997:79). In other words, places are activated 
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by actors so as to make space. For de Certeau, place represents fixity and stability. In 

contrast, space is an activated place by human actions and their bodies. In other words, 

space is filled with potential. If I follow this interpretation, non-place, derived from de 

Certeau's 'space,' is not necessarily an isotropic extension, but a potential open space, 

which is already suggested in Aristotle's understanding of space as a quality allowing 

movement, however limited. 

Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari's (1987) notions of 'striated' and 'smooth' space 

echo de Certeau's approach to space. Deleuze and Guattari define 'striated space' as a 

space enmeshed within grids to be surveyed, and controlled by a technocratic 

bureaucracy. 'Smooth space' is an open space where subjects move freely. Deleuze and 

Guattari's subjects move horizontally just as nomads might escape the constraints of 

nation-states. Their vision contradicts the actuality of border controls. 'Smooth space' 

anticipates the collapse of Berlin Wall, dividing the Eastern communist Bloc from 

Western Europe, and the breakdown of Cold War polemics. However, nation-states have 

become even more regulative, and manipulative concerning the movements of 

populations over borders, the practice at least to some degree caused by the fear of 

international terrorism. Surveillance of airports, the monitoring of internet use, and 

telephone tapping illustrate the striation of space instead of 'smooth' space. At least 

smooth space offers a model of liberation from spatial control. 

Controlling mobile populations by means of surveillance according to Michel 

Foucault (1977) developed historically and gradually. He sees architecture as a powerful 

institutional machine to survey, control and make human subjects docile. In other words, 

he argues that the control and the management of space became equated with the control 
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and the management of human subjects. Henri Lefebvre also sees space as having been 

exploited by the dominant class, namely capitalists. Lefebvre (1991) sees space as a 

product of the historical development of Capitalism. Space in urban centres accumulate 

capital as a result of military conquest and class division. Urban space has been produced 

in more recent times for the dominant class to exploit subordinate classes in order to 

increase their capital assets. Lefebvre sees the act of the abstraction of space as the first 

step in utilizing and manipulating space for the capitalist. He sees the problem of 

domination and exploitation by the manipulation of space through capitalist relations. 

However, he refuses to retire to the solution of nostalgia for pre-Capitalist states 

(Lefebvre 1991: 121, 122). In Lefebvre's text even architects are not innocent. He 

criticises the Bauhaus and the modernist architect Le Corbusier (1887-1965) for 

"authoritarian and brutal spatial practice" (Lefebvre 1991 :308). Architects are accused of 

"the application of the analytic spirit in and through dispersion, division and segregation" 

(Lefebvre 1991 :308). Ed Relph puts it more simply by claiming that "Space is 

understood to be empty and undifferentiated and objectively manipulable according to 

the constraints of functional efficiency, economics, and the whims of planners and 

developers" (Relph 1986:23). Lefebvre argues from a Marxist perspective that the 

production of particular types of space is the work of a particular need created by each 

stage of capitalism. Lefebvre argues that place and space have been reconstituted with 

the violence of the capitalist system in order to produce goods, transport them and profit 

from them. Moving on from Auge's definition of non-place we understand now that non

place can not simply be defined by the lack of history, identity or social relations. It is 

enmeshed in the issue of naming, globalization and capitalism. 
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Lastly, Peter Sloterdijk (2002) brings out the notion of the 'sphere' in relation to 

the notion of space. Following Plato, space can be imagined as voluminous atmosphere. 

For instance, non-places such as underground trains are sealed and demarcated when the 

doors are closed, which produces an atmospheric closure. Closure is not demarcated by a 

threshold but rather by an atmospheric closure, closing doors to separate the atmosphere 

of the space from other spaces. Non-places are not an empty container but filled with air, 

which can be easily contaminated. In ancient Greece, a group of thinkers called Atomists 

conceived that space was filled with tiny particles (Casey 1998). Sloterdijk's emphasis 

on atmosphere in space instead of interpreting it as an empty container allows us to 

imagine space as being sealed and air-conditioned. In this respect, non-places are 

conditioned and maintained, allowing human traffic to be monitored and surveyed. Non

places epitomize the utopian ambition of modernist architecture but at the same time, the 

anxiety of urban architecture built on the fragile balance between civility and violence. 
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Chapter 3 Landscape 

In the previous chapter, I examined the history of space and place in terms of the notion 

of non-place. It appears that non-place assumes the transitory nature of contemporary 

life. When did artists first start to depict non-places? When did artists start to pay 

attention to traffic islands, empty corridors, and desolate wastelands? I will start the 

discussion by tracing the history of the landscape genre and move on to discuss the 

emergence of the depiction of non-place in painting. To follow, I will look at what is 

assumed in landscape paintings and question what is at issue in the genre today. A key 

issue is to ask whether landscape depiction is always about resolving the human 

relationship with nature. In order to answer this question I will refer to Theodor Adorno's 

chapters Nature Beauty and Art Beauty in his Aesthetic Theory. These essays testify to 

the contradictory relationship between art and the depiction of nature. In turn, this allows 

me to elucidate the relationship between landscape and aesthetics. 

A brief history of the landscape genre 

The etymological origin of the English word 'landscape' can be traced back to the 

German word Landschaft, used in 1121 (Nye 1999:13). At the time, it referred only to 

the shape of the land, but later with the emergence of a landscape genre in fine art, 

around 1420, it began to refer to the representation of the land. By the eighteenth century, 

it was fully integrated in the discourse of aesthetics and art (Nye 1999: 13). However, the 

English term seems to have been introduced through the Dutch word Landschap (Hirsch 

1995 :2). Ernst Gombrich claims the first use of the term landscape occurs in the 1520s 

and 1530s (Lagerlof 1990). This claim rests on the popular assumption that landscape as 
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a pictorial genre developed and matured in the Renaissance period (Lagerlof 1990). 

According to this view, pre-Renaissance landscapes merely functioned as backgrounds, 

contextualizing pictorial dramas. Contrary to that assumption, the frescos discovered in 

Boscoreale, dated from 60 BCE and another fresco from Livia (1 BCE/20BCE) 

demonstrate that landscape was already a popular subject matter, even if it had not yet 

achieved the status of a genre in its own right. In the fresco of Boscotrecase small figures 

in the landscape are shown (illus. 1). The fresco from Livia shows a garden without 

figures (illus. 2). Mythical landscapes known as Landscape with Perseus and 

Andromeda from the Mythological Room of the Imperial Villa at Boscotrecase (1 BCE) 

also show complex renderings of figures in landscapes. 

From left: 
1. Detail of the fresco from Boscotrecase, 1-25 CE. 
2. Detail of a wall-painting from the Villa Livia, National Museum of Rome. c. I BCE. 

Even the frescos of eight scenes from the Odyssey, including Ulysses in the Land of the 

Lestrygonians of first century BCE at the Vatican, convey a strong landscape element. It 

is more plausible to accept the view that landscape as the representation of space or 

environment declined during the medieval period (Koshi 2004). 

The re-emergence of landscape painting in the late medieval period was marked 
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by the meeting of a painter Simone Martini (1315-1344) and supposedly the first modern 

poet Petrarch (1304-1374) about whom Kenneth Clarke famously claimed, "as everyone 

knows, the first man to climb a mountain for its own sake, and to enjoy the view from the 

top" (Clark 1949:7). In other words, Petrarch climbed the mountain in 1336 for aesthetic 

pleasure, and thus broke away from the view of nature as elementary resource of human 

life, delivering food and building materials. Around the time when the medieval and 

Renaissance crossover took place landscape paintings re-emerged. Ambrogio 

Lorenzetti's (1319-47) frescoes Allegory of Peace from 1339 (Honour and Fleming 

2005:408-4 09) is a fitting example (illus. 3, 4). Allegory of Peace consists of an urban 

cityscape and a countryside outside the city wall. 

3. A city part detail from Ambrogio Lorenzetti's fresco Allegory of Peace. 1339. 
Palazzo Pubblico, Siena. 

4. A countryside part from Ambrogio Lorenzetti 's fresco Allegory of Peace. 1339. 
Palazzo Pubblico, Siena. 

Landscapes during this period were developed mainly in the area of manuscript 

illumination in France. Because manuscript illumination was not subject to clerical 

control, illuminators developed representations of landscape more freely than in other 

media. A Parisian manuscript illuminator Jean Pucelle (active c. 1320-1334) combined 

the influence from Italian painters such as Doccio and Giotto; his workshop produced 

innovative illustrations with landscapes concealed in religious motifs. Although all the 
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illustrations were religious in nature, the landscapes were given an important role. In 

another example, a poet and a composer, Guillame de Marchant's Allegory of Poetry (c. 

1370) shows a landscape in the background; the figures are not dominant in the frame. 

Although scales and perspectives are not harmonically resolved, it presents the increasing 

attention to the background landscape in contrast to the diminishing figures. It may be 

argued that this reveals certain theological assumptions about nature (as cosmos, as order, 

as the will of God) and the place of humanity in that order. There were a number of 

landscapes in frescos as well as manuscript illuminations. A fresco Bird-Catchers at the 

Tour dela Garde-Robe in the Palace of the Popes of 1343 in Avignon (illus. 5) shows a 

re-engagement with landscape (Clark 1949:8). 

More notable developments took place in the early fifteenth century when the 

Limbourg brothers (approximately 1370-1416) produced illustrations for Les Tres Riches 

5. Bird-catchers. 1343. Fresco, Chambre des cerfs, Papal Palace, Avignon. 
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6. September from the Limbourg Brothers', Le Tres Riches Heures du Due de Berry 1413-16. 
Illumination. Musee Conde, Chantilly. 
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Heures (illus. 6), commissioned by the Duke of Berry, a son of John II, King of France. 

Le Tres Riches Heures has distinct landscape representations, unlike the ones produced in 

Pucelle's workshop. The Limbourg brothers developed a type of a perspectival scheme, 

different from the one which employs a vanishing point developed in Renaissance Italy. 

Since their perspectival scheme was diagonally organized, it allowed their landscape 

representations to have the illusion of depth. 

The central stage of development in landscape painting moved from France to the 

Netherlands. Les Heures de Turin et de Milan-Turin presents figures as ornamental 

elements, in contrast to the landscapes, which occupy a dominant role. The landscapes 

still functioned as the background, but the figures in the foreground seem simply a 

decoration. In another example, The Simon Marmion Hours (illus. 7) presents the Last 

Judgment scene through the representation of landscape. By the time of Hubert ( c.1370-

1426) and Jan van Eyck (c.1390-1441), landscape was established as an undeniably 

distinct category in the Netherlands. In neighboring Flanders, Joachim Patinir (c. 1485-

1524) painted panoramic landscapes, which provided the audience a bird's eye view. 

Although Patinir did not employ a perspectival scheme, the foreground, middle ground 

and background were coherently and seamlessly connected in his paintings. In the area 

of today's Germany, Albrecht Altdorfer ( c.1480-1538) eliminated both narrative content 

and human figures from his landscapes (illus. 8). This is a significant break, away from 

the succession of landscape paintings which used landscapes as the background of human 

activities. By the seventeenth century, the legacy of the deliberate separation of 

landscape is continued with Dutch painters such as Jan van Goyen (1596-1656), and 

Jacob van Ruisdael (1628/9-1682) who undeniably established the landscape genre as 
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commercially viable. The development of landscape painting up to the seventeenth 

century was the history of the development of a gaze on the background, the negative 

space, against the human figure (Koshi 2004). We have observed how human figures 

became ornamental and the landscape came to play a central role in comparison to 

medieval religious paintings and Renaissance paintings. Later in this thesis, I will 

demonstrate that the development of the landscape genre in France, Flanders, Germany 

and especially the Netherlands had a lasting impact on Japanese landscape painters, more 

than the medieval and Renaissance paintings of religious motifs did. The mode of 

observation which European painters north of the Alps developed was largely responsible 

for the way Japanese painters approached landscapes from the eighteenth centuries 

onwards. 
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7. Simon Marmion's (c. 1425-89) workshop. Franco-Flemish School. The Simon Marmion Hours. 1475-81. 
Victoria and Albert Museum, London. 
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8. Albrecht Altdorfer, Landscape with a Footbridge. c. 1518-20. National Gallery, London. 
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The Emergence of Non-place Aesthetics 

In contemporary painting, a notable number of painters have engaged with the landscape 

genre. Paul Winstanley's paintings of passageways and waiting rooms (illus. 9) 

correspond to the general interst in non-places along the work of Marc Auge. 

9. Paul Winstanley, Lair. 2005 . Oil on Linen. Private Collection. 

On the other hand, Gerhard Richter's landscape paintings almost re-capture the quality of 

Neo-Classical landscape paintings. In photography, Hans-Christian Schink's landscapes 

(illus. 10) are composed with a dominating architectural structure as if architecture is the 

main protagonist, obstructing the scenery. Antiseptic cleanliness predominates in his 

photographs. Lewis Balz's Park City and Lucinda Devlin' photographs of execution 
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10. Hans-Christian Schink, Saalebrucke Beesedau (2), 2001. 

rooms, gas chambers, and lethal injection chambers (1998), go to an extreme of non

place aesthetic. Both Devlin's and Balz's photographs de-sensualize interior spaces. 

Balz's work is anticipated in the Bauhaus photograph The Room with the Looms. The 

inspirations in many of these contemporary examples can be traced to Bauhaus 

photography and the Neue Sachlichkeit (New Objectivity) movement. They are linked by 

the generation of photographers who were active during the 1960s and 1970s and who 

inspired the new generation with their interest in industrial landscapes. The earlier 

generation of photographers from 1960s and 1970s represented industrial landscapes 

rather than non-places. For example, Hilla and Bernd Bechers photographed 102 Gas 

Tanks between 1963 and 1992 (Becher 1993). The Bechers' almost scientific and 
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taxonomical collection of images of tanks resemble August Sander's ( 1876-1964) 

landscape photographs. August Sander pioneered the area of landscape photography in 

the early twentieth century. He photographed coal mining sites in Germany between 

1928 and 1938 and a motorway in Neandertal in 1938 (Sander 1999: 114, 5). Moving 

away from the depiction of the 'picturesque', Sander's photographs document a mixture of 

idylic and wounded landscapes. Unlike Sander, his contemporaries were engaged with 

photographing interior space. The Neue Sachlichkeit which includes, for instance Hans 

Finsler's photograph of Klosterstreet Transformer, Central Corridor of 1929 (illus. 12) 

shows a fascination with rational and geometrical space (Michalski 1994 ). 

Similarly, Bauhaus photography already aestheticizes non-places. Depictions of 

architectural structures occupy a dominant position in Bauhaus photographs. Lucia 

Moholy's photographs of a workshop wing of a Bauhaus building at night (Marzona and 

Fricke 1986: 148) and J. van der Linden's photograph of a Bauhaus staircase in 1930 

(Marzona and Fricke 1986: 145) clearly anticipate later developments in non-place 

aesthetics. In other words, the Bauhaus photographers (illus. 13,14) were aware of a 

certain type of image structure, and its appeal; they further controlled and articulated the 

specific aesthetic appeal and composition. These artists recognized that the atmospheric 

and spatial aspects of Bauhaus architecture have a convincing aesthetic appeal. In my 

view, this non-place aesthetics involves a pleasure of recognizing an elimination of a 

sense of presence. 
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I 2. Hans Finsler, Kloster street transformer, 1929. 
Black-and-white photograph. Halle, Staatliche Galerie Moritzburg 
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13. Interior of the Dessau Bauhaus 
Photo: Eric Consemi.iller, Bauhaus Archive Inv. 5995/3 

14. The Torten Estate, Dessau, 
Photo: Muche, Bauhaus Archive Inv. 6040/4 
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Emergence of non-place paintings 

One of the Bauhaus members, Willi Baumeister in a discussion with other Bauhaus 

members remarked: 

Rousseau painted a landscape in which telephone poles with white insulators are 
visible. No previous painters had considered such things of any use. But he was 
without sentimentality, concrete and more enamored of the truth than all his 
fellow landscape painters. His pictures even resembled photographs, and yet at 
the same time they were more abstract (Baumeister 1986: 134). 

Baumeister is refering to Henri Rousseau's (1844-1910) painting, View of Malakoff of 

1908 (illus.IS). 

15. Henri Rousseau , Views of Malakof, 1908. Oi l on canvas (46 x 55 cm). Private Collection, Switzerland. 
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Rousseau was neither the first nor the only artist to depict complex and changing 

landscapes. George Seurat (1859-1891) preceded Rousseau by twenty years. Seurat 

produced a drawing of railway track in 1881/2 (illus.16). 

16. Georges Seurat, Railway Tracks I 881-82. Conte Crayon . Andre Bromberg Collection. 

Contemplating Seurat's well-known work La Grande latte (illus.17), it becomes evident 

that Seurat was dealing with space, place and subjectivity specific to modernity in Paris 

during the 1880s. For instance, in Seurat's La Grande latte, figures are painted as if they 

are the embodiment of boredom, as failures of modernity. La Grand latte brings out 

issues of modern subjectivity, which Linda Nochlin describes as a lack of "a deep core to 

those painted personages" (Nochlin 1989:173). A contemporary of Seurat, Gustav 

Caillebotte's (1848-1894) painting Traffic Island, Boulevard Haussman of 1880 (illus. 
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17. G. Seurat, A Sunday on the Island of La Grande latte , 1884-86. The Art Institute of Chicago, Helen 
Birch Bartlett Memorial Collection. 

18. G. Seurat, Landscape, Island of La Grande latte , 1884. (69.9 x 85.7 cm). Private Collection. 
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19. G. Caillebotte, A Traffic Island, Boulevard Haussmann 1880, Oil on Canvas (81 x I 01 cm). 
Private Collection. 
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19) (Bretell 1992:xxvi) depicts a traffic island. Caillebotte, a painter, was also a friend 

and a patron of Camille Pissarro (1830-1903) and other impressionists. Even earlier in 

1876 he painted a scene entitled Le Pont de !'Europe (illus. 20, 21) in which a solitary 

alienated figure is depicted against a back-ground of passers-by on a bridge. The solitary 

figure in Caillebotte's Le Pont de !'Europe maybe the modernist version of the solitary 

figure in Casper David Friedrich's The Wanderer Above the Mists of 1817-18 in which a 

figure stands on a peak of a mountain. 

20. G. Caillebotte, Le Pont de !'Europe, 1876. Oil on Canvas (124.7 x 180.6). 
Musee du Petit Palais, Geneva. 

21. G. Caillebotte, Le Ponte de !'Europe (variant) , 1876/77. Oil on Canvas (105 x 131 cm). 
Kimbell Art Museum, Fort Worth. 

This bridge Le Pont de L'Europe was built between 1865 and 1868 and it was not over a 

river but over railways. The figures in these painting are not contemplating the flow of 

water but the flow of trains. Caillebotte's other paintings also display non-place 

aesthetics. Consider Banks of a Canal Near Naples (Bord du Canal, pres de Naples) of 

about 1872 (illus. 22) which depicts a barren and anonymous landscape (Stevens 

1996:35). Another painter Paul Signac (1863-1935) painted gas tanks in 1886 entitled 

Gas Tanks in Clichy (illus. 24). Signac made a crayon drawing and an ink and graphite 
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22. Gustav Caillebotte, Banks of a Canal near Naples. c. 1872. Private Collection. 

23. Paul Signac, The Scaffolding of the Sacre-Coeur, 1882-83, Oil on wood (49.5 x 32 cm). 
Private Collection. 

24. Paul Signac, The Gas Tanks at Clichy , 1886. Oil on canvas (65 x 81 cm). National Gallery of Victoria, 
Melbourne, Australia. 
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study of the gas tanks around the year 1886. He also painted scaffoldings around the 

Sacre-Coeur in 1882-83 (illus. 23). These painters were attracted to urban situations and 

environments where a new relationship to the environment was conceived. They were 

not interested in the sight of hard labour or inhumane slavery to machines in factories. 

Rather, they were interested in the depiction of changing subjectivity in the urban 

environment. Unlike any other art movement around that time, the Impressionists were 

interested in everyday, urban and modern situations. Their interest in modern life forms 

is distinct from the Barbizon school of landscape painters who preceded the 

Impressionists. 

The connection between Impressionists' urban everyday scenes with the Japanese 

landscape and townscape prints of Hiroshige and Hokusai bring us to the juncture in 

history where the depiction of non-places was emerging. For example, Henri Rivere's 

(1864-1951) The Thirty-Six Views of the Eiffel Tower of 1882-1902 (illus. 25, 26) shows 

thirty-six views over Paris from the Eiffel Tower with close-ups of the structure 

obstructing the audience's vision like Hiroshige or Hokusai prints where foreground and 

background are disjunctive (Mathieu 1988:217, Inaga 2000:130) . Riviere's print also 

employes the tone of a Japanese print. Japanese Ukiyo-e prints, which depicted urban 

everyday scenes inspired many of the Impressionists' depiction of such scenes. For 

instance, Pissarro acknowledged, in his letters in February 1892, that he admired 

Hiroshige's work that showed urban landscapes (Brettell 1992:xxvi). Pissaro saw 

Hiroshige's prints at Paul Durand-Rouel's gallery where also the second Impressionist 

exhibition was held, including Caillebotte's (Brettell 1992:xxvii). Another example is 

Claude Monet's Jardin a Sainte-Adresse of 1867 for which he borrowed a composition 
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25. Henri Riviere, In the Tower, Thirty-six views from Eiffel Tower. 1882-1902 

26. Henri Riviere, Eiffel Tower Under Construction, Seen From the Trocadero 
from The Thirty-Six Views of the Eiffel Tower, 1902. Lithograph ( 17 x 20 cm). 
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from Hokusai's The Sazaido of the Gohyaku Rakan-ji of 1829-33, one of Thirty Six Views 

of Mount Fuji (Tinterow 1994:246,7,8). Around this time in Japan Ukiyo-e, colourprints 

of landscapes, actors, and actresses, became popular, which was helped by the innovation 

of the colour printing process and the growing publishing industry. Ukiyo-e was a 

popular art form, supported by a new, urban commercial class. The inclusion of 

buildings, bridges and the depiction of urban scenes became recurrent references by the 

time of Hiroshige and Hokusai in those prints (illus. 27, 28). In Paris, landscape 

paintings started to sell in a small number of galleries at first and by the time some artists 

moved to Fontainebleau the clientele for landscape painting had become firmly 

established (Green 1990, 1995). The Barbizon School of painters, many of whom lived 

27. Utagawa Hiroshige, Fireworks over Ryogoku Bridge,from One Hundred Views in Eda. 1858. 
28. Utagawa Hiroshige, Evening View of Saruwaka Street, from One Hundred Views in Eda. 1856-8. 
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and worked in Fontainebleau, established the practice of outdoor painting, as if the act of 

painting in nature itself was 'essential' to paint landscapes. Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot 

(1796-1875) exemplifies their approach, as he painted landscapes with human subjects in 

harmony with natural environments. Impressionists who emerged after the Barbizon 

School conveyed this legacy, for example, in the early works of Camille Pissarro. 

However, the Impressionists covered a wider range of subject matters than the Barbizon 

School of painters. Although the production of landscapes remained one of the major 

preoccupations among the Impressionists as seen in the work of Claude Monet, the 

Impressionists later on included cityscapes in their repertoires. For example, Pissarro 

who was well admired and successful with landscapes and rural scenes produced many 

Parisian scenes in his later career. In fact, the contrast between the urban and rural in 

France was an established discourse as seen in the Barbizon School's preoccupation to 

recover the human relationship with nature and Parisians seeking escape to rural areas. 

The Impressionists' renowned interest in urbanity was partially influenced by Japanese 

prints' depictions of urban everyday scenes as well as a reaction to the Barbizon School. 

Although there are no such non-place depictions such as a contemplating man on a bridge 

or traffic islands in Japanese prints from that period, I argue that the non-place aesthetic 

was a complex product of cultural translation. It was the Impressionists' interpretations 

of Japanese depictions of the urban everyday, contextualized in the urban/rural 

dichotomy at the time in Paris, which turned their gaze to non-places. Hiroshige and 

Hokusai present festive and active places, which certainly influenced Pissaro's later 

works. Although adaptation in the works of Impressionist artists can be detected, the 

Impressionists developed and transmitted an alienated view of modern Paris. It was the 
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translation process of urban everyday Edo scenes, which transplanted the discourse of the 

urban everyday, but this process of translation was also a result of a reaction against the 

Barbizon school and its focus on rural scenes. Certainly, the contrasting urbanity and 

rurality and even remote exotic places became an important discourse in French society 

at the time. It is not difficult to assume that artists started to look at urban life as an 

object of study in this historical context. 

Furthermore, Japanese artists such as Hiroshige and Hokusai were exposed to 

European art as they digested the influence for their advantage. Predecessors of those 

printmakers were especially influenced by Dutch art during the eighteenth century. In 

this sense, influence was characterized by the complex diffusion of cultural discourses. 

The Impressionists did not seem to paint those objects and scenes as symbols of progress, 

nor did they appear particularly critical, except Pissarro's late urban depictions which 

seem to celebrate urbanity. In general, the impressionists' depictions of train stations, gas 

tanks, and traffic islands remain somewhat indifferent as in Sander and Bechers' 

photographs. Their painterly manner is neither passionate nor critical. It is possible to 

suggest that the painting's relationship to photography had some role in this. I would 

speculate that the Impressionists already started to incorporate some characteristics of 

photography, while simultaneously reacting against it. The Impressionists had already 

started to imitate and assimilate photography into paintings. Painters not only were 

separated from direct observation but developed an observation of observation through 

the experience of confronting and imitating photography. In other words, imitating 

photography has a double articulation, one of imitating the way photography observes the 

world, and painting the image of an image of the world. 
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Production of landscape 

Landscape has often been discussed in relation to the production of meanings for 

inhabitants and viewers (Lovell 1998, Stewart and Strathern 2003). It is also widely 

accepted that landscape is a cultural construct (Mitchell 2002, Nye 1999:3, Lovell 1998; 

Bender 1993). The contrary view of landscape as independent from human conduct 

denies human historical interrelations with nature. Not only has nature changed in 

appearance but also the increased volume of human traffic across the globe has an 

impact on the way in which landscapes are experienced. As a result the question of 

displacement has become an urgent issue; nevertheless, displacement is not specific to 

modernity. For example, numerous wars displaced people from their original habitats 

involuntarily prior to modernity. Military and political turmoil have continued to 

displace modern subjects from 'original' habitats into the twenty-first century. In contrast, 

significant numbers of tourists have mobilized themselves voluntarily in recent history. 

Modern tourism has little religious motivation or it has little association with military 

conflicts. The connection between pilgrimages and modern tourism has been remarked 

on in anthropological studies, which may help us to understand the connection between 

the notion of non-place, travelling and the unstable identity of modern subjects. Modern 

tourism and international trade and commerce have produced not necessarily existential 

displacement but a displacement of leisure (MacCannell 1999, Urry and Scheller 2004). 

The issues of migration and travelling have been woven within a discourse of 

identity. The term identity has frequently referred to who I am in relation to others, 

although etymologically speaking identity (idem) means to be the same. The issue of 

being was taken on by the Existentialists, where meaningful human subjectivity was 
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sought and discussed (Sartre 1958, Heidegger 1962). Today the discussion of identity 

has incorporated post-colonial situations and migration problems (Shohat and Stam 2003). 

The identification of oneself with a place is a common practice. Individuals search for a 

'true' and satisfying description of themselves in regard to a geographical location. 

Identity presumes an eventual stability of self in a place. However, I observe that always 

an identity is pre-determined and thus imposed on individuals, although to a degree 

individuals can acquire new self-descriptions. For example, one's birthplace never 

changes. One's nationality is also a relatively unchangeable label. In a way, the 

identification process is a submission to processes of authority (Adorno 2000:278). Thus, 

the arguments for preserving landscape and consequently to protect one's identity 

perpetuate existing power structures. Therefore I argue that the claim linking the human 

subject and a territory through the technique of landscape inevitably leads to the 

production of ideologies such as nationalism and fascism. 

A concern and care for the landscape is often weighed against kitsch, and 

artificially planned landscapes (Relph 1986). And yet, this argument overlooks the 

problems of exclusion by assuming a 'natural' linkage between a human subject and a 

territory. The argument also misses the point vis-a-vis traditions, which appear to have 

accumulated and shaped over time to live harmonically with nature. Traditions often are 

politically motivated products, and they involve constant effort in maintaining their 

'authenticity' and their associated landscapes (Hobsbawm 2003, Lowenthal 1988). 

Without being necessarily invested with meanings, landscapes may imply moral and 

political views. Moral and political views associated with landscape often cannot be 

broken down to a number of concepts or narratives but they can be dealt with 
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aesthetically. Aesthetics involves an act of ethical judgment (Kant 1952). The act of 

judgment involves the process of intuitively making decisions with a moral feeling. 

Taste assumes its strength "only when sensibility is brought into harmony with moral 

feeling" (Kant 1952:227). Terms such as non-place and placelessness are not simply 

antonyms of placedness, implicit in the word 'place'. However, placelessness can imply a 

pollution or a lack of placedness, or a lack of care, which apparently involves a moral 

dimension (Relph 1986). It is not necessarily the meanings which users and viewers 

extract from landscapes but the impressions, feelings and general experiences of lives in 

particular spatial conditions, which I want to bring to focus. David Harvey (1985) argues 

that a particular type of consciousness has arisen as a result of the ways in which cities 

accumulate and circulate capital. In other words, spatial experience produces particular 

aesthetic relations to city space. Aesthetics deals with the image, appearance and vision 

without translating and interpreting it into narratives, symbols, or meanings. In the 

following section, I will look at landscape from an aesthetic point of view. In order to do 

so I will examine Adomo's (1999) essays Natural Beauty and Art Beauty in his Aesthetic 

Theory. 

Non-place as Concealment of Violence 

Prior to Adorno, Georg W. F. Hegel (1770-1831) degraded both nature and art as 

instruments for Spirit. For Hegel, nature is understood to require art to be realized 

absolutely, due to its insufficient capacity (Hegel 1993, 2003). In other words, art assists 

nature to perfect its mission. Heidegger, Adomo's contemporary, held a view that human 

destiny was rooted in the earth. Heidegger needed to establish Dasein's 'undeniable' link 
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with nature as the Romantics had done. Heidegger sought a recovery and renegotiation 

of the human relationship with nature, whereas Adorno rejected the subjects' automatic 

link with nature. Here Adorno sees human conditions as contradictory in its relationship 

to nature. As an outcome of modern conditions, Adorno perceives that human activities 

necessitated violations of the natural environment (Adorno 1999). In Adamo's spectrum, 

art is positioned in opposition to nature. Adorno sees art as the supreme expression of 

this contradiction: 

The concept of natural beauty rubs on a wound, and little is needed to prompt one 
to associate this wound with the violence that the artwork-pure artifact-inflicts on 
nature. Wholly artifactual, the artwork seems to be the opposite of what is not 
made, nature. As pure antitheses, however, each refers to the other: nature to the 
experience of a mediated and objectified world, the artwork to nature as the 
mediated plenipotentiary of immediacy (Adorno1999:62). 

He sees pastoral landscapes as concealments, allowing violence and domination. Instead, 

Adorno accepts the Impressionists' strategy to include historicity by way of scars in the 

landscape in their work. In his own words, Impressionists such as Sisley and Pissaro 

"interspersed their landscapes with emblems of civilization that contributed to the 

constructive skeletonization of form" (Adorno 1999:67). Natural beauty for Adorno is an 

image, not an immediate experience. The immediacy appears only when nature is 

approached and experienced as an object of a utilitarian gaze. Natural beauty has an 

appearance of immediateness but Adorno sees that it needs an aesthetic mediation, thus 

natural beauty is a mask. For Adorno the artwork seeks natural beauty but not beauty in 

nature; natural beauty is an image, a product of a distancing from any immediate 

engagement with the environment. According to Adorno, nature itself, not natural beauty, 
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is mute unlike humans who utter "how beautiful". Adorno tells us that art learns from 

nature its muteness, its indifference rather than intentions or meanings: 

If the language of nature is mute, art seeks to make this muteness eloquent; art 
thus exposes itself to failure through the insurmountable contradiction between the 
idea of making the mute eloquent, which demands a desperate effort, and the idea 
of what this effort would amount to, the idea of what cannot in any way be willed 
(Adorno 1999:78). 

When viewed through the optic of the history of aesthetics Auge's non-places 

emerge as a peculiar condition. How can I sense a beauty evoked from the picture most 

calmly deprived of nature? I see that the pictures of non-places are mimetic of pictures of 

landscapes. Nature or wilderness have disappeared to be retained only as memory. Non

places are affirmative conceptualizations of built-environments as the second nature. 

Non-places are, in other words, affirmative normalizations of violence on nature or a 

repression of traces of nature. 

I argue that human subjects cannot be rescued by localizing themselves in places 

because human subjects are not defined harmonically with nature as Adorno has 

demonstrated in Aesthetic Theory. An attempt to define landscape as an interwoven 

historical and organic process fails as long as the experience of nature is "mediated". The 

mediation is a violent and contradictory process. The same can be said against Heidegger 

(1996) who claims that the artwork arises from the earth. For Adorno nature defined as 

the other cannot be reconciled through artwork. On the contrary, the artwork is located in 

opposition to nature as artwork asserts an ultimate form of human domination over 

nature. However, Adorno argues that the artwork learns from nature its muteness and 

completes nature as an image. This image does not assert meanings but engages the 

viewer at an aesthetic level. Christoph Menke takes on Adorno's view that 
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art is the catalyst of problems that cannot even arise or be conceived of without 
aesthetic experience. Art does not solve problems that can be diagnosed pre
aesthetically, but instead confronts nonaesthetic practices and discourses with the 
experience of crisis in the face of which they become aporetic - or in the specific 
sense used above, dialectic (Menke 1999:249). 

In a recent development, landscape art tends to deny the pastoral interpretation of nature 

as unrealistic, and naive. Also humanists have argued that landscape is constituted as a 

product of human interaction with nature so that landscape contributes to provide a sense 

of place and belonging. However, following Adorno, I contest this view. The way in 

which culture is built on the domination of nature is deeply problematic. The artwork 

nevertheless intervenes to reflect this dilemma. In this sense, as landscape has been a 

genre historically dealing with human interaction with nature, it is the potentially fertile 

ground to examine this dilemma. 
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Chapter 4 Aesthetics 

Landscape paintings were associated with the notion of the sublime in eighteenth century 

Europe. The sublime is a notion which deals with a surplus of meaning. It cannot be 

decoded to a comprehensible or limited meaning. It implies the bodily, visual, and 

sensational reactions to landscape. In other words, the sublime is an aesthetic concept. 

In this regard, the notion of aesthetics is helpful here when approaching the theme of 

landscape. Aesthetics assumes a bodily reaction to landscape. The subject's reaction 

seems immediate. However, Adorno argues that its reaction although seemingly 

physiological is a product of a particular subjectivity. Thus, aesthetics is deeply 

embedded in both historical and social experiences, which produce certain subjectivities. 

This chapter aims to comprehend and examine Adamo's view on aesthetics in 

comparison to the views of Jacques Derrida (1930-2004) and Niklas Luhmann. Through 

this, I will examine the validity of aesthetics for the study of landscape and non-place. 

Approaches to Aesthetics 

Aesthetics concerns the systematic scrutinization of art. The meaning of the term has 

changed since Alexander Baumgarten's (1714-1762) coinage of the term as an 

independent philosophical discipline in his 1735 publication 'Philosophical Mediations 

on Some Requirements of the Poem', originally written in Latin (Hammermeister 2002:4). 

"Before this time, the term 'aesthetics', derived from the Greek aisthesis, meaning 

perception, had referred to the philosophical theory of perception" (Hamrnermeister 

2002:ix). Cultures outside Europe have developed diverse judgments about aesthetics, 

beauty and ugliness, especially in art. Consequently, anthropologists have debated 
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whether aesthetics is a 'Western' tradition, or whether it is a cross-cultural category 

(Ingold 1998). Diverse ranges of approaches to beauty and art have become available 

through increased cultural exchange and media consumption throughout the twentieth 

century. Aesthetics in Europe has a distinct historical development stemming from 

Baumgarten and eighteenth century Idealists' systematic search for the root of the 

European ideal in Hellenistic culture (Hammermeister 2002, Hegel 1993). 

In 1993, there was a debate on aesthetics among anthropologists in Manchester, 

concerning the question as to whether aesthetics is a cross-cultural category (Ingold 

1998:249-293). In James F. Weiner's summary of Joanna Overing's argument she 

regards "aesthetics as the judgment of beauty and of taste, of the 'pure' aesthetic as such, 

and regards it as a phenomenon of European Modernism, which is not automatically 

applicable to non-Western societies" (Weiner 1998:252). In contrast, Weiner claims that 

Howard Morphy regards aesthetics as being "about how human sensory capacity 

construes and gives form to stimuli" (Weiner 1998:252). Morphy's universalist 

assumption is not necessarily imposing a Western ideology of aesthetics, as Overing 

argues. Morphy argues that aesthetics is applicable to all human beings as they all share 

common physiological capacities. Overing's view, although derived from cultural 

relativism risks the reification of polemics between the West and the rest of the world. 

The West/non-West dichotomy has repeatedly been questioned today as globalized media 

practice, consumerism, and tourism have homogenized daily experience to a significant 

degree. Secondly, since the end of the Cold War, old allegiances have broken down and 

new ones have been formulated. As a result, the West has almost acquired the character 

of a fictional unity, which shares common historical and ideological ground. On the 
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contrary, I would argue against Overing, the production of the history of the West (or for 

that matter the 'Orient' or 'Africa') is embedded within diffused influences and exchanges. 

Still, Overing's comparative view is a good starting point for a discussion. Morphy's 

universalist view, forwarded in the same discussion is more informed by shared 

biological human physiology, which is based in a Kantian view of mind. But the 

universalist view overlooks how the notion of aesthetics may be embedded in different 

social contexts and historical experiences. 

However, both relativist and universalist views of aesthetics seem limited in terms 

of their relationship to social and cultural experience. In this regard, the political scientist 

Jacques Ranciere claims that aesthetics 

denotes neither art theory in general nor a theory that would consign art to its 
effects on sensibility. Aesthetics refers to a specific regime for identifying and 
reflecting on the arts: a mode of articulation between ways of doing and making, 
their corresponding forms of visibility, and possible ways of thinking about their 
relationships (which presupposes a certain idea of thought effectively) (Ranciere 
2004:10). 

Ranciere's definition relates aesthetics directly to politics and other social spheres. 

Coining the expression "the distribution of the sensible", Ranciere sees aesthetics as the 

area where the visible and the invisible are negotiated and controlled. "It is a delimitation 

of spaces and times, of the visible and the invisible, of speech and noise, that 

simultaneously determines the place and the stakes of politics as a form of experience" 

(Ranciere 2004: 13). 

Adorno on the other hand rejects such a direct connection between art and 

politics. In Adamo's case, the utopian possibility of social transformation rests on "the 

function of functionless", the "trans-semantic" (Menke 1999: 175, 176) quality of art, or 

to use Adamo's own word, the "incomprehension" of art. For Adorno, art must not be an 
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instrument of politics as in the case of propaganda or activism. Art requires its 

independence from politics as a way of maintaining its agency as a privileged form of 

language. Through its very autonomy, art has political implications. For Adorno, the 

aim of art should not be political but political transformation is implicated in its distance 

from politics. For Adorno art has to maintain its autonomy, which is constituted by its 

history and its formal language. Adorno's ideas echo Hegel who says that "a pictorial 

thinking that seeks to escape the actual world altogether, and consequently has not the 

certainty of selfconsciousness, a certainty which is cut off from it, partly as being conceit 

of knowledge, partly as being pure insight" (Hegel 2003:449). For Adorno, quotidian 

language is not capable of observing, and developing a critical reference point to the 

operation of the social and political sphere. "The telos of artwork is a language whose 

words cannot be located on the spectrum; a language whose words are not imprisoned by 

a prestabilised universality" (Adorno 1999:83). Art conveys a critical function due to its 

externality to the language of the inner social and political spheres. The language of art 

is not a meta-language but another language, constituted by its historicity and inner 

coherence. 

Adorno even avoids an equation of art with philosophy. In so doing, he rejects 

the translatability between the language of art and philosophy. He also deliberately 

avoids the term 'creativity' which appears to offer freedom in response to a repressive 

present. His aversion to terms such as 'creativity' and 'originality', stems from their 

capacity for conceit. For Adorno, they are the jargon of the marketplace and its 

bureaucracy. Artwork cannot be reduced to such terms. Yet, of course, the art market 

operates within the larger economy and art institutions operate in larger bureaucratic 
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structures (Pemiola 2004). Adorno is convinced of the artwork's necessary reflection of 

social experience while at the same time producing an external reference point where 

critique is possible. This external reference point is not made through absolute negation 

to social experience as in Kant's notion of 'genius'. Although Adorno inherited and 

maintained some of Kant's ideas, Adamo's approach differs from Kant largely due to his 

post-Holocaust historical context. Adorno sees artwork as antagonistic and dissonant, 

instead of a summary expression of members of society. Neither does he see artwork as 

an individualized expression of the divine. For Adorno, in the socio-political condition 

of the twentieth century antagonism is an inevitable aspect of the 'social'. In other words, 

Adorno seeks a way of articulating experience in "a contradictory, antagonistic society, 

an upside-down, perverted world" (Nicolsen and Shapiro 1993: xvi) . 

These questions bring me to the discrepancy between Adorno and Walter 

Benjamin (1892-1940), and whether to accept Benjamin's well-known critique against the 

aura of the artwork or to maintain Adorrno's insistence against popular art forms 

(Benjamin 1996). Whether aura is understood as an arcane quasi-religious signifier, 

attached to the object of art or as a fetish character of capitalism is of course another 

question. I would speculate that the popular claim of aesthetics as out-dated is based on 

the interpretation of aesthetics as a legacy of Idealism and its close association with 

bourgeois taste (Bourdieu 1984, 1993), which has been accused of assigning an aura to 

the artwork as a means of maintaining it as the exclusive expression of the elite's 

dominance in any given society. This claim inevitably displaces the utopian yearning of 

art. 
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In the case of Adorno, although rejecting the notion of authenticity, he recognizes 

the insoluble residue within ai1work. He sees the legacy of religious historicity in the 

artwork as Benjamin did, but rescues this residue as the most compelling aspect of the 

artwork. This insolvable aspect of the artwork holds the key to the notion of aesthetics in 

Adamo's work. He rescues the Kantian sublime in a way here, but does not equate the 

insolubility of the artwork with the sublime. Adamo's view must be understood within 

his specific experience of history and society as the scope of art reaches both Pop art and 

post-Holocaust politics. In other words, Adorno addresses the question of aesthetics with 

regard to the post-war capitalist economy's diffusion into what he calls the 'culture 

industry' (Adorno & Horkheimer 1997, Adorno 2002).5 

Adorno's Negative Aesthetics 

When comparing Jacque Derrida's and Adamo's approach to art, it emerges that Derrida 

follows Hegel in his gaze on negativity and develops a critique of Heidegger. 6 Derrida's 

approach, in fact is in proximity to Adamo's. Both inherited negativity and non-identity 

as key dynamics in their thinking. Although Derrida himself and his defenders may 

object, both Derrida and Adorno remain 'dialectical'. Yet Derrida denounces dialectical 

thinking. He even disqualifies the convention of narrative sequencing: 

If we do not understand how the end seems to preceed the beginning, it is because 
this originary essence is kept beneath a veil. We are still prisoners of the 

5 Andy Warhol's soup cans or cardboard boxes do not appear to convey the same aura as Rembrant's self
portraits. Warhol's cardboard boxes are not meant to can-y such a sacred air , unless aura is understood as a 
symbolic value added to the cardboard boxes as institutionally approved valuable objects. Warhol's work 
became relevant in relation to consumer culture, revealing the transformation of art's relationship to the 
wider cultural sphere (de Deuve 1998). 

6 When using the term negativity I refer to Adorno's negative dialectics as a space of reflection and critique 
(Adorno 2000). 
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Aristotelian representation of time: sucession, dimension for a quantitative or 
qualitative calculation of duration (Derrida 1991:91-2). 

Obviously, a dialectic requires a temporal closure beween thesis and anti-thesis. Even 

though Derrida questions such sequencing, that does not necessarily disqualify the 

dialectic as an effective approach. In both Hegel and Adorno's dialectic, the closure 

between the first thesis and the second thesis is never sealed tightly (Hegel 2003). With 

Hegel when a dialectic is produced the 'self (thesis) starts becoming its 'other' (anti

thesis). For Adorno, it is "the consistent sense of nonidentity" (Adorno 2000:5). Both 

Derrida and Adorno are dealing with continually shifting and changing thoughts rather 

than polemically contrasting different agents. Hegel asserts, 

The difficulty people find in these conceptions is due solely to sticking to the term 
'is', and forgetting the character of thought, where the moments as much are as 
they are not, - are only the process which is Spirit (Hegel 2003:457). 

The difference between Derrida and Adorno lies in the employment of visual art, 

and aesthetics as separate domains, distinguished from the daily operation of language. 

Adorno privileges the art sphere whereas Derrida does not. Derrida, inheriting certain 

methodological tools from Heidegger, stretches quotidian usages of language to their 

limits, questioning the dogma and authority of language by his inquisitive manner. 

Derrida's negative sphere is produced through his inquisitive approach to the text where 

words have not yet stretched to articulate potential meanings (Derrida 1998b, 1990, 

I 991). Adorno segregates art from non-aesthetic spheres of social experience to produce 

a negative sphere. That does not quite make sense for Derrida as he avoids such 

determinations as positive and negative. J.M. Bernstein (1997) argues that Derrida 
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attempts to find differance in every sphere of life. In so doing Derrida, Bernstein argues, 

fails to produce the space of the 'other': 

Derrida drops the fatefulness of being, the history of being, for the sake of alterity, 
non-identity. Like Adorno, Derrida places non-identity at the 'margins' of identity 
thinking, the outside that conditions and makes the inside possible while 
simultaneously eluding its grasp (comprehension). But there really is no 'other' for 
Derrida except in terms of the (transcendentally conditioned) failure of identity 
thinking to totalize itself, to achieve presence and self-presence 
(Bernstein 1997:221). 

Derrida stretches existing notions and concepts to their limits to produce the un-captured 

space between them. Another critic of Derrida, Christoph Menke points out that Derrida 

claims "the 'recognition' of art in aesthetics as its subjugation ("making servile") into one 

form of discourse among others" (Menke 1999: 164 ). That is to say, a recognition of art 

is a subjugation to the text, which Derrida privileges. Adorno offers art, as well as nature 

as the possiblitiy of 'otherness' to the social world which has become predominantly 

capitalist, a consumer-culture driven world where dominance and violence and the 

concealment of them have infiltrated into almost every sphere of social experience. Here 

Adorno provides a potential "other-way" where re-routing may be imagined. 

Adorno's double articulation of critique and hope conveys a quality of dissonance 

and desistance, which starts with the dialectic. The dialectic, for Adorno, is "the 

consistent sense of non-identity. It does not begin by taking a standpoint" (Adorno 

2000:5). In other words, the dialectic limits the abusive authority with which notions are 

provided and thus avoids the subjects' submission to them. To put it another way, the 

magnitude of signification assigned to a word can become dogmatic and over-determined. 

Adorno advocates continual negative dialectics as he firmly believes that the subject can 

momentarily stand at a critical distance from the inner working of ideological 
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mechanisms. In this specific context for Adorno, aesthetics becomes instrumental in the 

process of critique as it connects negative dialectics, non-identity, and the sphere of 

politics and the social. Through the domain of aesthetics, negative dialectics becomes 

equipped to take on the political and the social as objects of critique. In so doing Adorno 

seeks a point of critique against over-determined concepts. For Adorno negative 

dialectic is a process of producing the closure of the object without reifying it. 

Aesthetic Sphere 

Menke (1999), following Adorno, maintains that aesthetics is a sovereign domain, 

constituted with its own history, which is distinct from non-aesthetic experience. Here 

aesthetics is defined as an area in which art can potentially exert influence: "What art 

actually is, is contradiction, rejection, negation" (Menke 1999:3). Menke allows 'the 

aesthetics of negativity', a difference between the aesthetic and non-aesthetic domain, in 

order for aesthetics to develop its own system of critique and feed that back to everyday 

life situations: 

art is the catalyst of problems that cannot even arise or be conceived of without 
aesthetic experience. Art does not solve problems that can be diagonised 
preaesthetically, but instead confronts nonaesthetic practices and discourses with 
the experience of crisis in the face of which they become aporetic (Menke 
1999:249). 

This follows Adorno: 

Artworks extend the realm of human domination to the extreme, not literally, 
though, but rather by the strength of the establishment of a sphere existing for 
itself, which just through its posited immanence divides itself from real 
domination and thus negates the heteronomy of domination (Adorno 1999:77) 
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In the past, art had been dependent on and protected by the church and the 

bourgeoisie before it was integrated into a larger market economy. Today it is not the 

artwork, but the interests and structures of industries of art, which delimit and select what 

remains audible or visible. That is why aesthetics, via the strategy of non-identity, is 

potent in differing, distancing and escaping from normative and dominant operations 

from the flexible adaptations of art into the operations of the market. For Adorno, the 

only form of resistance is self-reflection, differentiated from identifying. Aesthetics thus 

is a process of non-identification, which reveals the operation of dominance and 

concealment in the social. 

I would argue that aesthetics allows a critique against rationality as well as 

irrationality. Aesthetics is instrumental in the critique of narrative construction and the 

production of meaning. It is often assumed that vision leads to an immediate experience 

of the artwork. However, immediacy is an accumulated cultural and personal experience, 

thus the immediacy remains constantly inauthentic, trapped in former experience. Both 

Hegel and Adorno argue that immediate experience requires subjectivity, which is 

historically and socially constituted, thus the experience is never immediate. In this 

sense, aesthetics warns against the fallacy of unmediated experience. Instead, 

approaching the artwork aesthetically allows the artwork to be mute, closed, and insular 

preventing the artwork being 'read' as a text, coded with meanings and narrative 

sequences. Although a notable number of contemporary paintings use narratives 

specifically to evoke emotions and memories, paintings cannot solely depend on narrative 

as their pictorial property maintains the painting's strength. 
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Adorno developed a number of critcal points against Hegel, but also inherited the 

notion of 'spirit' ( Geist) . Geist is usually translated into English as spirit or mind. 

Derrida, however, refuses to translate Geist as spirit, when he approaches Heidegger's use 

of the term Geist. According to Derrida's analysis, Heidegger means a flame by Geist, 

but this flame is only understood through the understanding of German history and 

culture. Derrida (1991) argues against Heidegger who elevates Geist to an untranslatable 

possession of German language and philosophy. In case of Hegel's conception of Geist, 

he more or less means the Absolute. European philosophy has antagonistically 

developed with this notion of spirit. Luhmann simply refers to it as synonymous of the 

Ideal. This Ideal is thought of as timeless, immutable and it was visible in Hellenistic art 

(Lacoue-Labarthe 1998:55). Adorno struggles with this ontological question but 

accommodates the term spirit as synonymous to society (Adorno 1999, Dilthey 

1989:448-451). To take the straightforward translation of Geist into spirit, Wilhelm 

Wurzer says that spirit "permits the circulation of a certain negativity which mirrors 

social antagonisms. This negativity "becomes part of the truth content" (Wurzer 

1997: 141). Wurzer observes, "Adorno's aesthetics is ultimately more of desistence rather 

than resistance of modernity. Desistence marks a standing away from, a standing down 

of, a ceasing to proceed in the manner of, a letting go of, even finally, a fictioning of a 

certain metaphysics of nature which commences with Spinoza's natura and culminates in 

Kant's "free play of the subject in nature" (Wurzer 1997: 137). Desistance, in other words, 

"is not mere indication but ex-position, positioning out the surreptious mediations, 

revealing the infinite on another front" (Wurzer 1997:140). The term desistance, taken 
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from DeITida (1998a) and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe (1998) approximates Adorno's 

politically charged and reflective and yet non-activist position. 

Wurzer even equates Adamo's insoluble aspect of the artwork with the sublime. 

However, aesthetics at present cannot take the sublime as authentic in the same way as 

Benjamin attempted to denounce the aura of artwork. At best, the sublime is a void in the 

middle of cultural, linguistic and capitalist associations. It is a culturally and historically 

instituted provision of infinity and authority. It is the insolubility of the artwork, or in 

painting its pictorial property, which allows the failure of comprehension, translation or 

interpretation into a text-language. Zuidervaart (1991) uses the expression "non

discursive" to articulate this point. According to Menke, aesthetic experience can only be 

expressed in "undecidable interpretations or in a discontinuous interpretive speech" 

(Menke 1999:121). This is not aura or spirit, but the iITeconcilability of artwork and the 

normative operation of languages, which is the realm of aesthetics where the possibility 

of art lies. That is why the formulaic use of the sublime limits this possibility of art, as 

they are decodable. Translating and interpreting the art object confines the audience in 

the meaning production (encoding) -interpretation (decoding) mechanism. In contrast, 

aesthetics strategically avoids meaning in either production or consumption. Aesthetics 

averts the audience's attention from meaning cultivation and diverts it to a different plain 

of thought-body-experience. In this way, aesthetics questions the assumption that art is 

primarily a symbolic event or experience. Therefore, it problematizes the larger 

assumption, originated in linguistics and largely influential in the twentieth century, that 

human experience is constantly mediated by the production of meaning. In a way, 

aesthetics questions the assumption that human beings are Homo Symbolicas. 
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Art and Utopia 

The mediation of an audience's experience of art by galleries, museums and publications 

is what Adorno and Max Horkheimer call the culture industry (Adorno and Horkheimer 

1997). Formerly artists' activities were dependent on the court and aristocratic patrons, 

(Luhmann 2000). Today an artist's survival depends on the commercial as well as the 

bureaucratically managed structures and relations. Artists serve the administrative and 

commercial structures of art as they attempt to gain recognition. Consequently, artists 

have to be well-placed in the culture industry to maximize the impact of their artwork. 

Thus, critique is difficult to achieve against the hegemony, i.e. the production and 

preservation of "truth" and values of artwork by the art establishment. Artists are part of 

the social fabric as much as galleries and museums are. All operate within a larger 

economy and political censors, despite their often self-claimed independence. 

For Adorno, art is not the meaningful expression of a particular social group or 

the whole of society but of negativity to society. Pierre Bourdieu would suggest almost 

the opposite. Taste in art, Bourdieu says, is dependent on particular class-structures, who 

experience art as meaningful to them, while others, who are excluded from such 

experience, would not have the cultural capital to engage with art (Bourdieu 1984). While 

art can legitimize the dominance of an elite and equally represent the voice of another, art 

can produce negativity to the social. Adorno's view of art as antagonistic to the social is 

the point, which is followed by Menke (1999) to argue that although art can deal with the 

social, art is also the problematic point of departure. Menke claims that art takes on a 

catalytic role. To him art is responsible for what is happening in the world and is 

therefore problematic. "What is significant about autonomous art, then, is again its 
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functional capacity for altering intersubjective relations and releasing the communicative 

potential repressed by capital's intrusion into artistic distribution and reception" 

(Bernstein 1997:246). Alt for its survival will continue to re-draw its borders and create 

tension against non-aesthetic spheres. That is to say, the negativity of the artwork allows 

a reflection by way of semblance to historically specific social and political situations. 

Acknowledging the legacy of Adorno's work, Niklas Luhmann takes the 

discussion further. Luhmann (2000) starts his discussion of art arguing for the 

incomrnensurability between art perception and social communication. He argues that 

because the experience of art is based on perception instead of social communication, art 

protects its institutional border. Art in so doing develops an observation of observation, 

which observes the negativity of normative perception. In other words, art reveals what a 

normative perception is "incapable of observing" (Luhmann 2000:83). However, 

Luhmann rejects Adorno-Horkheimer's critique of the culture industry because Luhmann 

aims to observe and analyze art's position in society instead of developing a critique 

(Luhmann 2000:141). Although Luhmann distinguishes art as a distinct social system 

against other social systems, he does not privilege the art system above others. Art serves 

a certain function, he states, as do other systems such as law or medicine. Thus, he 

rejects the view of art as maintaining a special function of critique: 

Art has no ambition to redeem society by exercising aesthetic control over an 
ever-expanding realm of possibility. Art is merely one of society's functional 
systems, and even though it may harbour universalistic ambitions, it cannot 
seriously wish to replace all the other systems or force these systems under its 
authority. The functional primacy of art holds exclusively for art. This is why, 
protected by its operative closure, art can focus on its own function and observe, 
from within ever-expanding boundaries, the realm of possibility with an eye 
toward fitting form combinations (Luhmann 2000:149). 
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Luhmann presents a break from Adorno on a number of points. Firstly, by not 

privileging art outside other systems, and secondly, by criticizing the dialectic as a 

working method. "Dialectics suggests that a process driven by negation must eventually 

culminate in affirmation" (Luhmann 2000:290). However, to argue against Luhmann, 

Adorno's negative dialectics remain always negative as it refuses to affirm, stabilize, or 

even rest on equilibrium. First observation leads to critical reflection, which is a delay, 

an observation of observation. In this sense, Luhmann's second order observation, an 

observation of an observation is in proximity with Adamo's dialectics. Negative 

dialectics produces temporary and inconclusive closures of observation. Dialectics is 

embedded in Luhmann's distinction of first order observation and second order 

observation. Of course, his caution against Karl Marx's historical dialectics is a well-

founded one but Adorno's dialectic is closer to Hegel's than Marx's (Jay 1996). Hegel's 

dialectic is validated through the recognition of the instability of thoughts. For Hegel, the 

dialectic is not a master-slave hierarchical dichotomy, as Derrida and Luhmann may want 

to portray, but it is the "process of becoming its other" (Hegel 2003:449): 

Based on a fundamental notion of negativity, Adamo's aesthetics offers two 
alternative versions of negativity: a purist version that insists on rejecting any 
external influence, and a sociocritical version that reflects on the contradiction 
that art realizes itself positively in society while assuming a negative ( critical) 
position vis-a-vis society (Luhmann 2000:292). 

According to Luhmann, "Art is no longer critical, nor is it concerned with theory 

or with justified judgments at a level of reflection that maintains an observing distance 

from what goes on in art. Academic aesthetics is dead; it has nothing to say to art (if one 

asks the artists)" (Luhmann 2000:296). If I follow Luhmann's view, artists can do 

anything and art can be anything. The art system codifies itself in order to distinguish 
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itself from its social environment. It evolves by absorbing improbable possibilities, even 

including its self-negation as a code of conduct while defending its autonomy. At the 

same time, Luhmann suggests that "Art demonstrates, so to speak, this is how things are, 

or this is a possibility!" (Luhmann 2000:309). Yet, this possibility is art's critical 

function. Despite his critique of Adorno's view on art, Luhmann is in proximity to 

Adorno in many respects (Luhmann 2000:36, 248, 290). Luhmann's view is an 

extension of an harmonic view of the social. Just as the structural-functionalists saw 

social institutions as serving to organize society as a whole, Luhmann's approach, 

although more complex, aims to explain art as one such function. Art "must break with 

the kind of modernity envisioned by Adorno, or even the one propagated by Habermas. 

The future of art depends on whether it opts for difference and whether it can make use of 

constraints to expand the rooms for further distinctions" (Luhmann 2000:314). For 

Luhmann, art is neither catalyst nor critique, but it is a self-generating system. Even so, 

Luhmann admits that art relies on perception as a language of its own, which 

problematizes operations of visuality in everyday life. 

For Luhmann, art provides an analogy to the social situation, but it does not have 

to take on a critical function. It has no obligation other than its self-defining role to 

maintain itself as a system. However, his view undermines the utopian yearning of art, 

which Adorno attempted to articulate. Adamo's view is inspired by Ernst Bloch (1885-

1977) who claims that art has a function to illuminate the 'not yet conscious' (Bloch 1988, 

2000). Bloch's search for the utopian does not aim for any final destination but it is a 

process of searching. His view refuses an end via the affirmation of any ultimate place. 

Neither does it propagate a return to a pastoral and agrarian society. He calls art's 
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function 'anticipatory illumination' (Zipesl 989:xxxv).7 Anticipatory illuminations 

indicate the possibility for a different world. This has to be read with caution as 

Futurists, Dadaists and other avant-garde movements never fulfilled such a function. On 

the contrary, the term avant-garde has become a redundant marketing terminology. 

What Adorno following Bloch envisioned is the hope of a different world in the 

midst of a distorted and unjust social reality. Art by partly negating and occasionally 

refusing the representation of such reality maintains its aspect to re-negotiate and envison 

another possiblity for life: 

Sometimes the utopian moment is only recognizable in the absence of a direct 
reference to a better future: a mediation of absence and void can, after all, imply 
the desire or hope for everything. However that may be, utopian thought consists 
in the first place of a critique of everything that is: the critical function of utopia is 
fundamental to it, and the same is true of art (Heynen 1999: 120) 

As artwork trans-semantically escapes the reification of the world, art remains an area of 

possibility where the utopian can be sought and imagined: 

But because for art, utopia - the yet-to-exist - is draped in black, it remains in all 
its mediations recollection; recollection of the possible in opposition to the actual 
that suppresses it; it is the imaginary reparation of the catastrophe of world 
history; it is freedom, which under the spell of necessity did not - and may not 
ever - come to pass (Adorno 1999:135) 

Finally, to bring back the discussion to landscape, aesthetics is firmly embedded in the 

history of the landscape genre. Thus, utopian yearning as well as critique of the present 

is possible through the examination of landscape through aesthetics. Adorno's view on 

aesthetics regards art as antagonistic to the social rather than as a summary expression of 

society or social groups. Neither does he see it as a divine apparition of the Ideal. He 

7 Vor-schein. Zipes ( 1989) chose to translate Vor-schein as anticipatory illumination instead of 
'preappearance' to avoid association of 'appearance' with illusion. 
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establishes aesthetics as a critique to socially and historically constituted subjectivity. 

Aesthetics is evidently not confined to a study of physiological reactions to the landscape 

or artwork. It concerns the way in which art stands in relation to the social. Thus, the 

way in which landscapes have been depicted and experienced, if studied from the 

perspective of aesthetics, concerns the question of how subjectivity is constituted in 

relation to the natural as well as the built environment. 
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Chapter 5 The Tokaido 

The Tokaido runs 495 kilometres between the present day capital of Japan, Tokyo and 

the former capital, Kyoto. It took fifteen days for travellers to complete the journey in 

the eighth century and that did not change until the introduction of the railway in 1872. 

Today high-speed Shinkansen trains transport passengers between the old and new 

capitals in two hours and fourteen minutes. Archaeological evidence and existing 

literature indicate that the Tokaido has been frequented by travellers since ancient times. 

That did not automatically lead to the pictorial representation of the Tokaido: certain 

historical circumstances as well as an accumulation of discourses of landscape needed to 

be in place. It is important to ascertain when the depiction of the Tokaido began and in 

what circumstances. I will investigate the history of representations of the Tokaido to 

answer this question. 

This chapter also aims to demonstrate the historical development of discourses in 

landscape painting from the eighth century to the present on the Tokaido. It is inevitable 

for this to include literary texts as sources of investigation, as the development of 

paintings was parallel to literature and other forms of writing. Before painting became 

understood as the exclusive domain of painters, texts and paintings were inspirations for 

each other. More than occasionally, poetic texts and paintings shared spaces for 

expression in the form of picture scrolls. Having recognized the relationship between 

literature and paintings, this chapter examines the changing discourses behind the 

changing forms of representation of the Tokaido. Some of the changes need to be 

understood in terms of a diffusion of influences from trading partners during Japan's 

official closure of trade with the outside world between the seventeenth and nineteenth 
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centuries. The history of Tokaido paintings is not an unilineal and insular development 

but it encompasses diffusion and incorporates influences from outside its cultural and 

historical boundaries. In particular, developments in the eighteenth century witnessed 

rich and complex cultural exchanges with the discourses surounding European painting. 

This chapter examines the impact of the exchange, and how this is manifest in the 

paintings of the Tokaido. 

In the Jomon period (10000 BCE -300 BCE) the spread of stone tools 

(Kokuyoseki) in cross sections along the Tokaido indicates movements of population, and 

trade on the Tokaido (Takebe 2003:22). By the end of the second century the empress 

Himiko was said to have put together thirty nations and formed a queendom named 

Yamataikoku in the south west of contemporary Japan. By looking at graves, the remains 

of tools and houses archeologists know today that the population was scattered around in 

many areas all over present day Japan. The movement of people, goods, information, 

cultural symbols, technology, and artifacts can be detected between Japan and the 

continent which included not only T'ang China and the Korean peninsula but also with 

the Middle-East and Europe through the Silk Road. Within what is known as Japan today 

only a few activities were recorded in the north eastern region. It seems that the active 

political and cultural sphere circumscribed the region of south western Japan and the 

Korean peninsula together rather than Japan as it is known today. In the north the 

connection with Siberia was stronger than the connection with the south west of Japan. 

The government in the south west was a highly developed bureaucracy and tried to 

extend its control over the north east. History during this long period was thus only seen 
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and written by the literate population in the south western region. This geocentric angle 

continued until the end of the Heian period ending in 1191. 

Kojiki is reputedly one of the oldest texts in Japan, written and compiled by 

Hieda-no Ale and Ono Yasumaro in 712.8 It is usually read as a creation myth but in 

fact, it presents narrative descriptions of military as well as ideological conquests and 

domestic colonialism. The protagonist Yamato Takerunomikoto sets off along the 

Tokaido in order to conquer the eastern regions. In one anecdote local gangs near Yaizu 

deceive Takerunomikoto and trap him in a fire. He cuts long grass with his sword and 

extinguishes the fire (Yaku is to burn, Tsu is field therefore Yaizu). The same anecdote 

in Nihon Shoki, another set of texts compiled in 720, narrates how he saves himself by 

setting fire against fire and he eventually kills all the native gangs by burning them 

(Ujitani 1986). He continues his journey eastwards on the Tokaido. In the following 

anecdote, Oto Tachibana Hime (Princes Oto Tachibana), accompanying Takerunomikoto 

throws herself into the sea in Sagami in order to calm the sea god, sacrificing her life and 

saving Takerunomikoto to carry out his mission to reach eastern Japan. These two 

anecdotes show ancient colonial movements by the western populations to conquer and 

domesticate the populations inhabited in the north east of Japan. The route used was the 

Tokaido. The flavour of colonial conquest is explicit as the natives were often described 

as evil, to be killed or domesticated. 

Since the government of Prince Shotoku (593-623) a political bureaucracy 

developed in the Nara area. By the Nara period (710-794) the Tokaido was already well 

established as the government developed a centralised system of governance. The 

8 Some historians doubt the authenticity of Kojiki . Torigoe Kenzaburo argues that it was edited later than 
712 (Torigoe [971). 
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populations in the regions were ordered to bring silk, cotton or other type of fabrics ( Cho) 

and linen (Yo) to the central government in Nara. In addition, the population was obliged 

to contribute labour to the government. Two people aged between twenty-one and sixty 

out of fifty house holds were ordered to work three years in the central bureaucracy; they 

were called Shicho. One out of three or four Shicho worked as a soldier in the army. Out 

of those who worked as soldiers some were selected to work for a year to police the 

emperor's Palace and others were sent to Kyushu, Southern Japan for three years to guard 

the coast of Kyushu (Hashimoto 1990). Roads such as the Tokaido were frequented by 

those who had to bring goods to Heijo-kyo palace in Nara and peasants who contributed 

their labour either in the central beauracracy or in the army in Nara. At the time a 

traveller spent about fifteen days to reach Nara from the Tokyo area. The speed and the 

length of the journey remained the same for about one thousand years (although in the 

Edo period of 1603 to 1868 mail took about 30-45 hours from Edo to Kyoto). The Roads 

connecting Nara to the regions were officially named (Kanda), which included the 

Tokaido. The Tokaido was well-maintained and it was 12 meters wide (Tokyo Shoseki 

2002:53). Moreover as the central government often sent its army to conquer the north 

eastern region, a large army could travel on the Tokaido to the north (Morita 1992: 162). 

On other occasions foreign nationals of Korean origin (Torai-jin) who had escaped war in 

the Korean peninsula, were sent to settle and help develop the north easten areas 

(Kodama 1992:65). As educated and highly skilled immigrants they were instrumental in 

cultivating underdeveloped areas. 

Horse stations on the Tokaido were established in 646 by the Taika Reform Law. 

In 701 the Taiho Code organized five regions and seven routes in which the Tokaido was 
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included. In 713, the central authority issued an order to report regional geography, 

products, and stories. The texts to be submitted to the Nara government were called 

Fadoki (records of regions, Fa is wind, Do is land, ki is record). The bureaucracy 

collected geographical, historical, agricultural, and demographic data from all the 

regions. The Izumo Fudoki from 733 is the only one intact to survive till today. Izumo is 

an area of present Shimane prefecture, south west of Japan. The obsessive list of 

numerical data, references to directions are elsewhere in Jzumo Fadoki. The areas along 

the Tokaido also produced Fadoki; it included local stories and myths. A poet and 

scholar Shimokobe Choryu ( c.1624-1686) cites Suruga Fadoki which covers the present 

Shizuoka and Shimizu areas along the Tokaido in Zoku Karin Ryozai sha volume 1 from 

1684: 

Accdording to Suruga Fadoki, a male god came to see his wife who lived in the 
shore of Konumi in Ihohara vilage. He walked over mountains, rocks and 
between trees but there were other gods who obstructed him thus it was difficult 
for him to come and see his wife. The wife, the goddess waited and waited 
among the rocks and the trees evening after evening. She called his name again 
and again thus the hill where she waited was named Teko hill. Teko in eastern 
dialect means woman. Tago no Ura bay is also derived from this word Teko 
(Shimokobe 1684, cited in Kurita 1934:60, translated from Japanese by A. Ito). 

Surveying, collecting data and organizing the data were important functions of the central 

bureaucracy. Surveillance by means of collecting data asserted the presence of the 

central government over their subjects. 

The oldest collection of poetry in Japan, Manyosha, (late Nara period) contains 

4516 poems including numerous poems referring to Mt. Fuji, and the surrounding areas 

including well-known poems by the poet Yamabe Akahito. More significantly, 

Manyoshu included farmers and Sakimori, soldiers who were sent to guard military posts. 

Sakimori from the eastern region (Azuma) were estimated to number between 1000 and 
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2000 in around 754 (Tsuchihashi 1989:273). A hundred and fifty-four poems from 

Sakimori from the eastern region were included in 755 (Tsuchihasi 1989:274). Their 

poems are distinct from the ones from the Nara area, illustrating a picture of centre and 

periphery. Azuma- Uta, poems by the men and women of the eastern region have been 

categorized as folk songs instead of poems as the eastern region was seen as culturally 

backward. Many Azuma-Uta express the emotional departure from home and longing for 

loved ones. Contrary to the safe and quick journey today leaving home and travelling at 

that time could be a matter of life and death (Sakurai M. 1972: 135). 

Before the Nara period, landscape was painted in the Yayoi period (approximately 

400 BCE-300 CE), depicting two mountains and the sun (Naruse 1998:9). Gradually 

after the official arrival of Buddhism in Japan in 538 paintings of Buddhist themes started 

to emerge. A series of paintings of Buddhist themes, including landscapes, painted in 

623 survives in Horyuji temple in Nara (Naruse 1998:13,14). Still at this stage, there is 

little evidence to indicate the depiction of the Tokaido in painting. 

Imagining the Tokaido 

In 784 the Emperor Kanmu (reigned 781-806) moved the capital from Heijo-kyo in Nara 

to Nagaoka-kyo in Kyoto and again in 794 he moved it to Heian-kyo in Kyoto, 

establishing Kyoto as the imperial court and thereby establishing Kyoto instead of Nara 

at the western end of the Tokaido. Meanwhile the northern border was pushed further 

especially during the seventh century and ninth century by defeating native inhabitants 

(Emishi) in the north. Although the army often traveled on ships, the Tokaido was also 

used to send the army north-eastwards. 
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Meanwhile Emperor Daigo (reigned 897-930) ordered the editing of Kokin Waka

sha, a collection of poetry in 905. Kokin Waka-sha (Collection of Poetry Old and New) 

contains 1111 poems including two poems that refer to Saya no Nakayama, later to be 

one of the most frequently mentioned places along the Tokaido. Also the Tokaido was an 

important setting in another well-known literary work Ise Monogatari. In Ise 

Monogatari a man leaves Kyoto and reaches Suruga in the present Shizuoka area. He is 

surprised at snow on Mt. Fuji in the fifth month of the year (Uesaka 1969:68, 69). Ise 

Monogatari's text is often sentimental and poetic, expressing longing for loved ones. 

A landscape genre in Japan was premature in comparison to developments in 

Chinese painting. Early Japanese landscape paintings were heavily influenced by 

Chinese ink paintings, not only by its methods but also by the way landscapes were 

imagined. Until the central government moved to Kamakura in 1192 the landscapes in 

eastern Japan were often imagined and the pictorial depictions resembled ones of Chinese 

origin. The landscapes were not based on observation but based on mythical narratives 

tied to unreachable terrains. At the time the equivalent to a landscape painting genre 

Meisho-e (pictures of known places) were fused with Shiki-e (seasonal pictures) and 

Tsukinami-e (pictures of rituals). All were categorized under a larger category of 

Japanese style pictures (Yamato-e) distinguished from continental or Chinese style 

paintings (Kara-e). Places on the Tokaido such as Mikawa, Suruga, Omi, were painted in 

the Meisho-e genre (lenaga 1973:56-190, Na.ruse 1998:27). However, those landscape 

paintings from the Heian period do not survive today as they were painted on parts of 

buildings.9 

9 Only references in poetry survive today. 
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The very first painting depicting Mt. Fuji was a screen painting (Byobu-e), painted 

in the tenth century but the painting does not survive (Narusel 998:36). The earliest 

extant depiction of Mt. Fuji is Shotokutaishi-e (picture of Prince Shotoku) of 1069, 

attributed to Hata Chishin. which includes Mt. Fuji at the far end of the picture (illus. 29). 

29. Hata Chishin , Shotokutaishi-e, 1069. Tokyo National Museum, Tokyo. 

Although this painting shows Mt. Fuji, one of the sights along the Tokaido, the Tokaido 

must be defined as a route. Consequently, Shotokutaishi-e does not qualify as the first 

Tokaido painting. What is interesting is that Mt Fuji's shape is exaggerated with a flying 

prince. N aruse (1998) demonstrates by example of Mt. Fuji, how the depiction of Mt. 

Fuji changed from an imagined scape influenced by Chinese paintings to more 'realistic' 

depictions at later periods. As painters before the Kamakura period only knew places in 

eastern Japan through poetry, such places as Mt. Fuji were imagined through Chinese 

landscape paintings. Painters later traveled and sketched Mt. Fuji, but earlier depictions 
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continued to influence them. From the perspective of the population in Nara, eastern 

Japan was still a mysterious other world. 

The Emergence of Tokaido Paintings 

In 1192, after the battle between the Taira and Minamoto clans, the Kamakura 

government was established in Kamakura, north east from Kyoto. The increased need for 

people in Kyoto to travel to Kamakura spurred a production of literary works on the 

Tokaido such as Kaidoki, Tokan Kiko, Jzayoi Nikki, and Towazu Gatari. For example, 

Tokan Kiko is a travel journal which records a journey from Kyoto to Kamakura in 1242. 

It consists of narratives, observations, and poetry. The author, who cannot be identified, 

refers to classical literature as well as adding her/ms own poems. The author regrets that 

s/he has not spent much time to appreciate the seaside views in Oiso or Enoshima 

(Takahashi 1952:64). The author misses home while staying in Kamakura for two 

months and looks to the direction of Kyoto as a group of birds fly away in that direction 

(Takahashi 1952:68). A mixture of practical issues and emotional projections are seen 

here. Common themes in literary works about the Tokaido in this period are the frequent 

reference to existing literature to add to the writer's account based on the writers' own 

journey. 

In this geo-politically changed context of the Kamakura period, an increasing 

number of landscape paintings in a picture-scroll format were produced. The increasing 

depiction of the landscape is accompanied by a discourse of direct observation, which 

developed gradually in this period. Among art historians of Japan it is well known that in 

1207 the painter Kaneyasu was said to ride on horseback to the Akashi and Shima area to 
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draw Meisho-e Shoji (pictures of known places) at Saisho Shitenno-Jn temple (he was 

commissioned by the emperor Gotoba-in) (1180-1239) (Ienaga 1973: 149, Naruse 

1998:59, Komatsu 1978). This was documented in an entry for the sixteenth of the fifth 

month in Meigetsuki, where Kaneyasu asked permission for the excursion. This is the 

first project similar in scope to Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations of the Tokaido. They 

selected well-known places (Meisho), which included Fuji although this image does not 

survive (Naruse 1998:59, 60). 

Saigyo Monogatari Emaki was painted in around 1266, which narrated the life 

and travels of a reclusive poet Saigyo. Saigyo is an early example of a recluse who left 

the social world despite having a secure social position. His work reflects on the 

observation of his relationship with nature. He traveled and lived in a simple hut on the 

outskirts of Kyoto and wrote poetry. His life style and poetry became an inspiration to 

traveling poets such as Sagi (1421-1502) and Matsuo Basho (1644-1694) in later 

centuries. There is no doubt that his work had a lasting impact on the Tokaido as a 

literary discourse. Twenty-four versions of the scrolls, which narrate the life of Saigyo 

are extant, excluding six printed versions. They all differ slightly. The Tokugawa 

Reimeikai and Manno family versions were painted in the Kamakura period around 1266 

but the scenes, which include the Tokaido have not survived. One of the late versions of 

Saigyo Monogatari Emaki was painted in 1630 by Tawaraya Sotatsu (d.1643). Sotatsu's 

paintings were based on the Unemenosuke version from 1500, which does not survive. 

On the sixteenth page of the third volume of the Sotatsu version of 1630, Saigyo is seen, 

passing Saya no Nakayama where he wrote a well-known poem. On the nineteenth page 

of the third volume, the scene depicts an event when Saigyo was attacked by a samurai 
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30. Saigyo Monogatari Emaki. 1630. Tokugawa Reimeikai , Manno Family, and Watanabe Family 
collections. 

on a boat crossing the Oi river (illus. 30). On the twentieth page of the third volume, 

there is a scene with Mt. Fuji. There is no doubt that the original Unemenosuke version 

as well as other early versions painted during the Kamakura period contained scenes of 

the Tokaido such as Mt. Fuji and Miho as seen in the versions painted in 1630. 

Nevertheless, it is difficult to claim that Saigyo Monogatari Emaki qualifies as the first 

Tokaido painting due to the lack of physical evidence. 

Obusuma no Saburo Ekotoba (illus. 31), attributed to Tosa no Takasuke (active at 

least between 1312-1317) and produced around 1295, included a few scenes from the 

Tokaido. 10 Obusuma no Saburo Ekotoba depicts a scene where Obusuma no Saburo and 

his elder brother Yoshimi Jiro are attacked by bandits while traveling on the Tokaido. 

10 It is also notable that there is a European man fighting as a member of the bandit gang in this thirteenth 
century scroll. Officially speaking, the first European arrived in Japan in I 543 . 
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31. Obusuma no Saburo Ekotoba. c. 1295, Agency of Cultural Affairs, Tokyo. 

Yoshimi Jiro is shown fighting bandits near Arai, one of the Tokaido stations, which in 

the Edo period had a well-known checkpoint to monitor travellers. 11 Yoshimi Jiro dies in 

this fight. Aragon no Kami Ietsuna, Jiro's employee then travels alone to bring the sad 

news to Jiro's household. In the scene with Seikenji Temple where Aragon no Kami 

Ietsuna is sleeping on Miho beach, the Goddess of Mercy (Kann on Bosatsu) appears 109 

metres away from him above the sea and expresses her sympathy for the daughter of 

Yoshimi Jiro and she tells him that his soul is welcome at Fudarakusan mountain (illus. 

31). If the production date of Obusuma no Saburo Ekotoba is credible it would be the 

first extant painting of the Tokaido, understood as a route. 

As I noted earlier there was an increasing employment of direct observation in 

landscape painting. /ppen Hijiri-e is well known because it partially confirms this 

phenomena during the Kamakura period. Twelve volumes of /ppen Hijiri-e (ill. 32) were 

11 The text is attributed to Nijo Tameuji (122 1-1285). The credibility of the author and the production year 
is questionable. 
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32. Eni , lppen Hijiri-e . 1299. Kankikoji Temple, Tokyo National Museum and Private collection. 

painted by Eni in 1299. A wondering monk Ip pen ( 1239 - 1289) was the founder of the 

Ji-shil school of Buddhism. His temple is situated today in Fujisawa near Kamakura, 

which Hiroshige depicted as one of his fifty-three stations of the Tokaido in 1833. 

In Jppen Hijiri-e , the Mishima shrine is depicted on the third page of the sixth volume 

and the Fujikawa river is seen with Mt. Fuji on the fifth page of the sixth volume. 

Although the realism of Ippen Hijiri-e is limited, the direct observation and travelling 

were certainly responsible for the way in which it was painted (Naruse 1998, Komatsu 

1978). Ippen Hijiri-e satisfies the criterion as the earliest known serial and pictorial 

representation of places based on travelling along the Tokaido. This is not an isolated 

exception though. In some Shaji Engi-e (paintings explaining the origin and foundation 

of temples and shrines) such as the volume of Amagimi in Shinki San Engi, a sister 

named Amagimi is on horse-back and her companion are seen travelling, looking for a 

missing brother Meiren in mountanous regions. Shinki San Engi's setting is not the 

Tokaido but there are other examples such as Hakone Gongen Engi, also painted in the 

Kamakura period. It shows the lake in Hakone from a bird's eye view, which is on the 

Tokaido. 
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33. Ise Monogatari Emaki. c. 1300. Kobuso Memorial Museum of Arts, Izumi. 

In another scroll Ise Monogatari Emaki (illus. 33) (c.1300), also painted during 

the Kamakura period, a group of travellers are depicted on the bottom right looking at Mt 

Fuji seen on the top left hand side. More or less the emergence of Tokaido paintings and 

Fuji-zu (paintings of Mt. Fuji) can be located in this same historical epoch. Mt. Fuji as a 

symbol for worship seems to be already developed, though it was not until the Edo period 

that this was firmly established. By this time, the depiction of journeys through 

landscapes became established as a sub-genre in landscape painting. 

When the Kamakura government collapsed in 1333, the nation's capital moved 

back to Kyoto. The Muromachi Government was established in 1336, but soon after that 

two opposing political factions claimed power in Kyoto. This period is known as Nan

Baku cha (South-North courts) and it lasted until 1392 when the two factions merged. 

The climate of politics was reflected, for instance, in Taiheiki, a collection of stories of 

battles, written after the war between the northern and southern factions. 12 The Tokaido 

only functions as a setting where legendary battles took place. Towards the end of the 

12 The author is not known. 
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Muromachi period (1336-1477) another long and exhausting war Onin no Ran (1467-

1477) took place, from which many people were forced to flee from the Kyoto area, 

including Rengashi (poets) such as Sogi who traveled to several regions and spread the 

poetry conventions of Renga poetry. 

By this time, Zen gardens as known popularly today had already been established. 

Zen-Buddhism inspired monochromatic ink paintings and these gained popularity during 

the Muromachi period. Instead of building on the Meisho-e tradition of depicting 

particular places, painters painted anonymous landscapes. They were interested in 

projecting their religious and spiritual values in the form of landscape paintings rather 

than depicting particular places. In other words, painters were less interested in the 

appearance of the world but instead focused on contemplating the landscape for spiritual 

purposes. During this period, many landscape paintings were entitled Sansui-zu 

(mountain and water paintings) which again reflected strong Chinese influences. As 

Chinese landscape paintings were painted as self-portraits to project a painter's inner 

mental state by way of 'real' landscapes, the landscapes in this period in Japan were not 

concerned with the object-ness of the environment. Hasegawa Tohaku's (1539-1610) 

Pine Trees (illus. 34) is a fine example of the period, in which an external world is 

represented as an illustration for the painter's inner spiritual state. Although small in 

number, there were paintings specific to the Tokaido. A painting of Miho Matsubara-zu 

(illus. 35), attributed to Noami (1397-1471) consciously singled out Miho as Meisho 

(Takeda Ts. 1990:195, 220). 13 Unlike scrolls used to narrate stories or unlike the famous 

painting of Nachi Water-fall where religious themes are dominant, Noami's painting of 

13 According to Naruse Fujio the exact date of the production cannot be confirmed and there is a possibility 
that it could have been painted in the early sixteenth century (Naruse 1998:114). 
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34. Detail from Hasegawa Tohaku Pine Trees. 16th century. Tokyo National Museum. 

35. Attributed to Noami , Miho Matsubara-zu. Muromachi period. Egawa Museum of Art, Hyogo. 
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Miho conforms to the modern viewer's expectation of what a landscape painting should 

look like. The characteristics of modern landscapes, such as framing and a single 

viewing point, are all present in this work. The landscape itself is more significant than 

other elements such as recording a life cycle, seasonal changes or local rituals. 

During the Muromachi period, among many landscape painters the most known is 

Sessho (1420-1568), as well as the aforementioned Tohaku. Sessho was a Chinese style 

painter who in fact traveled to China in 1467 at the age of forty-eight and stayed there for 

three years. During his stay in China, he made many drawings based on direct 

observations. In China, direct observation gradually became popular. Although none of 

Sesshu's original drawings made during his stay survive, many artists copied his drawings 

at the time (Naruse 1998: 119). For example, many painters worked on Fuji Seikenji-zu, 

attributed to Sesshu, believing that it was Sessho's work (Naruse 1998: 124-125). The 

revival of interest in the external appearance of the world was not only re-emerging in 

Chinese painting but also re-surfacing in Yamato-e (Japanese Style painting) as well. His 

Kuwanomi Dera Engi Emaki of 1532 seems to have been partially based on direct 

observation, showing the divided fields on hills near Biwa-ko Lake, near Kyoto. In this 

same period, Portuguese arrived in Tanegashima, a southern island in Japan in 1543 and 

introduced firearms and subsequently in 1549, missionary Francis Xavier from Spain 

brought Christianity to Japan. The consequences of this cultural encounter will be 

discussed later. 
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Maturing Tokaido Genre 

Tokugawa Ieyasu took power in 1600 and became the first shogun inaugurating 260 

years of Tokugawa rule. He organized horse stations along the Tokaido and set up 

checkpoints and inns in 1601. He organized Sankin Kotai in which regional lords were 

obliged to travel once every two years or so to the new capital Edo (present day Tokyo). 

As the lords whom Ieyasu trusted resided closer to Edo and the former enemies were 

stationed further away, the former enemies had to bear a heavier burden for long and 

expensive journeys. Many governers who traveled with hundreds in their entourage went 

through the Tokaido. For example, 153 governers out of 265 (53 percent) traveled the 

Tokaido in 1821 (Mainichi Shinbun 30 th September 2000). 

Travel journal and travel guides were published frequently during the Edo 

period. 14 In 1616, Hayashi Razan traveled from Edo to Keishi (Kyoto) and wrote a travel 

journal Heishin Kiko. He followed known places from Edo to Keishi and described them. 

The influence of Heishin Kiko is seen in a Buddhist preacher Asai Ryoi's (d.1691) 

Tokaido Meisho ki (Tokaido famous places) in 1660/1661 (Imai 2002). Tokaido Meisho 

Ki's narrative revolves around a protagonist Rakuami who travels with an anonymous 

companion only referred to as 'a man' from Edo to Kyoto. The descriptions of places are 

detailed and often poetic. In many locations, Asai introduces local stories, and old poetry 

related to the places. For instance in the part about Nissaka, Asai reminds the reader of 

Saigyo's classic poetry in which Saigyo recalls the last time he passed Sayo no Nakayama 

many years before and now realizes that he is old and approaching death. 

14 Edo was a capital of Tokugawa's Japan as well as the period of 260 years during which a lineage of 

Tokugawa family resided as rulers. Edo period was subdivided by shorter cycles of eras. 
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Asai also introduces a well-known local story of a large round stone (illus. 36), 

which still lies there today. The stone is said to weep and cry as in the story a woman is 

robbed and killed there by a bandit. Before she dies, she cuts her belly open and takes a 

fetus out from her own pregnant body. The baby grows into a young girl and she finds 

employment in a household in another town. She tells her life story to her employer. 

The employer tells her that the robber is in fact his neighbor and she takes revenge. Asai 

brings out the two stories linked by the notion of death, which also have moral 

undertones, resonating with morally disciplined Rakuami and his companion. Asai uses 

his text for missonary purposes. 

Kojima Y ahei published Dochu-ki, a travel guide in 1655 and similar publications 

followed in 1657, 1659 and 1661. In 1687, Shokoku Annai Tabisuzume (Traveling Birds' 

Guide to Countries) was published as a unified guide to all major routes including the 

Tokaido. More notably, Hishikawa Moronobu (1618-1694), known as the father of 

Ukiyo-e and a map maker Ochikochi Doin (b.1628) published Tokaido Bunkan-Ezu, a 

combination of landscape illustrations and a map in 1690 (Imai 2002:22). As a kind of a 

follow up of this, Kichimonjiya Jirobei published Shin Tokaido Bunkan-Ezu in 1752. In 

1685, Kaibara Ekken (1630-1714) wrote Azumaji no ki (Jounal of the Eastern Route), 

which contains a chapter entitled the Tokaido. His text is devoid of emotional 

projections and consists mainly of neutral descriptions. He scans the landscape: 

A good view of Mount Fuji is seen. Cornfield is beyond there. Famous place. 
There is a place called Jitsuke saka. (Kaibara 1994:6, translated by A. Ito) 
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36. Utagawa Hiroshige, Saya no Nakayama, 1833. Hoeido version. 

Mount Satta is between Yui and Okitsu. Ashikaga Takauji and his younger 
brother Tadayoshi fought there. It is written in Taiheki. Lower, middle and upper 
paths are there. Lower path is known as Oyashirazu Koshirazu (no knowing 
parent, no knowing child) goes through among rocks. It is called Kiki ga saki. 
There was a song. Middle path was open when Korean came in 1655. Upper one 
opened recently. Before 1655 upper or middle path was not there. There is a 
route to Minobe mountains from Okitu river. There is a Sessho painting in 
Seikenji temple. A great view from Seikenji. (Kaibara 1994: 12, translated by A. 
Ito) 

His descriptions halt from time to time so he can insert a historical anecdote or at other 

times a moral lesson. He was working for the regional government of Kuroda in Kyushu, 

southern Japan. His text has been categorized in the genre of Kiko Bungaku (travel 

literature). Itasaka Yoko (1994) points out that he was in a position to observe and 

manage the territory of his employer and this particular way of observing in order to 

control and manage the territory was internalized by Ekken in his personal trips. This is a 

clear departure from personal travel diaries. These texts were made to transcend personal 
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and emotional domains. Their reference to historical events and a matter-of-fact gaze are 

different from projections of emotion on to landscapes seen in earlier writings. The 

travel literature during what Japanese historians call the Early Modern period (Kinse) 

maybe characterized by a region-centric, managerial gaze, and a scientific, prose style 

(Itasaka 1994:429, 3). 

In the eighteenth century in farming communities approximately thirty days were 

allocated for holidays (Kito 2002:284). By the end of the eighteenth to the early 

nineteenth century more than fifty days were allocated to holidays. The Mutsu Sendai 

area in 1805 had eighty days of holiday annually (Kito 2002: 284, Furukawa 1968). 

Many forms of popular culture were developed. Holidays became gradually independent 

from religious rituals and became more associated with rest from work and leisure. 

Combined with religious pilgrimage, leisure types of tourism increased. This was made 

possible by the increase of income as well as the formation of groups called Ko, or Ise-Ko 

in each locality, allowed safe group journey. The emergence of a stable polity and 

economy, organisation of roads, and facilities also supported the tourism (Kito 2002:285-

286). 

The Ise Pilgrimage (Jse Mairi) boom in 1705, 1771 and 1830, brought three to 

four million travellers to Ise Jingu (a major Shintoist Shrine) in Ise, based on the belief 

that every sixty year cycle a special year ( Okage Doshi) came. Although Ise is not on the 

Tokaido, travellers needed to go through the Tokaido to reach Ise. Many were convinced 

that it was obligatory to pay a visit to the Ise Shrine at least once in a lifetime. At the end 

of the Edo period about 400,000 people traveled to Ise annually (Kita 2002:286). Okage 

Mairi (a special year trip) to Ise was a large phenomenon. A phenomenal mass craze of 
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dance of 1867, with dancers yelling "Ejanaika" (It does not matter, or who cares) started 

as some paper were dropped at door steps to encourage the dance and it spread along the 

Tokaido quickly. Ejanaika was possible as the Tokaido became a large platform of 

discursive practice, almost functioning as a form of mass media where rumours and 

information traveled, and discussions and consensus were made (Sakurai T., 1976, 

Taraganou 2004 ). It contributed to the spread of Ise worship at the local level. 

However, many peasants did not have the financial resources to actualize the wish to 

travel to Ise. One of the solutions was to own communal property such as communally 

owned rice fields or mountains to squeeze profit for the whole community to go on the 

Ise pilgrimage. The Ise pilgrimage contributed to the increase in travellers on the 

Tokaido and the cultivation of traveling as a leisure activity, on a popular level, mixed 

with the religious cult of Ise. Travel literature reflects the changing characteristics of 

travel. Tokaido Hizakurige is a fitting example to illustrate this change. 

The most well-known literature of the Tokaido throughout its history is Jippensha 

Ikku's (1765-1831) Tokaido Hizakurige, which was published in 1802 and 1822 (Aso 

2002:3). The pair of travellers Yajirobe and Kitahachi known as Yaji and Kita travel 

from Edo to Kyoto and then reach Osaka. Instead of depicting their journey or the places 

they visit, Hizakurige accumulates interactions and accidents, and the troubles they get 

involved in on their way. It is a collection of comical anecdotes rather than a coherent 

story (ill. 37). According to Aso Isoji in an explanatory note, the style was influenced by 

Share- hon Uoke literature) and Kyogen, which is a theatre genre played in between No 

plays. Jippensha developed a new genre Kokkei-bon (comic literature) from Share-hon 

style convention (Aso 2002). Jippensha displays regional dialects, local beliefs, local 
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food, famous places but they remain as decorative elements, making the narrative 

colourful and entertaining. By the time Hizakurige was published several maps and 

guides were available as the Tokaido had already become a popular travel route, despite 

the tight controls and checkpoints where the movement of travellers from one county to 

another was monitored. Hizakurige was published well in to the middle of Edo 

Tokugawa rule. What is notable with Tokaido Hizakurige in relation to earlier literature 

is the aspect of comedy and ridicule. There is no sense of remorse, which was expressed 

in Azuma-uta, a sense of missing home in the Kamakura period poems and no moralistic 

preaching, which can be found in Asai Ryoi's Tokaido Meisho-ki (Asai 2002). On the 

contrary Yaji and Kita are morally undisciplined and humorous. Tokaido Hizakurige is a 

literature of entertainment, differing drastically from the earlier literature of the Tokaido. 

I should add that Tokaido Hizakurige's success partly owed to the flourishing publishing 

culture in the Kasei period, between the end of the eighteenth century and the early 

nineteenth century. During this time publishing became a large industry and popular 

novels and literature became available through rental bookstores. 

Journals on the Tokaido were not written only by Japanese but also by Europeans 

who traveled from the trading port Dezima in Nagasaki to Edo. A German Engelbert 

Kampfer (1651-1716) traveled to Edo in 1691 and 1692. Kampfer's descriptions of travel 

to Edo is included in Book V of his The History of Japan, together with a Description of 

The Kingdom of Siam 1690 - 1692. His writing appears descriptive and neutral. He 

describes the size of towns by the number of houses and the size of rivers. His account 

seems to provide information for both military and political purposes. He and his 

company traveled fast without wasting time (ill. 38). In his text, he rarely mentions 
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37. Ikku's own illustration to hi s Tokaido Hizakurige. 1802, 1822 

personal views of the local people or travel companions. Mechanically he describes 

events. Let me quote a typical account of the town of Hamamatsu: 

On the 11 th of April we set out from Fammamatz in Cangos. It had rain'd very 
hard all night, and continu'd raining still. Fammamatz is a town of about 1200 
houses. It hath a stately temple and castle, where the Prince resides: It hath also a 
suburb, and gates and guards at the entry. The country about is very fruitful. On 
the left are nothing but rice-fields down to the sea, which lies about a mile off. To 
the right, at some distance, are seen some hills. From our Inn at Fammamatz, the 
road was straight and even for about three quarters of a mile, when we turn'd off 
towards our left, and after half a mile's riding, likewise in an even and very good 
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road, we came between a pleasant wood to our right, and the sea on the left, to the 
village Waggabashi, or rather Wackabbejasi, or Wakabaesi. (Kampfer 1993 Vol. 
III: 107) 

He encounters beggars and witnesses an execution site near Edo. On another occasion he 

saw a monk left dying on the street which led him to conclude that the Japanese were 

cruel 15 (Kampfer 1993 Vol. III:101 102, 106). The Tokaido was, according to him, very 

crowded (Kampfer Vol. II:330) . He also writes about the popularity of the Ise Shrine 

Pilgrimage as well as providing descriptions of inns, beggars, and prostitutes on the 

Tokaido (Kampfer Vol. II:337). Kampfer's text was influential. Both Carl Peter 

Thunberg (17 43-1828) and Philip Franz von Siebold (1796-1866) who traveled on the 

Tokaido referred to Kampfer's text. By the time a Swede Thunberg arrived, Edo was the 

largest city in the world holding a population of 1,300,000 in 1721 while Amsterdam had 

300,000 (Tanaka 1990: 18). 

Thunberg arrived in Japan in 1775 as a representative of the Dutch East India 

Company and joined a group to travel to Edo on the fourth of March 1776. According to 

Thunberg (1994), the road from Nagasaki to Edo, which included the Tokaido, was very 

clean and well maintained. On hot days water was sprinkled, horse manure was cleaned 

away regularly, people who were going east walked on the left hand side and people who 

15 It is well known by now that the translator from German into English mis-translated and distorted 
Kampfer's views and even added two non existing chapters (Bodart-Bailey 1990:16.) An English collector 
Hans Sloane (1660-1753) bought Kampfer's text from Johann Hermann Kampfer, Kampfer's cousin in 
1723 after Kampfer's death ( 1716). A Swiss student Johann G. Scheuchzer (1702-1729) who worked for 
Hans Sloane translated the text. His mistranslation and editing contributed to misunderstandings about 
Kampfer's work. A Dutch version, which became available to Japanese audience, was translated from 
Scheuchzer's infamous English translation. In 1773, two sections of Kampfer's original text were found. 
Christian Wilhelm Dohm altered original texts and published a more modern version of Kampfer's text. 
Unfortunately, Dohm also distorted Kampfer's views due to his prejudice and his Jack of technical 
knowledge. Still today no German, English or Dutch text sincere to the original is available to the public. 
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38. Kampfer's own drawing of his travel to Edo. c. 1691. The British Library, Sloane 3060, folio 501. 

were going west walked on the right hand side. There were drain gaps on the sides of the 

road and trees were planted along the road. This is evident in Moronobu's illustrations in 

Tokaido Bunkan Ezu and Felix Beato's photographs of the Tokaido (illus. 39) (Yokohama 

Kaiko Shiryo-kan 1987). Many of the pine trees planted at this time survive today. In his 

text, Thunberg allows the reader to identify with the "I" in the text. It is different from 

Japanese literature at the time such as Tokaido Dochu Ki, which has a different narrative 

convention. Like Hizakurige, written many years later, the speaker's name is always 

mentioned as he speaks in Dochri-ki. It is as if the reader is sitting as part of an audience 

in a theatre and watching characters on the stage act out dramas. Tokaido literature 

flourished in the Edo period and Jippensha's Hizakurige exemplified this maturing genre. 

In contrast to earlier literature, Hizakurige is characterized by comic entertainment, 

instead of projections of emotions onto landscapes. Travel journals also changed. 
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intertwined with power struggles within the government. In contrast, the Nanga School 

was gradually established; Nanga came from the Nan-S6-ga (School of painters in Sung 

Dynasty era in China). Well-known Nanga painter Ike Taiga (1723 - 1776) was active at 

the middle part of Edo period. Taiga painted Nihon Meisho Janikei-zu (Twelve 

landscapes of Japan) in 1765, which included Hakone, Miho and Seki of the Tokaido. He 

also painted a series entitled Fuji Janikei-zu (twelve views of Mt. Fuji). Although many 

paintings were based on direct observation the results were highly stylized. Noro Kaiseki 

(1747-1828) along with other students of Taiga, Kimura Kenkado (1738-1802) employed 

direct observation to build up their paintings, but they did not go beyond Taiga or Busan. 

Another influential painter Maruyama Okyo (1733-1795) employed direct observation 

but his followers used Okyo's sketches as a source book. Despite Okyo's employment of 

direct observation, he became another authority to be copied. The emphasis on sketches 

and natural realism practiced by Okyo had a lot to do with the influence of Chinese 

painters who developed strong observational skills and the influence of Western style 

paintings. Okyo's work was refreshing as the Kano and Tosa Schools declined to 

mannerism and in submission to the authorities in either to Edo or Kyoto. While his 

techniques integrated the Western scientific gaze, on the other, Okyo, revitalized and re

created the traditional genre and values of Japanese art. He almost neglected traditional 

ways of developing paintings, based on source books but emphasized sketching and the 

direct transfer of information from the eyes to the brushes. 

Until the mid-Edo period the use of picture source books (Fun-pon) was popular. 

This meant that new paintings were painted from old sources. The Kano School typified 

this convention even though the leading Kano School painter Kano Tan'yu (1602-1674) 
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left many travel sketches including ones of Mt. Fuji and the Tokaido. The Tokugawa 

government appointed the Kano School as official painters. The Kano School of painters 

enjoyed their privileged status until the fall of Tanuma Okitsugu (1719-1788) who 

favored the Kano School but was later ousted from power. When Matsudaira Sadanobu 

( 17 58-1829) took over after the fall of Okitsugu, Sadanobu needed to break from 

Okitsugu's corrupt administration and its decadent image by abandoning the Kano School 

and favouring another. Sadanobu took power in 1787 and kept his position until 1793. 

Sadanobu's reform policies known as the Kansei Period Reforms (Kansei no Kaikaku) 

placed emphasis on the control of visual domains in order to influence and control the 

citizen's moral life (Screech 2000). His 'ocularcratic' reform policies were aimed at re

gaining the higher moral ground, and economic modesty (Takayama 2003). Tani Buncho 

(1763-1840) was distantly related to Sadanobu and he was a capable painter to replace 

the Kano School of painters. Buncho skillfully combined Chinese and Western 

influences. Eventually he established himself as the leading Nanga painter in Edo. 

Buncho's Tokaido Shokei-zu (ill. 40), depicting twenty places between Shinagawa and 

Otsu, was originally published around 1816 (Kobayashi 1999). He often left the comers 

40. Tani Buncho Yui from Tokaido Shokei. c. 1816. Eisei-Bunko Museum, Tokyo. 
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of paintings unpainted, which has the effect of suggesting an immensity of space beyond 

the frame. Chinese landscapes tend to have a similar technique to imply human existence 

in a large cosmology (Tanaka 2003:56). The Chinese influence is evident from this. On 

the other hand, his depictions of architecture employ Western perspectives. Although it 

is not obvious, he locates buildings and objects in a schematically perspectival manner in 

his paintings. His other sketch notebooks show Buncho as a surveyor who records 

geological and topological details (Kobayashi 1998). This is clearly detectable in his 

earlier drawings of the Boso peninsula. He is not alone in the convergence of Chinese 

and Western style paintings. A similar stylistic trait can be detected in Hara Zaisho (c. 

1778-1810) who left a series of seventy-four paintings of the Tokaido (illus. 41 ), painted 

around 1798. 

Buncho's students included the painter and scholar Watanabe Kazan (1793 - 1841) 

who wrote Tokaido Kago Nikki (1818). He was twenty-six years old when he traveled on 

the Tokaido (Hibino 1994:280). He emphasized the importance of observation, which he 

often noted in his notebooks. His drawing of Kisha, for instance, demonstrates a sharp 

41. Hara Zaisho's depiction of Yui/Oyashirazu. c. 1798. Private Collection. 
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surgeon-like observational gaze. His piercing gaze carries obvious influence from 

European art at the time. He was imprisoned in 1839, as a result of his political views. 

His arrest may also be prompted by the European influence on his art work. Kazan later 

committed suicide in 1841. Nanga painters such as Buncho and Kazan were on the one 

hand useful to show to the public a different and challenging aesthetic regime, 

uncorrupted by mannerism. Yet on the other hand, they were problematic and too 

progressive for the central government in contrast to the populist Ukiyo-e print 

movement. Buncho was Sadanobu's favorite painter for a good reason. Buncho's skilful 

mastery over eclectic styles and techniques were perfectly instrumental for Sadanobu's 

'ocularcratic' policies. On the other hand, a Western approach and its gaze were not 

necessarily a convention that Sadanobu and other politicians welcomed. In general, the 

strategy of painters changed from abstraction derived from poetry and gradually moved 

to interaction with actual places (Takeda Ts.1990:203). 

European Style Painting: Akita School 

European painting, the Madonna and Child, was brought into Japan with Francis Xavier 

(1506-1552) and presented to Shimazu Takahisa (1514-1571), the governer of Nagasaki 

in 1549. Since then Christian paintings were copied by the Japanese in Nagasaki, Arima 

in Kyushu Island, and in Azuchi from where Oda Nobunaga (1534-1582), the most 

powerful warlord governed (illus. 42). When Christian missionaries arrived in Kyushu 

Island, they converted the governers. Catholicism was protected by those governers in 

the southern island of Kyushu and missionary activity expanded to Gifu, and further 
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42. Nanban-ga (western genre scenes) c. 1600. six screens. Details unknown. 

north of Kyoto, Kanazawa, Toyama and even Fuchu (today's Shizuoka). Painting was 

part of the missionary programme in the Collegios and Seminarios, set up mainly in 

Kyushu. Later the practice declined as Catholicism was banned from 1612 onwards. 

Kilishitan, or Christians grew in numbers from the arrival of Francis Xavier in 1549 to 

the official ban of 1612. For instance, in 1605 the Christian population was 750, 000 

(Tokyo Shoseki 2002: 120). Among the Seminario painters Kawahara Keiga (b.1786) is 

still known as he accompanied Philip Franz von Siebold to Edo and left many paintings 

of documentary style. However, Seminario paintings did not form an influential force. 

Far from south Japan, the European influence started to have a visible impact in Akita in 

northern Japan. Although there was a small number of Western paintings imported to 

Japan, the influence mainly came from prints and reproductions in books. Books were 

given and exchanged as gifts between Europeans and Japanese artists and scholars. As 

evident in Timon Screech's (2005, 2006) work, the exchange of books was common 

among European intellectuals as books were an important source of information and 

knowledge and the same custom was exercized between the European visitors and the 

Japanese. In Akita, Odano Naotake (1749-1780) emerged as the most influential 
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Western style painter. Naotake is historically well known as he illustrated Sugita 

Genpaku's (1733-1817) Kaitai Shinsho or Tafel Anatomia, the first Western style 

anatomy book. Naotake skillfully completed illustrations reproduced in woodblock after 

the copper plate illustrations. Naotake was discovered by Hiraga Gennai (1728-1779), a 

controversial inventor who invented, for instance, a hand powered electricity generator 

and who was involved in various obscure projects (Tanaka 1990: 101). Akita officials in 

Edo invited Gennai to conduct research on copper and silver mines in Akita and he went 

to Akita with a mine expert. The Akita School began when Gennai taught Western style 

paintings to three students including Naotake, in Akita. 16 Naotake's employer Satake 

Shozan (1748-1785), the prince of Akita gave special treatment for Naotake to be 

stationed in Edo. As a consequence, the Western style painting of the Akita School 

developed in Edo, instead of Akita. Both Gennai and Naotake died young, and they were 

followed by Shozan who was an accomplished painter himself. He died in 1785 at the 

age of 38. During his short life Shozan wrote three texts on theories of Western art and 

techniques in 1778. Shozan's Gazu Rikai (Understanding Visual Images) emphasized 

observation and the importance of the eye (Isozaki 2004:248). In another thesis, Toshi 

Gaho Zukai (Illustrated Book of Perspectivism) he dealt with perspectivism, and shading 

techniques. Evidently, however, the Akita School paintings lack middle ground. 

Although the space as a whole appears coherent, the space in the foreground and the 

background are disjunctive (illus. 43) . Although the importance of perspectivism was 

recognized, Japanese painters did not adapt to the perspectival system. On the other 

hand, in print media such as in the Ukiyo-e (ill. 45) and Megane-e (illus. 44) genres, an 

16 Gennai at the time was painting with asphalt instead of oil. 
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ultra-perspectival scheme was employed to produce a shockingly vivid effect. Megane-e 

developed as a Dutch peepbox was imported and appropriated. Megane means spectacles 

and e is a picture. A Megane-e is a print, and the viewer looks through two lenses 

attached to a box to see a picture in the box. 

More significantly, the power of direct observation and the importance of the eye 

was transmitted as the medium to transfer the appearance of the world onto a two

dimensional surface. In his short life, Naotake moved from still life to landscape and 

painted landscapes with Mt. Fuji, seen from the Tokaido. This was the first attempt to 

paint the Tokaido in European style. This was taken up later in the work of Shiba Kokan. 

By this time, European influence was visible in the cities. There were for instance oil 

paintings from the Netherlands displayed in the Gohyaku Rakanji temple in the suburb of 

Edo. Nanban fashion (Portuguese and Spanish style) including the use of velvet became 

popular. There were shops specializing in selling imported European goods. 

Nevertheless the influence from the 'West' was not coherent nor bound. The Japanese in 

the seventeenth and eighteenth century distinguished Nanban, (Spanish and Portuguese) 

from Komo, (the Dutch and English). Komo meant simply 'red-haired'. The image of the 

Dutch later improved and the term Ran (an orchid) replaced the derogatory term Komo. 

While Dutch envoys included a notable number of Germans and Swedes, there was a 

distinction between Catholic nations and Protestant nations. The difference between 

them was far greater than the difference one can imagine today. These countries were 

also competing in the race to acquire colonies. The influence of the Catholic cultures of 

Portugal and Spain had less impact than the ones of the English and the Dutch mainly due 

to Japanese domestic politics. An English adviser William Adams (1564-1620) and the 
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43. A detail from Odano Naotake's Hawk. Date unknown. 
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44. Maruyama Okyo's Megane-e. c. 1760. 
45. Utagawa Toyoharu, Jorurisugawara Den ju Tenarai Kagami. (25.1 x 37 .0 cm). Date unknown. 

Dutch adviser Jan Jorsten ( d.1623), both of whom Ieyasu, the first shogun of the Edo 

government trusted, convinced Ieyasu to maintain ties with the English and the Dutch but 

to break ties with Spain and Portugal. Secondly, Ieyasu's former enemy and a ruler 

Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-1598) tolerated Catholicism until 1587, thus, Ieyasu wanted 

to demonstrate his opposition to Hideyoshi's policy. The successful campaign of the 

Dutch and English against the Spanish and Portuguese made the influence from those 

Protestant countries powerful, although the English left Japan relatively early in 1623. 

Here the difference between Italian, Spanish and Portuguese paintings and their 

discourses and Dutch, English and their discourses become more important. 

Svetlana Alpers (1984) argues that painters in Italy and Holland approached 

realism differently in the seventeenth century. The perspectival system made realism 

possible in Italy and a narrative tradition grew which paintings illustrated. Alpers' 

argument is made by way of Johannes Kepler (1572-1630) who was subtly different from 

his Italian counterparts who developed a reproduction of reality through the use of grids 

and a vanishing point. In fact, perspective was not a coherent and flawless scheme as 

Hanneke Grootenboer (2005) points out. At least there are three versions of perspectival 
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schemes. Artificial perspective of the Renaissance is very conceptual while Leonard da 

Vinci's version of a single perspective recognizes the need to distort the edges of the 

picture. Both versions differ from experiential perspective. Many artists and art 

historians have been aware that in order to make the painting realistic, distortion of 

experiential perspective is necessary. This explains the ultra-perspective of Megane-e as 

well as the Akita School's disjuncture between the foreground and the background; both 

exploit the problem of perspective. On the contrary, Kepler saw the eye as a receptive 

mechanism to transfer external information. It is as if the eye was simply a mechanical 

device such as a lens. Perspective as a conceptually constructed system differs from the 

recording of the appearance of the world, as the eye receives. The ocular approach 

elevated the eye as the central instrument for acquiring knowledge. 

By the seventeenth century, a camera obscura was known and available to 

painters in the Netherlands. A camera obscura demonstrated that light touches and 

travels through the eye/lens to project an image of the world immediately onto a surface 

without interpretation (Summers 2003: 603). A camera obscura was the mechanical 

analogy of the eye, which explained the art of drawing. It was not a material determinism 

but the combination of philosophical speculation and the technical development of lenses, 

which singled out the eye as the ultimate organ, literally and symbolically. In the 

Netherlands at the time, the interest in ocular/eyes occupied the ultimate place in the 

production of truth and reality. The availability and discussions surrounding technical 

devices such as lenses and a camera obscura contributed to this trend. In other words, 

seventeenth century Dutch art was characterized by ocular culture, centred on the power 

of the eye as the mechanism for producing truth, as seen for example in the work of 
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Vermeer. Despite exceptions such as Rembrant van Rijn's (1606-1669) paintings 

exploring Biblical themes, the majority of paintings appeal to a visual logic rather than 

relying on narrative. As Alpers herself admits, the border between the ocular and 

perspectival modes cannot be drawn sharply though. Although Catholic icons had an 

impact in southern Japan I argue that it was an ocular culture from Protestant nations 

such as the Netherlands and England which came to influence Japanese painters more 

significantly. Their influence was not only in the regime of ocular culture but also of 

cropping and pasting. Cropping fragments of images and pasting them in painting at the 

time in the Netherlands was a common practice (Walsh 2001). In a similar way, Naotake 

cropped and pasted close-up and distant views. Cropping is, of course, a common 

technique in photography. Naotake's employment of a peculiar framing and de-centered 

composition is reminiscent of photographic framing. 

Preceding Hokusai (illus. 47) by a hundred years, Kawamura Minsetsu made a 

print of a bridge and Mt. Fuji (illus. 48), in which the foreground and the background are 

disjunctive. 17 Considering the adaptation of ultra-perspective in Ukiyo-e prints, the 

disjuncture between the foreground and the background in his prints is unusual. From the 

beginning of the Ukiyo-e genre, perspective played an integral part. This parallels the use 

of ultra-perspectivism in Megane-e, a print made for peep boxes. Examples such as 

Okyo's Megane-e (illust. 44) produced a shockingly vivid visual effect by exaggerating 

illusionistic space. However, later on Hokusai adapted Minsetsu's compositional style 

17 Minsetsu made One Hundred Fuji of 1767 (illus. 46). He did four volumes of landscape prints based on 
traveling. The third volume is ded icated to Tokaido (N aruse 1998: 187). 
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46. Kawamura Minsetsu, On e Hundred Fuji. 1767. 
47. Katsushika Hokusai, Takahashi no Fuji. c. 1800-1806. Tokyo National Museum. 

and developed it into a more dramatic one, Hokusai used disjuncture in order to 

dramatize the composition by exaggerating the viewer's proximity to the foreground and 

distance to the background, Hokusai's effort is seen in his Fifty-Three Stations of the 

Tokaido, which precedes Hiroshige's, Hokusai's fifty five prints are in vertical frames 

and they differ from Hiroshige's in colour and tone, By the time Hiroshige made his 

version of the Tokaido series the Tokaido genre was well-established. 

By Hiroshige's lifetime serialization was a popular method. In Japanese at the 

time, this particular serialization process was called Tsukushi. Tsukushi was prevalent in 

art, and literary productions. Hokusai's One Hundred Views of Mt, Fuji and Hiroshige's 

Fifty-Three Stations are not exceptions. It was a means to list differences and to organize 

an otherwise chaotic world without standardizing it. Eighteenth century Japan was a 

period in which Japanese consciousness experienced otherness, which in turn allowed 

Tsukushi to develop (Tanaka 1990). As people in Edo were living side by side with 

people from different regions who did not understand each others' dialects, it is perhaps 

no surprise that such a methodology developed. The Ukiyo-e prints of Hokusai, 

Hiroshige and others challenged the Kano School as official high art which had become 
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decorative and stagnant. Ukiyo-e prints with their mass circulation and popular appeal 

countered the Kano School's paintings. These new printing techniques and popular 

themes found an audience with a new wealthy class of consumers. Ukiyo-e gave them a 

ground to stabilize their newly acquired niche in the social structure. After Hiroshige, 

other printmakers published more panoramic views of the Tokaido but never equaled 

Hiroshige's success. 

During the Edo period the majority of painters and printmakers worked in 

workshops and followed their masters. However, it appears that the production of 

artwork became more individualized. In connection with the Dutch influence of ocular 

culture, there was an interest in walking and seeing, and exploring local and national 

environments and landscapes both urban and rural. Screech (1997) demonstrates that the 

metaphor of anatomy became implicated in the cultural sphere. The increasing 

popularity of traveling and exploring may be interpreted as a surgical venture into the 

body of the nation (Screech 1997). As in the Dutch paintings of this period, opening and 

revealing the content 'inside' was a popular metaphor. It was as if the painters walked 

and explored in order to open the skin to reveal the inner workings of the nations' 

landscapes. Direct observation led to another institution in which nature was seen, 

depicted and deciphered. The depiction of nature became increasingly individualized. 

Paintings were more frequently developed from sketching. The painters' bodily mobility 

and their individual and spontaneous relationship to the landscape, even though it was 

partly structured by their predecessors, inspired a different visual grammer from earlier 

ones. 
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Let me illustrate this with the example of the poet Basho. He marks a transition 

from Renga to Haiku poetry. Basho broke away from Renga because he needed to break 

away from the collective production of poetry (Hirosue 1996). The most well known 

Haiku poem by Basho, according to Tanaka (2003), points out that traditionally a frog in 

poems had meant a particular kind of frog living in a clean river. In contrast, Basho's 

frog lives in a stagnant old pond where old leaves and insects' corpses have accumulated 

on the bed of the pond. A river frog always cries, and sings in older poems but Basho's 

frog is silent until it jumps into the water to upset the stillness of the water. From this 

observation, Tanaka argues that Renga poets fixed the distance of a viewer, following the 

previous poem and passing the fixed point of view to the next poet. In contrast, in 

Basho's poems nature is not seen from afar, or from a fixed perspective but a fresh vision 

is made possible by the individual writer's mobility (Tanaka 2003:49). The same can be 

said in painting. Increasingly painters walked and observed the world around them, in 

other words, mobilized their bodies and eyes to observe from their own points of view. A 

Western style painter Shiba Kokan (1747-1818) remarks: 

Many people think perspective is the essence of Western painting. This is utter 
nonsense. Painting must be a true representation. To achieve this one must look 
at everything afresh each time (Shiba 1994: 141 Translated from Japanese by A. 
Ito). 

After the Meiji Restoration of 1868 

After the Meiji Restoration of 1868 Edo was renamed Tokyo. Gradually wood printing 

gave way to copper and stone printing, which were imported around 1573 to 1581. 

However, just as Christianity was suppressed during Tokugawa rule, letterpress printing 

technology was also lost until 1849 when translator Motoki Shozo (1824-1892) revived it 
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after 250 years (Imai 2002: 162). In 1875, Bunmeikaika Dacha Sode Kagami was 

published which included train timetables. Letterpress printing allowed larger printing 

capacities as well as conveying a large volume of information. As a train service started 

to operate in 1872 travel guides and travel literature started to focus on destinations rather 

than the way to destinations. By 1900, travel guide literature on the Tokaido almost 

disappeared. The last one was Tetsudo Docha-ki in 1897, which combined train route 

guides as well as a guide for walkers. 

The first railway opened between Shinbashi in Tokyo and Yokohama in 1872. 

Between 1872 and 1889, many privately owned railroads opened but in 1906 seventeen 

privately owned railways were bought to become a national rail network in order to make 

military transport smoother and to maintain military operations secret from the public 

(Tokyo Shoseki 2002: 192). Partly due to the development of the railway, literary and 

pictorial representations of the Tokaido became less popular. The decline in production 

of Tokaido literature is partly due to the association of the Tokaido with the Edo period 

as well. Largely this owes to Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations of the Tokaido. The last 

major literature on the Tokaido is Tokaido Yotsuya Kaidan, in which the Tokaido does 

not play a significant role. Okamoto Kanoko (1889-1939) published a novel Tokaido 

Gojit-San tsugi (Fifty-three Stations of the Tokaido) in 1938, which nostalgically looked 

back at the Tokaido. A Nobel Prize laureate of 1968 Kawabata Yasunari (1899-1972) 

wrote Tokaido but the short story remained one of his lesser known works. Takeda 

Taijun (1912-1976) published Shin Tokaido Gojit-San tsugi (New Fifty-Three Stations of 

the Tokaido) in 1969 (Takeda Ta. 1969). In his version, a protagonist almost completes 
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his journey but near Kyoto has a car accident, symbolizing and criticizing the changed 

world from Hiroshige's time. 

In painting, the European influence became predominant after 1868. Many 

Japanese painters were eager to learn European styles. For example, Takahashi Yuichi 

(I 821-1894) learned oil paintings from a correspondent for the Illustrated London News 

Charles Wirgman (1832-1891) who arrived in Japan in 1861 and stayed in Yokohama. 

Yuichi, later to become an important 'Western' style painter, walked from Tokyo to 

Yokohama to learn oil painting from Wirgman. An art college Kobu Bijutsu Gakko 

opened in 1876 and invited three Italians to teach European art. Painting was taught by 

Antonio Fontanege (1818-1882) who was influenced by the Barbizon School. However, 

the school closed down in 1883 as a result of emerging nationalism. The European 

influence was a dominant force after the Restoration of 1868 until an American Ernest 

Fenolosa's (1853-1908) arrival in Japan. In his lecturer at the University of Tokyo, 

Fenolosa re-directed Japanese artists to the native tradition against the European trend. 

Fenolosa pursued a revival of 'authentically' Japanese style paintings. In Fenolosa's 

lecture in 1882 he argued for Japanese paintings by listing several points quoted below: 

Oil paintings look more realistic but realism is not fundamental to the value of 
painting. 
Oil painting employs shading but shading is not always necessary to painting. 
Japanese style paintings employs outlines and Japanese style paintings express 
thoughts by lines. 
Oil paintings employ dense colours but colours are not everything. 
Oil paintings possess complicated compositions in relation to Japanese style 
paintings but simplicity is better to express thoughts (Kuwahara 1985: 17). 

He attempted to convince Japanese artists that the Japanese style of painting was superior 

to any Western style. Although it is not entirely clear how he developed his particular 
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views, the dominantly nationalist political climate was responsible at least to a degree. 18 

Upon his departure back to the United Sates of America, the charismatic Okakura 

Tenshin (1862-1913) carried Fenolosa's legacy and revived the interest in 'Japanese' style 

paintings. One year from Tenshin's death Nihon Bijutsu-in where Tenshin used to teach 

re-opened in new premises in 1914, and on the eleventh of March 1915 four painters 

Yokoyama Taikan (1868-1958), Shimomura Kanzan (1873-1930), Imamura Shiko (1880-

1916), Kosugi Misei (1881-1964) set off for the Tokaido partly in order to raise funds. 

Three of them were Japanese style painters taught by Fenolosa and Okakura. They 

traveled on the Tokaido and daily produced paintings of the Tokaido in Japanese style, 

Tokaido Goja-San tsugi Gassaku Emaki (Tokaido Fifty-Three Stations Collaborative 

Painting Scroll). Their journey was reported daily in the newspapers. They decided not 

to use trains, so journeyed on foot, by palanquins and horse drawn carriages. 

A little earlier Kamei Takejiro ( c.1857-1879) started the project of painting fifty

three stations of the Tokaido in oil in 1877 (illus. 48) but died in the following year. He 

completed only fourteen stations. He did not depict well-known places but chose the 

locations as he traveled. The dark and intense tones of his paintings broke away from the 

conventions of Tokaido paintings and prints which had been light and colourful. Another 

'Western' style painter Goseda Yoshimatsu (1855-1915) studied painting from Wirgman 

and then studied with Fontanesi and went to study in France. In 1905, he painted a Miho 

view on the Tokaido. In 1878, he accompanied the Japanese emperor to the Tokaido to 

18 Takashina Shoji (1972) argues that Fenolosa saw a Greco-Buddhist element in the conservative Kano 
School. Takashina's argument is based on a record of young Fenolosa's trip to Nara and Kyoto in 1880 at 
the age of 27. According to Takashina, Fenolosa saw some influence of ancient Greek and Roman art in 
the old Buddhist sculptures in Nara and Kyoto (Takashina 1972: 134). As Nara culture was influenced by 
contact with Silk Road, Takashina concludes Fenolosa did not simply defend the Japanese-ness of Kano 
School but he saw signs of the lost Greco-Buddhist art which had been preserved in the Kano School. 
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48. Kamei Takejiro, Kaiko Tokaido Goja.-san tsugi eki shinkei. 1877. Koriyama City Museum. 

paint landscapes. Despite his early success, he spent his later life in poverty as the trends 

inspired by Impressionism, and Japanese style revivalists made his paintings look dated. 

Sometime later Kondo Koichiro (1884-1962) painted a Tokaido series in 1909. 

Koichiro's Tokaido paintings convey an eclectic style, incorporating impressionism, 

Fauvism and Expressionism (illus. 49). Although he depicted Japanese inns and small 

towns, the paintings do not give an impression that they are scenes from Japan. Only on 

close inspection does the viewer realize that it is in fact Japanese towns and streets. 

Although dealing with Japanese themes, Koichiro attempted to transcend the domestic 

discourse and contextualized his paintings into wider international art scenes. 
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49. Kondo Koichiro, Fujieda from Goja-san tsugi Series. 1909. Yamanashi Prefecture Museum. 

Ikeda Yujun (1895-1988) painted fifty-three stations in 1931. He traveled on the Tokaido 

in 1928, 1930 and 1938. In the first trip, he produced six sketch books and made fifty

seven paintings of the Tokaido out of those sketches. Although all Yujun's paintings and 

drawings were executed from his travels and even incorporated modern buildings, they 

resemble Hiroshige's prints in tone. More recently, a Dutch photographer Guus Rijven 

traveled in 2000 and 2004 and photographed fifty-three stations. His photographs 

entitled Tokaido Make-Over (illus. 50, 51) echoes Hiroshige's attention to the way people 

lived (Rijven 2006). He shows sympathy and interest with the lives of the people who 

are living along the Tokaido. His photographs are ethnographic to the extent that he 

attempts to uncover the reality of everyday life along the Tokaido. After the Meiji 
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50. Guus Rijven, Tokaido Make-Over, Kuwana, 2006. 
51. Guus Rijven , Tokaido Make-O ver, Hiratsuka, 2006. 

Restoration of 1868 artists have sometimes successfully integrated Hiroshige's legacy and 

at other times struggled with it. Either way it is impossible to ignore Hiroshige's legacy 

altogether. Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations have become iconic images, which connect 

life in different regions, at the same time evoking the pleasure of viewing landscape as a 

traveller might do on his or her journey. 

Anonymous landscapes 

From the late 1870s, 'Western' style painters started to paint anonymous landscapes. The 

first ones are Goseda Yoshimatsu's paintings A View from Mitsui Temple (Mitsui Dera 

Chobo no zu) of 1878 (illus. 52). This painting is one of thirty-seven paintings which he 

produced while accompanying the emperor on visits along the Tokaido. For instance, in 

A View from Mitsui Temple there is a temple on the right hand side of the painting but the 

centre of the painting shows a stone lamppost and a landscape behind the lamppost. 

Yoshimatsu painted very quickly those views of places where the emperor glanced or 
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52. Goseda Yosimatsu , a View from Mitsui Temple. 1878. Kunaicho. 

even missed instead of glorifying the travel of the emperor (Kashiwagi 2003: 158,159). 

The purpose of Yoshimatsu's assignment is far from clear as he did not depict the most 

obvious and well-known places. Yoshimatsu developed a gaze that sought out 

overlooked places. As with Yoshimatsu, another student of Wirgman and Fontanesi, 

Takahasi Yuichi painted Tokiwa Bridge Over Su gawa River of 1881-1882 (illus. 53). 

which is a painting of a newly built bridge. Although it is a specific bridge, it looks like 

any other small bridge. It looks almost like a sepia photograph. Although bridges had 

been painted earlier by, for example, Kokan, Yuichi's bridge is uniquely indifferent, like 

a still photograph. In fact, he often used photographs as source materials. He was not 

interested in this specific place or the bridge but the aesthetic appeal of the view. In a 
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53. Takahasi Yuichi, Tokiwabashi over Su -gawa River. 1881-2 
Tokyo National Museum. 

letter of 1881 to a bureaucrat of Yamagata prefecture, Mishima Michitsune (1835-1888) 

who initiated new road works, Yuichi says,"New roads are open, bridges are made, 

mixture of old and new increases the beauty of the landscape" (Aoki 1987: 192, 

Kashiwagi 2003:154). In 1885 Yuuichi painted eight more 'mixtures of old and new'. 

Yuichi's recognition of 'beauty' in such landscape is notable. 

During the 1870s and the late 1890s more paintings of anonymous places were 

produced by 'Western' style painters. Yet, with the exception of Yoshimatsu and Yuichi, 

others seem to be inspired by the Barbizon school painting, which depicted anonymous 

but natural landscapes. The shift from known places such as Tokaido places to 

anonymous places painted by 'Western' style painters from the 1870s to the late 1890s 

may be explained by the difficulties Western style painters encountered. Kashiwagi 
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Michio argues that the emergence of the anonymous landscape is the product of struggle 

between Western style painters trying to find their niche (Kashiwagi 2003). Around this 

time, a novelist Kunikita Doppo (1871-1908) published a collection of novels about 

previously unnoticed, except by the residents, suburbs of Tokyo in 1901. A gaze of 

writers as well as painters shifted to places where attention had not previously been paid. 

'Western' style painters searched for a motif, which enabled them to locate themselves at 

a time when 'Western' style paintings were being denounced. Due to rising nationalism 

the establishment encouraged Japanese style painting and gradually withdrew support for 

'Western' style painting. Even so, the legacy of anonymous places was passed on to 

painters who formed a group Hakuba-kai which included anonymous landscapes in their 

repertoire. 

The emergence of the anonymous landscape around the 1870s to the 1890s 

especially in regard to the work of Yuichi and Yoshimatsu in Japan corresponds 

curiously to the emergence of non-place paintings on Impressionist canvases. Earlier I 

argued that Japanese prints, which celebrated urban everyday scenes, had an impact on 

the way in which some of the Impressionist painters started to look at such scenes in 

Paris. With regard to Japanese painters' depictions of anonymous places, their struggle to 

find their position in a nationalist climate led them to look at 'negative' places which the 

earlier Meisho tradition of painting had overlooked. It was a process of developing an 

aesthetic relationship to such 'negative' places. Although the whole scope of literature 

and painting of the Tokaido cannot be reduced to a single teleological scheme, one can 

note that the emphasis on direct observation as well as the notion of the individualized 

body have played a role in the emergence of certain types of literature and painting. It 
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was a prerequisite for the writers and painters to actually walk and mobilize their bodies 

to experience and observe from their unique and individualized points of views to 

produce the landscapes of the Tokaido. The History of Tokaido landscapes testifies to 

the way the observers' bodies, subject to history and politics, have been positioned in 

relation to the landscapes. 
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Chapter 6 Reflections 

Reflections on the Fieldtrips on the Tokaido 2001-2006 

In 2001 , many prefectures, cities, towns and local communities along the Tokaido 

celebrated the four hundredth anniversary of the Tokaido since Tokugawa Ieyasu 

formally established checkpoints, horse stations and inns in 1601. Many tourist 

brochures such as those shown below were available to commemorate the event. 

Typically the brochures combined a walking route, images of historical sites, a list of 

hotel prices, and Hiroshige's prints of the Tokaido (illus. 54). 
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54. Tourist brochure promoting walks and train journeys on the Tokaido (Japan Railway Tokai 200 I :2) . 
55. Souvenirs (Shizuoka Ken Tokaido 400 nen Jikko Iinkai 200 I :15). 

Not only walking and railway trips but also theatres, exhibitions, and other events were 

organized for the celebration of four hundred years of the Tokaido (illus. 57). Special 

limited editions of Tokaido beer, wine, green tea and lunch boxes were available in 
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56. Postcard of restored Inn in Kusatsu near Kyoto. 

57. Local event replicating walking on the Tokaido (Kobayashi 2001 :50). 
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souvenir shops (illus. 55). Many localities received funding from government sources to 

restore historical houses and other historical sites. For instance, the official Inn in 

Kusatsu near Kyoto (illus. 56), one of the most prominent of the 55 stations along the 

Tokaido, was restored as a result of many years of lobbying by the local community. 

In 2004, the popular comedian Kataoka Tsurutaro featured in a national television 

programme, produced by Shizuoka Asahi Television, to follow the Tokaido route while 

painting some images associated with the Tokaido. Many people including retired 

pensioners and domestic tourists visit places along the Tokaido and visit inns that have 

been transformed into hotels or museums. Many of those small museums display 

furniture from the time of the old Tokaido. The places on the Tokaido have become 

protected heritage sites and the focus of a revitalization scheme. While Japan Railway 

has run advertising campaigns to encourage domestic tourism along the Tokaido, the 

central and local governments have encouraged the restoration of heritage sites. 

Hiroshige's legacy is visible also in the small local shops, which use the association with 

Hiroshige and the Edo period Tokaido as their unique selling points (ill. 60). For 

instance, a well-known traditional yam restaurant in Mariko, Shizuoka city, one of the 

fifty-three Tokaido stations that is featured on one of Hiroshige's prints, used to display 

all fifty-three stations printed on ceramic plates displayed in its dining area. However, 

because of the fear of earthquakes they recently replaced the plates with prints. This shop 

gives out free matchboxes featuring the famous travellers Yaji and Kita (illus. 58, 59). 

The Tokaido allows domestic tourists to reconnect with local as well as national history. 

This kind of historical tourism promotes entertainment, pleasure and souvenir shopping. 
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58. 59. Covers of a match box of Chojiya yam restaurant in Mariko. 

60. Cover of a rice cake box in Fuchu, Shizuoka area, which depicts an Edo traveller and Hiroshige-style 
landscape in the background. 
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The Chiryo Folk History and Material Museum near Nagoya (illus. 61) is one 

example representing traditional houses and inns in combination with new museum 

technology. The exhibition features a holographic figure, which explains the history of 

the local area in Chiryo. Further, there is a culture of communally or privately owned 

small-scale museums run by individuals, as for instance in Ohaoriya near Okabe (Station 

No 21). Situated at the back of a private house, a woman of over eighty years old came 

out and explained to me the history of a robe owned by her family. The robe had been a 

gift from Toyotomi Hideyoshi (1536-1598), ruler of Japan before the Tokogawa years, 

who gave it to her ancestor. 

61. A replica of an old inn at the Chiryo Folk History and Material Museum, Chiryo near Nagoya. 

On another occasion, in Fujikawa (station No. 37), there was a local Tokaido museum 

where there is no attendant. Visitors open the door and turn the light switch on at their 

own initiative to look at the display. The instructions on the wall politely request visitors 
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to turn the lights off before leaving the museum. The museum, run by volunteers from 

the local community, is a small house with a model of the town during the Edo period 

(illus. 62). As much as many places of the Tokaido can now be characterized as non

places, in some places Tokaido tourism has provided the opportunity to re-engage with 

local histories and a sense of community. 

62. Interior of a local museum in Fujikawa. 

When traveling along the Tokaido I often heard the expression 'jocho ga nai', 

meaning 'tasteless'. Often people I conversed with referred to a motorway over historical 

sites, such as the motorway over Nihon-Bashi bridge in Tokyo, the departure point of the 

Tokaido as 'Jocho ga nai'. While traveling, I often held conversations with other fellow 

travellers about the Tokaido who openly complained about the 'tastelessness' of the 

modern Tokaido. At the same time, people appeared quite fatalistic when saying 'jocho 

ga nai'. As much as the Tokaido has become an accumulation of non-places, the cultural 
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memory of the Tokaido provides travellers with a rich resource for reflection on the way 

human beings relate to their environment. What Auge (1997) has perhaps overlooked in 

his descriptions of what he has called non-places, is the relations people establish from 

and through those places. Airports, shopping malls , or chain restaurants hold precious 

memories for many of the people I talked to along the Tokaido, although they were quite 

aware of their characterless-ness, their lack of 'jocho'. 

'Parallel Landscape' Diary, Excerpts 2003-2006 

The diary as an alternative form of representation has a long tradition in ethnography. As 

participant observation is generally acknowledged as the main method within 

anthropological inquiry, the daily practice of writing down field notes aims at a detailed 

account of the research experience. Similar to the method employed in the practice of 

painting, tsukushi, writing the diary resembles a repetition, a continuity of an exercise. 

Although the diary is generally acknowledged in anthropology as the raw form of 

research data, it was not before 1969, with the 'discovery' of Malinowski's diary 

(Malinowski 1967), that the diary as a literary form was acceptable as ethnographic data 

in its own right. This ethnographic turn was made possible through the interrogation of 

the subject, power, and knowledge. Accumulation of knowledge, according to Foucault, 

is always politically motivated (Foucault 1980). In this sense, the belief in the objective 

character of ethnographic writing was no longer sustainable and alternative forms of 

writings seem to allow different representation of the research experience (Clifford and 

Marcus 1986). Through the diary, a space for private and therefore subjective 

information, the subject was given a voice while at the same time making the research 
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process transparent to the reader. With the fieldwork diary, I aimed to critically reflect 

on my own research experience. Similar to the method of Tsukushi I felt that writing a 

diary gives the fieldwork a necessary structure and distance. The following excerpts, 

written between 2003 and 2006, trace some of my experiences of such non-places 

throughout the fieldwork in Japan. I will begin with some general observations 

concerning the notion of non-place and then present excerpts of the fieldwork diary in 

which the notion of non-place has played a role. In this sense, the Tokaido offered me an 

opportunity to produce memorable social relations, a re-engagement with history of Japan 

and questions of identity. 

Auge presents 'non-place' as a place without meaning, or which are simply absent 

where human relations are constantly re-invented and negotiated. He also presents 'non

place' as a place without memory as if amnesia is a pre-requisite of 'non-place'. It is also 

not a place where people live and identify themselves with the locality. 'Non-place' is a 

transitory space where passengers, tourists, and migrants pass by. However, through 

acknowledging the employees at check-in desks at airport, the shop assistants at 

souvenior kiosks in train stations we can see that human relations are constantly produced 

and daily rituals enacted. Reunions with families, and farewells to loved ones often take 

place on the platforms of train staions and departure lounges or arrival gates of airports. 

Because those places are transitory, temporary and un-domestic spaces often dramatic 

and even meaningful events take place. The loss of lives in the Sarin Gas attack on the 

Tokyo Underground by the Aum Shin-ri Kyo religious sect in 1995, the bombing of 

Madrid Train Station in 2004 and the bombing of London Underground trains in 2005, all 

testify to the valunerability of those transit spaces. At the same time for the families and 
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friends of the victims who are left behind, those places will remain painfully meaningful. 

Auge's conceptualization of 'non-place' suffers from the polemics he has created between 

placedness and its opposite. The Tokaido is today experienced differently from the times 

of Hiroshige. However, as if to disprove the uniliniarity of the sense of history, the 

travellers and inhabitants along the Tokaido return to the 'memory' of Hiroshige's time, 

again and again to re-enact and re-invent the past. Some places on the Tokaido look like 

a city of the future, and others look left behind and forgotten. Auge perceives the 

procession of history by the shift from ontologically secure pre-modern and modern 

places to transitory and super-modern 'non-places'. However, this approach merely re

inscribes the narrative of modernity as dispersal, as the forgetfulness of Being and as the 

liquidation of meaning. The following excerpts from my fieldwork diary demonstrate 

those points. 

13th January 2003 

I went to Tokyo again and walked to find Nihonbashi (Japan bridge), the starting point of 

Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations. It is the equivalent of Trafalgar Square. It is a rather 

disappointing place with an ugly motorway over the bridge. It was very difficult to 

photograph. The enormity of the buildings was impressive. However, there was no way 

I could put everything in the frame. When I walked back to the station, many shops were 

closed, as it was a public holiday. I realized that that was why it was so colourful and 

cheerful yesterday in Shibuya. I went back to Tokyo station underground shopping mall 

to buy some pencils. I found an art shop. The shop owner let me sharpen my newly 

acquired pencils in his shop. Meanwhile he noticed that I had a large camera. He 
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causally asked me what I was doing. I explained my project briefly and that the first 

place to visit was Nihonbahsi. He mentioned how tasteless it was to have built such an 

ugly motorway. He said "jocho ga nai". 

16th January 2003 

Yesterday and today Mitusru's parents took me to wherever I needed to go. It was as if I 

was their son. I enjoyed that illusion. Although it may have been an illusion it was a 

relationship that had strong sense of trust and enjoyment. In other words, I was their son, 

not just myself Mitsuru's friends have become sons and daughters of his parents. In two 

days we covered more than ten locations near Nagoya. Two full days of driving. For our 

final destination we visited a place called Kuwana. We were looking for a Torii, a large 

red gate. To our surprise the gate was kept in a narrow corner near an estuary. The 

estuary was re-moulded in concrete in every side and futuristic water gates were built in 

the middle of the horizon. Although those sites were kept as signposts of cultural 

memory there was no sense of place. We realised how many lorries are on motorways 

and Route One. Nowadays human bodies are carried on Shinkansen trains and goods are 

transported on lorries on either Route One or motorways. Those places, which Hiroshige 

depicted have some trace of historical memory but very little. Mitsuru's mother often 

used an expression Toji no Nagori (traces of lost times). I remember once we went to a 

place called Chiryo in which Hiroshige showed horses as horses were traded there. My 

only choice was to photograph a huge car park. 
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17th January 2003 

Kaori, my sister-in-law, gave me a lift to Shizuoka station and I took a Shinkansen to 

Kyoto. It took only two hours to cover 400 kilometres, unthinkable in Hiroshige's time. 

Then I took a local train to Kusatsu. Although the town did not look so large there were 

tall hotel buildings all around the station. Then I reached a historical hotel, now a 

museum and I met a woman who ran the place and who was the direct descendent of 

owners since Hiroshige's time. She explained that for a long time the place was a ruin 

and she had lived in poverty all her life despite the large property. Several years ago 

neighbours helped her win the support of the city, the prefecture and eventually the 

central government to repair and rebuild the hotel. This is a rare example of a 

regeneration programme that has succeeded in relation to the Tokaido's historical 

memory. After I left Kusatsu I went to Kyoto to photograph a historical bridge and also 

to see an artist colleague of mine. However, I had something else in mind, to find a place 

where I used to live in Kyoto in 1984. It was a small and extremely cheap flat. I walked 

from the station trusting my memory and I found the public bath where I fell onto the 

floor and broke my tooth, then also found a traditional sweet shop where I used to buy 

sweets. Then I found my flat. The building was rebuilt but still used as flats. I was 

overwhelmed. I bought some sweets in the same old sweet shop. 

23 rd January 2003 

The rain has turned to snow. Although from the windows I was only able to see fa<;,;ades 

of other buildings and windows, the snow added some melancholic quality to the view. 

Tona Mirai, an architect, told me that although the solid building next door owned by the 
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YMCA was just several years old they were planning to rebuild it. I left them to meet 

Kumi, a friend and an artist at 11 o'clock at Kinokuniya, the same as yesterday's 

appointment. It was raining. I wished that it would have continued to snow. Kumi and I 

went to the south side of the station, as she preferred. I told her that things were so much 

cheaper than I imagined. We walked through interconnected pathways and shops and 

bridges then eventually arrived at a cafe with glass walls on four sides. We talked about 

our common friend Tokutomi Mitsuru who died in 2001. Then we talked about Kumi's 

grandmother who died in 2000. She told me that her grandmother came from a large 

Samurai house (Buke) in the main part of Fujieda on the old Tokaido. I always thought 

that Kumi was from Sapporo and moved to Chiba and then to Tokyo. On the contrary, 

her roots were there in Fujieda, the Tokaido. Her grandmother married a left-wing man 

but the family did not welcome the marriage. The couple lived in another area but then 

the husband died. Grandmother went back to Fujieda but lived a difficult life there. 

Kumi's mother only remembered difficulties there. Despite the bitter memory, Kumi's 

grandmother went back to Fujieda constantly until her death. 

She also told me that once her father was hospitalised in a hospital near the cafe 

where we were sitting and she could see the window of his room from this cafe. This 

cafe and the area looked typical of Auge's non-place but obviously she had personal 

memories and a sentimental attachment to this place. As we were leaving the cafe and 

walked into the rain she told me that she liked the area. We had been producing history 

and relations in this non-place. Then we walked through some other interconnected 

buildings and went to a museum to see contemporary Asian art, then to Wako 

Contemporary Art gallery to see Gerhard Richter's work. There are those trademark 
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abstract works, some were more grey than others. Then there was a mirror and a glass 

plate as paintings. Next to Wako Contemporary gallery there was Kenji Taki Gallery 

where Mikako worked. They showed Wolfgang Leib's work, of course. Kumi brought 

me to Tokyo Station. I reserved my seat. The speed and efficiency of buying a ticket 

impressed me. After the barrier I went down to the third or fourth underground level to 

get to the Nari ta Express platform. In the train a man, sitting opposite me, started to talk 

to me as soon as I finished my Ekiben (lunch box sold in kiosks at train stations). He told 

me that he travelled by air so frequently that family holidays were all paid by mileage. 

He also told me that he lived with his family and his parents in Kurashiki, Okayama with 

5 ch6 of rice fields. He must have been about 50 or 55 years old, neatly dressed. He 

looked rather sharp but the impression may have come from his tanned skin and leanness. 

It was interesting that he flew so often but at the same time he had such a strong rooted

ness in Kurashiki. I got off at Narita as I was staying at a hotel there. The bus started 

exactly on time. From a bus window, I saw an enormous supermarket called 

International Souvenir Centre. Then the bus slowly drove out of town where mountains 

were flattened to make hotels and other infrastructures to serve the airport. I arrived in 

the Garden Hotel. It was another non-place, clean and anonymous. Somehow, that gave 

me a sense of relief, a solitude locked behind the door. 

24'h January 2003 

There was a shuttle bus, which took me from the hotel entrance to the airport. I arrived 

early enough. Check-in service was not open yet. I went to look for some souvenirs and 

something to eat. I walked into a sushi restaurant. I sat at a counter. On one of the walls 
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it showed that the restaurant belonged to an association of sushi restaurants in Tsukiji, 

Tokyo. The sushi chef asked me if I had had any trouble using the Keio train. I said that 

I stayed in Narita last night. He said that it was a clever thing to do as a car crashed into 

a train and there were some delays. The chef talked to me as if we had been in a local 

sushi bar somewhere else, let's say, in my hometown. This place, Narita airport was his 

locality. He told me that there was a customer who frequented here and he missed a 

flight while eating sushi. 

Marc Auge defines his notion of non-place as places devoid of history, relations 

and identity. The chef had history, relations, and identity there. I checked in and 

wondered if I should get some more souvenirs for my daughters and friends. I boarded 

the airplane. There were four girls about twenty years old sitting in a row. They were 

traveling together and excited at the whole event of departure. When the airplane took 

off, I saw the most memorable landscape of the whole trip. From the plane window, I 

saw snow-capped Mt. Fuji on my right in the background. On the left in the middle, 

there were skyscrapers in the Shinjuku, Kasumigasaki areas of Tokyo. In the foreground, 

I saw a flat airport behind the large wing of the airplane from which I sat observing. It 

was a shame that I did not have a camera in my hand. 

7'h April 2004 

I met my mother in a parking lot along a road where I used to go to school, not far away 

from my father's house. In order to avoid bouncing checks my mother and I went to two 

banks. The bank clerks were extremely friendly. We then went to eat fresh Abekawa 

Mochi at Ishibeya, close to Abe River. The shop was depicted in Hiroshige's print. In 
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contrast to the ones sold in train stations, they were fresh and soft. In comparison the 

ones sold in train stations are more like chewing gum. The shop looked pretty authentic 

with wooden seats covered with red felt cloth. Then my mother drove me to a yam 

restaurant called Chojiya where we went last January. This is also a shop depicted in 

Hiroshige's prints. My mother told me that in the main restaurant hall there used to be 55 

ceramic plates with Hiroshige's Tokaido series. But then there was an earthquake and 

now they display prints. She drove me to the Okabe area. A road goes through densely 

forested mountains and curves until it comes into a small village like area. My mother 

told me that Y aizu wants to swallow Okabe into their city but the Y aizu mayor wasted a 

lot of money in building a sports facility and Yaizu is now in serious debt. So Okabe 

does not want to merge with Yaizu. Okabe is a small village/town but relatively affluent. 

My mother parked the car in an allocated area and we walked to the authentic looking 

house. We were allowed into a courtyard. We went in to a house and an old lady with a 

walking stick came out and crossed a small yard. When she sat she was erect. She must 

have been over ninety odd years old. Inside there were some documents, things are stuck 

on walls. On one wall there was a robe behind the glass. The robe was given to her 

ancestor in the pre Edo period by Toyotomi Hideyoshi, the ruler of Japan at the time. 

According to her story, her ancestor's house was the largest household in the area and on 

the way to battle, Hideyoshi dropped by this house as his slipper broke and he wanted to 

get it repaired. Her ancestor was smart and Hideyoshi liked him. On his way back from 

the battle, he dropped by the house again and gave him the robe. It had been in a sorry 

state as many people over the last few hundred years had come to touch the robe but 

recently it was repaired by the Tokyo Museum. 
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9th April 2004 

My mother took Barbara, Marlene and myself to Yui. This is the second trip to the same 

location for my mother and myself. She was wearing the cardigan which Barbara and I 

gave her. Last time I was there with my mother Mt. Fuji was hidden behind the cloudy 

sky. That is why I wanted to visit there again. This time it was dramatically different as 

cherry blossom and many other flowers were in bloom. Barbara and I walked along a 

little path and Mt. Fuji appeared in all its dignity and mysteriousness. There was a busy 

motorway below us. 

10th April 2004 

My father's birthday. My father went to see cherry blossom with a few friends. He went 

to cheer up a friend who had been depressed. We wanted to spend the day with my father 

but instead we took a Shinkansen to Odawara and came to Oiso. From Oiso station we 

walked towards the sea. First we hit a big road and went over a fly-over and walked on. 

It was hot and the children did not want to walk. Both Barbara and I had to carry them. 

If I had been by myself I would have walked fast and taken photographs. We turned to 

reach a shrine but the shrine was disappointing and we sat in a playground near by. 

There was a large cherry tree in blossom. Marlene saw a panda made of ceramic. We 

rested there a little and walked on. We stopped at a local supermarket but they did not 

have much. We reached the beach and there were surfers and some families. It was 

barren and grey. Zoe and Marlene had a good time. Zoe met a girl and they were 

playing together. We went back to the station under the guidance of an elderly local man. 

From the station, we took a bus and got off at random. There was a park and we went in. 
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Marlene was sleeping on a wooden bench. Zoe and I went up the hill to view the coast. 

Zoe then took Barbara to the pond to see the carp. There were many bamboo and maple 

trees around us. We went to a teahouse and had cups of thick green tea. Zoe tried the 

traditional sweets and she liked them. We walked towards the sea. 

When we reached the sea it was disappointing as the motorway dominated our vision and 

it was hostile. 

14th April 2006 

I got up before 6 am and had breakfast with my mother. She drove me to Yaizu Station. 

From there I took a local train to Shizuoka and met with my father. We took a 

Shinkansen train at 7.14 and arrived at Kyoto at 9.45. The air was chilly, though 

yesterday it was quite warm. I bought a travel guide and decided to go to Nijo Castle. 

We took a bus there. It was crowded with hundreds of tourists. I did not expect to see 

Kano Tanya's paintings, mainly pine trees, sometimes with eagles. Although they looked 

decorative and stylized, they made sense in the specific architectural context. When 

contrasted with ink paintings, his paintings looked striking and punchy. We got on a bus, 

again to go to the Golden Temple. It was striking. The colour of gold. We had a light 

meal near the Golden Temple, walked and waited with an elderly couple from Fukuoka 

for a bus. We waited a while in the chilly air. Finally our bus came and it was very 

crowded. We squeezed ourselves on to the bus to Ryoanji. The garden was nice with 

cherry blossoms but that was it. Near the famous garden of Ryoanji there was serious 

building repair work and it was disturbing. Ryoanji was famous for its meditative garden 

but it was disappointing. We took a bus, again towards the east and arrived in front of 
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Doshisha University and walked to Shokokuji Temple. Then I saw Hara Zaichu's 

paintings. Most of his paintings had subtle but powerful tones of ink. His naturalism, 

depictions of hermits, grass, and hares were stunning. His paintings were highly 

sophisticated. Even in comparison to Tani Buncho's paintings I saw in Buncho Temple 

some days ago, Zaichu's painting were far more subtle and sophisticated. After that I 

went to see Ito Jakucho's grave in the same temple and prayed. My father and I took a 

Shinkansen train back to Shizuoka and on the top floor of Shizuoka Station building we 

had a nice sushi meal. 

As shown above, my fieldwork experience contradicts Auge's description of non-places. 

Rather, transitory and anonymous places were filled with human relations and memories. 

Auge's non-place is a product of speculation rather than the inductive result of 

ethnographic research. Auge's conceptualization of non-place fails to acknowledge the 

evanescent character of such places, where characteristics of places fluidly shift between 

meaninglessness and meaningfulness. Auge, by contrasting non-place and placeness is 

caught up by its dichotomy. One needs to look at transitory spaces and anonymous 

places by their fluidity. This is exactly the point in which ethnography proves its 

strength. Travellers of the Tokaido are well aware of fleetingness of the present 

landscape. For the locals, their meaningful relationships with their localities are certainly 

not natural but they involve constant negotiations with the Tokaido's legacy. 
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Conclusion 

The history of space and place is a history of contesting views regarding how the body or 

an object can exist in the world. While the spatial approach emphasizes the atmospheric 

closure in which the object is contained, the topological approach is concerned with the 

location where the body or an object rests. While the former developed into the notion of 

space as isotropic and isometric extension during the Enlightenment, the latter approach 

has recently been reinvigorated in order to counter the Enlightenment paradigm, 

emphasizing the importance of topology, of subjects and their bodies. The debate has 

moved on to include the question of mobility through tourism, and migration; here, non

place appears symptomatic of the architecture and landscapes which accommodate 

mobile subjects, as airports, car parks and waiting lounges are all by-products of 

increased mobility. In consequence, the landscape genre had to take on those spaces that 

are traditionally regarded as irrelevant. 

The thesis has shown that the act of depicting surrounding landscapes has been a 

technique of taming territories; a territorial consciousness is often asserted through the act 

of depicting landscapes. That is to say, landscape painting is not an innocent activity but 

one that makes landscape visible to inhabitants, where territory starts and ends to allow 

them to develop an attachment to the territory. Existing evidence demonstrates that the 

earliest landscapes in Europe were painted in the late Antiquity. During the medieval 

period, religious iconography dominated the space of painting, pushing figures to the 

foreground. The re-emergence of landscape as an independent genre in the late medieval 

period reflects an increasing secularization from religious motifs. As the mode of 

production shifts from agricultural to industrial in the modern era, the landscape genre 
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starts to show a concern with a longing for "lost" nature and the depiction of 

industrialized scenery. Reflecting on the evident and drastic transformation of Japanese 

landscapes along the Tokaido which Hiroshige depicted in the first half of the nineteenth 

century, Separate Landscape foregrounds the experience of modern landscape rather than 

lamenting the loss of nature. In so doing, a pastoral depiction of landscape becomes a 

projection of memory rather than an actuality. 

In contrast to Auge's claim of non-place as the product of supermodernity, the 

representation of non-places in Western art emerges first in Impressionist paintings, 

especially in the works of Seurat, Caillebotte and Signac. Their paintings were shown in 

Durand-Ruel gallery at the second Impressionist exhibition. Paul Durand-Ruel (1831-

1922) collected and showed Japanese prints among other collectors such as Philippe 

Burty (1830-1890), Edmund de Goncourt (1822-1896) and Samuel Bing (1838-1905) 

who contributed to the trend as well as to the understanding of Japanese art (Berger 1992). 

More importantly, Impressionist painters themselves became connoisseurs of Japanese art. 

The development of an interest in non-places among the Impressionists, I have argued, is 

a result of combined influences from Japanese prints depicting urban everyday scenes 

and a Parisian discourse founded on an urban versus rural dichotomy. The fascinating 

display of commodities on the streets of Paris was juxtaposed with urban poverty and 

inequality. The dystopian urban condition lured the middle class to the countryside and 

its idealized harmony as seen in the canvases of the Barbizon School of painters, against 

which the Impressionists reacted. While the impact of Japonism on Western art has been 

acknowledged, it was the Japanese artists' depictions of everyday scenes of the cities and 

their spatial configurations which influenced the Impressionists who began to depict 
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formerly ignored spaces. Parisian modernism cannot be understood single-handedly as a 

European development, but it has to be seen with the specific trans-local influence 

deriving from the Japanese art at the time. 

Examining the theme of non-place and landscape, I have asserted that aesthetics is 

instrumental. My position is not that of W. J. T. Mitchell (1994) who narrows the gap 

between texts and images; neither is mine a position of asymbolia which Yve-Alain Bois 

brings out in his critique of certain tendencies to empty out any meanings detected from 

modernist paintings (Bois 1998:xxiv). Instead, within the discourse generated in the 

thesis, I have argued, painting is experienced not only on a symbolic level but also on 

bodily and physical level, allowing a consideration of different modalities of sense 

experiences. An aesthetic approach recognizes multiple levels of sensory, optical and 

spatial experiences of paintings. In a reading of a painting-as-text, meanings are often 

decoded to form a coherent narrative to represent the picture. Instead, I want to 

emphasize the tension between textuality and visuality. Aesthetics as an approach 

assigns the power of visuality, which is irreducible to the daily operations of language, 

allows us to both reflect on, and take a critical stance towards life experience. The 

experience of painting can be described in ekphrasis, a textual and verbal description of 

an image, and it is the task of theory to elaborate on the experience. For example, 

Foucault begins interpreting Diego Velazquez's (1599-1660) painting Las Meninas on the 

ground that language and vision are incompatible (Foucault 1992:9). Following his lead, 

I argue that in the space of ekphrasis, between textuality and visuality, the viewer 

negotiates his or her relation to the image, and that is where the limits of knowledge and 

experience are examined. Thus, aesthetics is a series of critical examinations which is 
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aimed at revealing what operates beneath different modalities of senses which are 

historically and socially conditioned. When Adorno talks about aesthetics, he certainly 

does not mean a judgment which is exercised only by the trained and educated. He is 

concerned with what Menke calls "the aesthetic negativity", a critical space where art can 

make an analogy of the way in which life is conducted and thus suggest, at least 

implicitly, a possibility of another vision. To use a metaphor, it is a "photographic 

negative of the false" (M. Hirsch 2003:58). It is important to stress that Adorno 

understood art as an ultimate contradiction to nature. Art is the human activity most 

removed from nature and simultaneously it seeks reconciliation with nature. This is 

exactly why art is a catalyst for problems that the modern subject faces. 

Within the discourse on high modernism, painting is said to have moved from the 

focus on content to form, an analogy can be made with modernist space. In other words, 

non-places are the emptying of content to reduce place into its spatial form. Non-places 

are the form without content. I have argued that non-places conceal human violence on 

nature couched in the terms of an aesthetic which establishes the absence of content as 

the main feature. To put it more boldly, the representation of non-place discerns pleasure 

in the violence on nature as much as it is an encounter with an un-articulated 'other' space. 

As well as registering their novelty value, artists recognized another kind of aesthetic 

appeal specific to those places. The alleged meaninglessness of non-place offered the 

possibility of another kind of subjectivity, which modern artists negotiated. Overlooked 

and ignored spaces offered an opportunity to discover another vision. Through this 

elusive and negative process the landscape genre illuminates what has not yet become. 

The landscape genre maintains an ambition to convey the yearning for another landscape, 
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yet to be seen. Depictions of non-places are not only the result of Impressionists' and 

Japanese artists' reaction to changing conditions of modern life in Paris, Edo and the 

Tokaido, but the deliberate shift of their gaze on to previously unnoticed and ignored 

spaces. Those non-place depictions convince the viewer that landscape paintings do not 

always seduce the viewer by their immensity, magnitude and sublime beauty but bring 

the viewer's attention to the crisis of the subject and his or her relationship to the 

environment. 

The landscape along the Tokaido is a testimony to this dilemma where urban and 

rural areas are seamlessly woven together. Even so, the Tokaido today offers nostalgic 

association with pre-Meiji Japan. The Tokaido is a living time machine in which its 

history can be experienced bodily by walking and driving through, stopping by and eating. 

The thesis has shown that only after Japan's capital moved from Kyoto in the south-west 

to Kamakura in the eastern part of Japan in 1192, forcing literate populations to travel 

between the two major cities, did pictorial representations of the Tokaido emerge. The 

thesis has located Saigyo Monogatari Emaiki from c. 1266, Obusuma no Saburo Ekotoba 

from c. 1295 and Jppen Hijiri-e from 1299 as the first representations of the Tokaido. 

Pictorial representations of the Tokaido accommodated both European and Chinese 

influences, despite Japan's closure for trade to the outside world during the seventeenth to 

the nineteenth centuries. Especially the Protestant Dutch, and English influence had an 

enduring impact. Through the exchange with them, Japanese painters absorbed a 

developing discourse of ocular culture, which privileged the eye as the primary organ to 

observe and record the appearance of the world, which was instrumental to the invention 

of photography. It can be argued that the eye as a privileged metaphor for knowledge 
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only developed in the Western Europe around this time. If this ocular-centrism can be 

localized as a Western movement, perspective was another Western mode of picture 

construction scheme. The ocular approach differs from the perspectival scheme that 

developed in Renaissance Italy, which was equally known to Japanese painters. It is 

often argued that Japanese painters in the eighteenth century digested perspective 

immaturely and that explains why there is a disjuncture between foreground and 

background in their paintings. However, I argue that the Japanese painters accepted 

perspective as merely a form of visual trickery to produce the illusion of three dimensions. 

It is evident that, in comparison, Japanese printmakers eagerly embraced perspective 

around the same time. By the middle of the nineteenth century, when the Tokaido 

became an important political and cultural sphere, printmakers such as Hokusai and 

Hiroshige depicted the Tokaido in prints by deploying disjuncture between foreground 

and background, instead of consistently using perspective. 

After the huge success of Hiroshige's prints, Tokaido places became frozen as 

images of a pre-Meiji past and Hiroshige's images became embedded in cultural memory. 

Faced with the denouncement of 'Western' style paintings in the climate of rising 

nationalism from the 1870s to the end of the 1890s, some Western sty le painters sought 

the opposite of well-known places. Although some of them still bore the influence of the 

Barbizon School, Yuichi and Yoshimatsu looked at the mixture of new buildings and the 

old environment. The recognition and appreciation of places, which mixed new buildings 

and old environments occurred as a reaction to the dominant tradition of painting well

known places such as places along the Tokaido. 
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In Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations of the Tokaido from 1833, the characters are 

always traveling but those mobile subjects interact with the places to make up images of 

placed-ness. Although Hiroshige's travelers appear modern, they are nevertheless either 

on their way to their destinations or returning home. Modern subjects on the other hand, 

as a result of mobilization of rural population to urban areas, have lost their permanent 

ties with their ancestral localities. Although there were theatre troupes, poets, criminals 

and other outcasts who were not able to be located in stable social networks in pre-1868 

Japan (Hirosue 1997), the loss of such ties with ancestral locality signaled the way in 

which the landscape began to be perceived differently. Increasingly many spaces became 

experienced with a lack of emotional engagement and disappointment as I heard during 

my fieldwork the expression 'Jocho ga nai' when referring to the architecture along the 

Tokaido. Jocho embraces the notions of atmosphere, emotion and taste. 'Jocho ga nai' 

means "as a matter of fact, it lacks art and taste" and "it does not engage me emotionally" 

or "it does not evoke any feelings". In other words, the relationship to the place is 

characterized by disappointment and indifference. Auge is right in identifying non-places 

as the product of supermodernity instead of post-modernity. However, rather than 

supermodernity, I argue that non-places are the ground as well as the product of 

modernity in which the experience of spaces changed dramatically during the 1870s to 

the 1890s. In contrast to Auge's characterization of non-places, the fieldwork section of 

the thesis highlighted how the most anonymous and most deprived places of attachment 

could be the very sites of painful memory and remembrance. 

Some of the paintings from the Separate Landscape series such as Kanbara 

(Location 16) and Chiryu (Location 40) appear as screen-like surfaces. The experience 
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of looking at these paintings is similar to looking at film stills, though the images in the 

paintings are blurry. While details seem painted carefully in Kanbara, details appear 

erased in Chiryu. In comparison, in Okitsu (Location 18) and Kuwana (Location 43), 

images appear more manifest and Ishiyakushi has less of screens obstructing the viewers' 

desire to see and know what is presented in front of their eyes. In another group of the 

paintings, Kawasaki (Location 3) and Mariko (Location 21) have a second and a third 

layer of gesticulating marks to disturb the viewers' attention to the images hidden behind 

the marks. These marks are comparable to noises, incomprehensible as a sound. In the 

case of Futagawa (Location 34 ), more than half of the canvas is painted with a palette 

knife, although there are tonal and chromatic variations in the area, the colour and the 

composition indicate to the viewer that the covered area refers to the sky, blurring the 

difference between a noise and a sound. On Kawasaki, Mariko and Futagawa, 

gesticulating marks are registered but not as a cathartic expression of the painter's 

emotional response to landscape, but rather as a comment on the registration of marks. 

Paul Virilio uses the term 'dromoscopy' to explain the representation of movement 

of inanimate objects such as landscape, produced by vehicular speed; it is a fitting 

expression to describe the blurriness which characterizes some of the series (Virilio 

2005: 105). Often blurriness is associated with Richter's paintings and it has become his 

signature. In a conversation with a critic Benjamin Buchloh, Richter says; "What we call 

blurred is imprecision, that is to say something quite different if one compares it with the 

real object presented. But since paintings are not painted in order to be compared with 

reality, they cannot be blurred, not imprecise, nor different from (different from what?). 

How could paint on canvas be blurred?" (Buchloh 2000a: 388). In other words, paintings 
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are objects and blun-iness is a vocabulary of painting itself. Blun-iness as part of painterly 

vocabulary has been used at least since 1848. For example, Corot began incorporating 

blurriness as his painterly vocabulary in 1848, most probably as a result of using 

photographs for his work; about 300 photographs were found in his studio at the time of 

his death (Scharf 1986:90, 91). At the time, a lengthy exposure produced blurring of 

leaves and foliages which is reflected on his canvases. Among the Impressionists, Monet 

began painting pedestrians as blurred notations in 1873 (Scharf 1986: 170). The 

Impressionists explicitly used blurriness as a new vocabulary. One of the important 

collectors of Japanese art, the art critic Ernest Chesneau (1833-1890) recognized the 

visual significance of the blurred form in 1874. He describes Monet's painting Boulvard 

des Capcines with amazement. A short time later, Japanese painters also studied the 

quality of indistinctness and softness called Kata Bokashi technique to paint the places of 

the Tokaido (Mori 2001: 102). In the Separate Landscape blur is not only a reference to 

photography but is the result of the transformative process of painting. Although the 

fifty-five paintings are derived from the archive of photographs none of the paintings 

were predetermined attempts to transcribe photographs. They were painted, erased, and 

repeatedly restructured. Blurred quality of surface is, in other words, the result of intense 

re-working and engagement with the material paint and concerns the internal structure of 

the paintings. Also it is a contrived effect; in the process of painting, one major concern 

was the extent to which the paintings might retain the quality of photographs. This was 

controlled by a degree of fluidity of paint when erasing the surface and manipulating the 

layers of information beneath the surface with the consideration of each pigment's 

characteristics. Erasure is an aesthetic process, sending the photographically recorded 
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memory to the layers behind layers, obscuring the tangibility of objects and places. In so 

doing, the process of painting becomes concerned with the analysis of vision and that is 

where blurriness becomes relevant. In the same way that the Kano School painters used 

Funpon (picture sample books), the use of photographs affects the way in which 

paintings are made. In the moment when the photograph is taken, the experience of 

space and time is transformed into image. When the image is printed, colours are 

distributed, according to the information on a camera or a film, onto a support and the 

surface takes a uniform quality. The series reflects this understanding that photographs 

are governed by an uniform texture where colours are distributed indiscriminately, 

regardless of differences between objects. 

Photographs are the most commonly consumed and the most convincing visual 

currency in the twentieth century. By using photographs as models, the Separate 

Landscape series comments on the impact of photography on the way paintings are 

produced. In so doing, I am criticizing the tendency to think of painting as the singular 

medium where painters' brushes are seen as extensions of their hands and brains. The 

series comments on both mediated reality and the flow of images that are produced and 

consumed in daily lives. Commenting on Richter's work, Buchloh (2000b) emphasizes 

how Richter elevates the banality of photographs to the critique of 'readymade' in his 

paintings. This could be seen as analogous to Marcel Duchamp's use of banal everyday 

objects as art in the early twentieth century. Richter fled from the former communist East 

Germany where advertising was not permitted to West Germany where advertisements 

using photographs were abundant. By making photographically informed paintings, 

Richter, although equally critical of the totalitarian state of East Germany, developed a 
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critique of the capitalist society which is overwhelmed by photographs. Photography is 

certainly not an innocent institution which fulfills the promise of an egalitarian 

distribution of images. Although photography and painting have been seen as separate 

domains they share a common ancestry and common ground. Suffice to say that painting 

and photography developed in parallel, especially with the knowledge of Camera 

Obscura: blurring, cropping, pasting, framing precedes the invention of photography in 

1839. In terms of landscape photography, for example, Beato who photographed the 

Tokaido also took photographs of the British-Chinese war in 1860. Although they appear 

as documentary photographs they follow the style of history painting genre. In other 

words, landscape paintings and photographs influenced each other intimately. 

As in the case of Nihonbashi (Location 1), Hiratsuka (Location 8) and Arai 

(Location 32), an exploration of disjuncture between foreground and background can be 

observed. This is not simply an appropriation of the composition from eighteenth century 

Japanese paintings, but a comment on the way which landscapes tend to be viewed today. 

Already by the time photographs are taken as in the case of Mitsuke (Location 29) and 

Akasaka (Location 37) and Kanbara (Location 16), frames of car and train windows are 

included. As a route provides a very different way of experiencing places from 

contemplative observation of a single locality, the representation of movement and 

stillness goes outside of the common framework of place, identity and belonging. The 

series reflects such experiences in painting by scrutinizing the notion of the frame which 

is deeply embedded in the discourse of place and territory. The influence of photography 

on ways of seeing landscape has had a significant effect on both the representation and 

consumption of landscape. Those pictures emphasize the way images are snapped from 
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vehicles and thus function as a comment on how frames and architecture structure the 

landscapes. The vehicular speed and atmospherically closed condition of viewing the 

landscapes mean that landscape is received by the momentary glance rather than a 

contemplative gaze. The process of painting allowed these images to appear as if they 

were the truth-content, revealing the condition of viewing landscapes in contemporary 

Japan at the very beginning of the twenty-first century, 170 years after Hiroshige's prints. 

In Heidegger's sense, this is the poesis of the paintings. If Heidegger's assertion that the 

task of art is to un-conceal human relations to the earth, it is as if that is happening in the 

paintings as they let such truth appear. Here, Heidegger's insight becomes quickly 

contentious. The Tokaido is a road where Japanese gods of travel, Dosojin used to be but, 

symbolically speaking, many have abandoned the places and the spirits of places have 

been lost. The paintings of such godless places acquire a sense that the content of the 

paintings lies in painting itself as an aesthetic object rather than qualities of places. The 

paintings of godless landscapes illuminate the human relationships to their environment 

but they illuminate the loss of the tie, instead of a connection to the earth as the sheltering 

agent of human existence, which Heidegger longs to see. Moreover, the process of 

illumination is not literal; the paintings deal with the question by not granting placed-ness 

onto the Tokaido. In other words, the paintings of non-places threaten and question 

humans' meaningful relation to their environment. Instead of arguing for a recovery of 

the ontological relations erased through the emergence of non-places, I have argued that 

the fundamental connection with the environment in its ontological character is 

problematic. The process of identification with places is a historical rather than a natural 

process, which inevitably brings with it a notion of territory, enclosure, and exclusivity. 
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What is more, Heidegger's assumption of being and dwelling as a necessary part of the 

human condition, emerges as a problematic notion as it essentializes a particular kind of 

relationship between people and places by naturalizing them. In consequence, the 

production of history becomes responsible for naturalizing this relationship (Adorno 

2006). The act of emplacement cannot escape the essentialization of the uniqueness of 

locality and the exclusive rights of groups over territories. This is a theological question 

as well as a philosophical and political one. Heidegger's theological and philosophical 

harmonization of being-in-the-world has to be seriously interrogated. Inhabitants of a 

particular area may produce senses of places and seek spirits of places, but they are 

transitory and history should not function as a naturalizing technique. Non-place brings 

out this issue critically to our attention. The fifty-five paintings do not have figures, apart 

from half a figure in Hiratsuka, because the paintings negate the harmonic connection of 

human presence blended in the landscapes. Representations require a chrono-tope where 

figures are rendered coherent in a temporal and spatial convergence (Bakhtin 2004:84). 

The viewer of the paintings cannot observe the figures/natives in the landscape, but they 

are forced to confront the landscapes themselves. Thus, what is examined is the viewers' 

confrontation with the landscape. Here, the paintings bring the dilemma to the fore and in 

so doing my critique of Heidegger is implied. 

It is contestable whether the Separate Landscape series is ethnographic or 

whether they remain strictly in the domain of art. This question concerns the definition 

of ethnography and its current state; what is included in and excluded from ethnography. 

They also touch on the question of whether painting is a legitimate medium of 

representation in ethnography. Debates surrounding ethnographic writing during the mid 
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1980s promoted the incorporation of other literary genres, such as fiction, poetry and the 

diary. At the beginning of the millennium, ethnography seeks alternatives in both the 

practice and the theory of art. In a recent conference, entitled Beyond Text? at the 

University of Manchester in 2007, those questions of evidence and representation were 

discussed. The suggestions were that ethnography could be materialized and represented 

in forms of films, photographs, and even acting. At the same time, textual form still 

occupies the most privileged position followed by photographs as ethnographic 

representations. Considering realism in the nineteenth century and photorealism in the 

twentieth century, painting can replicate photographic information. This leads to two 

questions: to what extent can ethnography embrace knowledge beyond the text, 

understood as a form of inscription; and why does painting have an interest in 

ethnography in the first place? 

Hiroshige's prints present the scenes of the Tokaido as if they are documentary 

film stills from 1833. More clearly, a documentary aspect of painting is manifest in 

Orientalist paintings. Take Jean-Leon Gerome (1824-1904) as an example who depicted 

the Near East at the time the Daguerre type camera became available. Are they early 

examples of ethnographic paintings? Their descriptive realism lacks self-reflection and 

they seduce the viewer with their exotic and erotic visual contents. Gerome's depictions 

of the Near East appear coloured with prejudices and exoticism and yet they are 

photographically real. Documentary characteristics of photography and film tend to be 

credited more than any other visual media as representations of the real: what took place 

in the recent past. The real is reconstituted by the photographic and filmic languages 

which reproduce the time-space convergence and simultaneously reproduce the colours 
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and shapes recorded thorough lenses. The Separate Landscape paintings, by deploying 

photographic language at times, elucidate the deceptive but convincing power of such 

languages. Painting can be an effective medium of research in ethnography, not because 

it can replicate photographic information, because painting reveals historical and social 

conditions concerning the subjectivity of both the painter and the spectator. This is the 

crucial aspect of the contribution of this research. The Separate Landscape project 

examines the limits and the borderlines of ethnography and painting. 

Methodology in art has to be examined as a part of a question of form since that is 

where the historical and social conditions may be concealed and revealed. Form in 

painting does not only refer to compositions, marks, textures and colours, but method has 

to be included as it influences the way the form of a painting is negotiated. In order to 

achieve critical reflection on the way the artwork was produced, I deployed a method 

called Tsukushi, once a popular method in the eighteenth and the nineteenth century in 

Japan. For example, Okyo painted one hundred butterflies in one painting; in another 

example, Hiroshige produced one hundred views of Edo. Often artists, writers and poets 

made a large number of works to elucidate the similarities and differences between the 

contents, thus to relativize ideas. Both the writing of my fieldwork journals and the 

production of paintings were punctuated by rhythm, generated by Tsukushi. Tsukushi is 

similar to repetition and serialization, it can also be contextualized in a contemporary 

western conceptual framework. Luhmann uses the expression autopoiesis to designate 

closure that a system, such as serialization, produces (Luhmann 2000:2). In a similar 

vein, Lacaue-Labarthe refers to poiesis as a self-fictioning force which brings forth, 
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uncovers that which is concealed (Lacaue-Labarthe 1989:66). This refers to Heidegger 

who regards the act of un-concealing to be the task of art (Heidegger 1996: 181, 339). 

Richter's photographic archive called the Atlas exposes the fictioning force his 

collection of photographs generates. Richter has assembled a large number of 

photographs since he moved from former East Germany to the West. In my view, the 

Atlas recovers early photography's close association with a system of archiving. 

Considering the name 'atlas' which is derived from a collection of maps from 1585, it is 

worth considering what the link between photography and archive was (Buchloh 

2000: 13). For example, Rosalind Krauss (1986) bemoans the loss of the association 

between them when examining recent dismantling of photographic archives and re

ordering early landscape photographs. She argues that the production of early 

photography was subjected to the system of archiving. In nineteenth century Japan, 

Baron Raimund von Stillfried-Ratenicz (1839-1911) compiled his archive of landscape 

photographs, including places of the Tokaido. At an early stage of his career, Stillfried 

included titles bearing names of places in his photographs, but later, he cropped the 

bottoms of the photographs to remove the titles (Gartlan 2004). This reflects a shifting 

perception from photographs as parts of an archival whole to the independent art objects. 

The use of Tsukushi in the same way reflects historical association between pictures and 

archive and informs methods of contemporary and western art. 

While classification organizes knowledge hierarchically, Tsukushi places different 

elements on the same level regardless of quality of differences or similarities. Tsukushi 

erases meanings and provides a form, quite different from classification and narrative. It 

is a form of knowledge produced by listing, repetition and sequencing, while sequencing 
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does not necessarily amount to a single narrative. Each element is seen in comparison to 

others so that differences and similarities become visible, while each element remains 

self-contained. In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century, Tsukushi was used in 

Hyaku Monogatari (one hundred stories) in which ghost and curious stories were told in a 

group in the evening. At an early stage of this phenomenon, it was said that the moment 

the hundredth story was told a monster would appear. Later around 1673 to 1681, this 

was modified and instead of a monster, it was said that something magical might happen 

when the hundredth was told (Tachikawa 1987:354). As well as its self-generating power 

of serialization, Tsukushi grants the participants of story-telling a magical power which is 

achieved upon the completion of the serial and it transports them to the edge of the 

supernatural sphere where the monster descends. Tsukushi, though translatable to 

contiguous repetitions and variations of themes, suggests more than a process of 

exploration. Tsukushi with its promise of magic brings with it a transformation of the 

real. 

Adamo's vision is also aimed at the transformation of the real. The clue to the 

transformation lies in the negotiation between theory and practice. In this research a 

parallel relationship between theory and practice was maintained. This relationship is 

articulated by an arcane Japanese expression Awai. Awai describes a situation in which 

two persons or elements facing each other without merging or developing a conflict 

(Takeuchi 2004:27). Awai derives from a verb Au, to meet. In this research, the gap 

between theory and practice was crucial because I do not think that the task of theory is 

to understand the language of visuality. Neither is it to comprehend artworks. In the 

maintained space of ekphrasis, I argue that a speaker can momentarily move out of the 
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confinement of discursive order and move in to a critical and negative space. According 

to Adorno, artworks are not made for the purpose of comprehension or communication. 

This is not to mystify the language of visual art in order to resist analysis. Instead, the 

tension between visuality and textuality comes to the fore. Following Adorno, I suggest 

that textuality cannot tame the monstrosity of art, that is why art can resist instrumental 

rationality and acquire a powerful and critical force against the demands for the 

instrumentalization of art. At the same time, theory's speculative power lies in the space 

between text and image. Let me quote Adorno for the last time; "The task of aesthetics is 

not to comprehend artworks as hermeneutical objects; in the contemporary situation, it is 

their incomprehensibility (Unbegreiflichkeit) that needs to be comprehended" (Adorno 

1999: 118, Adorno 1990: 179). The incomprehensibility of art is the monstrosity which 

Tsukushi brings out and thereby transforms into the sphere of another reality. 

The truth-content of the Separate Landscape paintings lies in the possibility of 

another landscape, instead of an origin which may be located somewhere in the past. 

Here again, I am critical of Heidegger who establishes a connection between truth and the 

earth and discusses how art as tecline lets such truth appear. These paintings are not 

uncovering a truth where the human relationship to nature is reconciled. Instead, they 

present a possibility of shifting a modality of vision. The Separate Landscape identifies 

architecture, framing and speed as the defining factor by which landscape is viewed. The 

series presents landscape in an ambiguous and blurred space thereby highlighting the 

indeterminacy of the painted image and questions the way the viewer attends to the 

paintings. They concern the issue of subjectivity which oscillates constantly between a 

desire for coherence and fragmentation (Crary 2001). This un-decidablility reveals the 
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dilemma of modern subjectivity and at the same time points towards the possibilities of 

another vision. The truth-content of the Separate Landscape paintings is the revelation of 

the dilemma of modernity and a search for another vision, rather than an attempt to 

uncover an essence of human's relationship to nature. 

The research project Separate Landscape applied the concept of non-place to 

analyze and present the experience of space and place in contemporary Japan in the form 

of painting. In so doing, the research questioned the rhetoric of reconciliation with nature 

and presented non-place as the concealment of violence. Non-place, the thesis has 

unveiled, is a form of space where its form has become its content. This has emerged 

from a consideration of the specific trans-local influences of Japanese and French artists, 

with the shared concern with the new configurations of urban spaces. The research 

revealed that the Tokaido and its history have become an archive of different modalities 

of vision to which the Separate Landscape offers a contribution. By deploying Tsukushi 

as the key method, the research developed a critique of methodologies in art. It also 

challenges the limits of both ethnography and painting and opens the discussion on how 

research in practice may contextualize itself in theoretical frameworks. 
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Appendix I: 

Utagawa Hiroshige's Fifty-Three Stations of the Tokaido, Hoeido Version from 1833. 

Hiroshige made more than twenty versions of the Tokaido series, which were published 
by various publishers. Hoeido is the name of the publisher. There are other names given 
to some of the Tokaido series such as Gyosho and Reisho, which are not necessarily 
referring to the publisher. At least sixteen of them include all fifty-three stations. 
Among those, the Hoeido version from 1833 is the most frequently reproduced, followed 
by the Gyosho version (1842) and the Reisho version (1849). Hiroshige also made a 
Harimaze-e (collage) Tokaido (1852) and a Kyoka-iri (including poetry) Tokaido (1842). 
During my fieldwork the Hoeido, Gyosho and Reisho versions were the main references 
to locate the place where Hiroshige may have stood in each location. As the Hoeido 
version from 1833 is most widely known, the series of Separate Landscape developed in 
reference to this version. 
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I. Nihonbashi 2. Shinagawa 

3. Kawasaki 4. Kanagawa 

5. Hodogaya 
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7. Fujisawa 8. Hiratsuka 

9. Oiso 10. Odawara 

l 
i • 

11. Hakone 12. Mishima 
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l4. Hara 

15. Yoshiwara 16_ Kanbara 

l7. Yui 
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19. Ejiri 20.Fuchu 

21. Mariko 22. Okabe 

23. Fujicda 24. Shimada 
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25. Kanaya 26. Nissaka 

27. Kakegawa 28. Fuk uroi 

29. Mitsuke 30. Hamamatsu 
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31. Maisaka 32. Arai 

33. Shirasuka 34. Futagawa 

• 

35. Yoshida 36. Goyu 
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41. Narumi 
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43. Kuwana 44. Yokkaichi 

45. Ishiyakushi 46.Shono 

47. Kamcyama 48. Seki 
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49. Sakanoshita 

. , . 
~~ .-. .. :-- .,, 
\I -~ ,\ 

51. Minakuchi 

53. Kusatsu 

55. Keishi 

50. Tsuchiyama 

52. Ishibe 

54. Otsu 
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Appendix II: Negative Landscape: Reproductions of Photographs of 55 Locations. 

During my fieldtrips between 2001 and 2006, I took approximately twenty photographs 
in each location. I have chosen four photographs in each location, altogether two 
hundred twenty photographs are selected to make up Negative Landscape. Each of the 
55 rows represents one location starting from the departure point, Nihonbashi in Tokyo 
and ending in the destination, Kyoto. The original size of each photograph is 10 by 15 
centimeters. 
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14. Yoshi wara 
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33. Sh1rasuka 
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40. Chiryu 
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47. Kameyama 
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50. Tsuchi yama 

51. Min akuchi 
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55. Keishi 
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I. Nih onbashi 2. Shinagawa 

5 . Hodogaya 
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8. Hiratsuka 

IO. Odawara 

11. Hakonc 
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14. Hara 

15. Yoshiwara 16. Kanbara 
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19. Ejiri 

23. Fujieda 24. Shimada 
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25. Kanaya 26. Nihonzaka 

27. Kakegawa 28. Fuk uroi 

30. Hamamatsu 
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32. Arai 

33. Shirasuka 34. Futagawa 

35. Yoshida 
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37. Akasaka 38. Fujikawa 

39. Okazaki 40. Chiryu 

41. Narumi 42. Miya 
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43. Kuwana 44. Yokkaichi 

45. Ishiyakushi 

47. Kameyama 
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49. Sakanoshita 50. Tsuchiyama 

5 I. Minakuchi 

53. Kusatsu 

55. Kcishi 
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